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Synopsis:
The dense RTK network, TAPAS is a research and development platform in
Aarhus set up as a part of the Danish
implementation of Galileo. The expectation to TAPAS is a standard deviation
of 1 cm horizontally and vertically. This
project examines the effect Galileo and
TAPAS have on the precision. The data
collection is performed in three different environments; open rural, open urban and dense urban. In the open rural environment Galileo has no significant effect on the precision, and TAPAS
is significantly less precise than Leica
SmartNet. In the open urban environment, Galileo has significant effect on
the precision, TAPAS has no significant
effect. In the dense urban environment, Galileo has significant effect for
E, while TAPAS has significant effect on
the E- and U-coordinate. There is a systematic deviation between the mean
coordinates between Leica SmartNet
and TAPAS of 1.5, 0.7 and 10.6 cm
for E, N and U. It can not be concluded that TAPAS gives more precise
RTK-measurements than Leica SmartNet. Galileo has none or positive effect
on the precision.
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Resumé
TAPAS er et fortættet RTK netværk etableret som en forsknings- og
udviklingsplatform i Aarhus. TAPAS er blevet til i samarbejde mellem
SDFE, DTU Space og Aarhus Kommune. Det er den danske implementering af Galileo, der har givet anledning til TAPAS. TAPAS
omhandler præcis positionering og autonome systemer. Autonomone
systemer som f.eks. selvkørende biler er ikke testet i denne rapport,
da det ligger udenfor fagligheden for en landinspektør. Fokus i dette
speciale er således på præcis positionering. TAPAS skal på sigt fungere ved hjælp af state space respresentation (SSR), hvor hver fejltype
(troposfære, ionosfære, satellitbanefejl osv.) modelleres for sig. Med
observation state representation (OSR), som er det nuværende alternativ, evalueres alle fejltyper som én sum, der korrigeres for i observationerne. SSR er derfor i dansk sammenhæng en ny metode inden
for netværks-RTK. Forventningen til TAPAS er en standardafvigelse
på 1 cm horisontalt og vertikalt under optimale forhold. Effekten af
hhv. Galileo og TAPAS for præcisionen ved GNSS-RTK er omdrejningspunktet for nærværende projekt.
ISO har lavet en standard for at teste præcisionen af RTK, hvor gennemsnittet for hvert punkt bliver beregnet, residualerne beregnes
som afvigelser fra gennemsnittet, og derefter beregnes spredninger
ud fra kvadrerede residualer. SDFE og DTU Space har lavet en testplan for TAPAS, som beskriver, hvordan TAPAS skal testes. ISO og
TAPAS-testplanen er fulgt i et vist omfang. For at teste effekten af
Galileo og TAPAS er det nødvendigt med tre opmålinger med følgende opsætninger: 1) GPS/GLONASS og Leica SmartNet, 2) GPS/GLONASS/Galileo og Leica SmartNet, 3) GPS/GLONASS/Galileo og
TAPAS. Grunden til, at Leica SmartNet anvendes som referencetjeneste, er, at GNSS-modtageren til opmålingerne er udlånt af Leica og
dermed kom med abonnement til Leica SmartNet. TAPAS-testplanen
beskriver, at der skal foretages opmålinger i tre områder med følgende karakteristikker: åbent land, åben by og tæt by. I hvert område
etableres 30 fikspunkter, som alle måles fem gange i hver opsætning.
Det giver 150 observationer for hver opmåling i hvert område.
TAPAS udsender endnu ikke korrektionssignaler som SSR, fordi RTCMformaterne, som modtagerne bruger, ikke kan håndtere det. Derfor blev korrektionessignalerne fra TAPAS i forbindelse med dette
projekt udsendt med den OSR-baserede VRS-løsning. Da målinerne stod på, var GLONASS ikke understøttet af TAPAS. Ydermere var
der servernedbrud på måledagen i åben by, hvilket betød, at VRStjenesten var utilgængelig. I åben by er der derfor målt med enkeltstations RTK til nærmeste TAPAS-referencestation. Her var GLONASS
understøttet. Sammenligningerne, der giver grundlaget for at evaluere effekten af TAPAS er derfor som følger:
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• Åbent land: GPS/GLONASS - Leica SmartNet vs. GPS/Galileo TAPAS
• Åben by: GPS/GLONASS/Galileo - Leica SmartNet vs. GPS/GLONASS/Galileo - TAPAS (Enkeltstations-RTK)
• Tæt by: Åbent land: GPS/GLONASS - Leica SmartNet vs. GPS/Galileo - TAPAS
Ovenstående ændringer i det oprindelige testdesign betyder, at satellitkonstellationerne ikke er ens for TAPAS og Leica SmartNet. Dermed
kan effekten af TAPAS ikke vurderes entydigt.
ISO tager ikke højde for grove fejl, men der er en formodning om, at
grove fejl opstår især i tæt by. Grænsen for grove fejl sættes til ±3 · σr .
Observationer fjernes, hvis residualerne overskrider denne grænse.
Når residualerne er beregnet som afvigelser fra middeæværdier, kan
en stor grov fejl påvirke andre observationer af samme punkt. For at
vurdere sådanne tilfælde anvendes RANSAC-metoden. Som et alternativ til at fjerne grove fejl anvendes en robust estimator for spredningen, som er baseret på median absolute deviation (MAD). For at
vurdere effekten på præcisionen af henholdsvis Galileo og TAPAS anvendes en F-test, hvorved det afgøres på et 5 % signifikansniveau, om
to spredninger er ens eller forskellige.
I åbent land har Galileo ikke signifikant effekt. TAPAS er signifikant
ringere end Leica SmartNet i åbent land. I åben by har Galileo signifikant effekt for N- og U-koordinaten. TAPAS har ikke signifikant
effekt. I tæt by har Galileo signifikant effekt for E-koordinaten, TAPAS
har signifikant effekt for E- og U-koordinaten. I åbent land og åben
by er der indsamlet 150 observationer ved hver opmåling i hvert område. I tæt by er der 115 observationer med GPS/GLONASS - Leica
SmartNet, 127 med GPS/GLONASS/Galileo - Leica SmartNet og 107
med GPS/Galileo - TAPAS. Der er opnået flest observationer ved tre
satellitsystemer og Leica SmartNet.
Ved sammenligning af middelværdier fra målinger med Leica SmartNet og TAPAS i åbent land er der fundet systematiske afvigelser på 1,5,
0,7 og 10,6 cm for hhv. E, N og U.
Konklusionen på testene i denne rapport er, at TAPAS ikke giver højere præcision end ét af de eksisterende, kommercielle alternativer.
TAPAS rummer dog potentiale for SSR-løsningen til autonomone systemer, da SSR er gearet til et stort antal modtagere, hvilket OSR ikke
kan håndtere i samme grad.
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Reading guide
References will be referred by the Harvard method, which means that
sources will be listed as [Author,year,(page number)]. The author
refers to the references, which is in the end of the thesis.
Figures and tables are numbered by the two numbers, for example
figure 1.2. 1 refers to the chapter number and 2 refers to the figure
number in that chapter. Tables are numbered by the same principle.

Abbreviations
In table 1 the abbreviations for the thesis can be seen. The term for
the abbreviations will be written first time they are used.
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Abbreviation
GNSS
GPS
GLONASS
SA
C/A
ESA
EU
SDFE
TAPAS
SFU
OS
HAS
PRS
SAR
MEO
GEO
IGSO
RADAR
TAI
UTC
GPST
GST
GLONASST
BDT
LOS
RTK
NRTK
OSR
SSR
VRS
MAC
FKP
GNSS SMART
PPP
ISO
GG
GGG
RANSAC

Term
Global Navigation Satellite System
Global Positioning System
GLObalnaya NAvigatsionnaya
Sputnikovaya Sistema
Selective Availability
Coarse Acquisition
European Space Agency
European Union
Agency for Data Supply and Efficiency
Testbed in Aarhus for Precision positioning and Autonomous Systems
Danish Agency for Science and Higher Education
Open Service
High accuracy service
Public Regulated Service
Search And Rescue
Medium Earth orbit
Geostationary Equatorial Orbit
Inclined Geosynchronous Orbit
RAdio Detection And Ranging
International atomic time
Coordinated universal time
GPS Time
Galileo System Time
GLONASS Time
BeiDou Time
Line Of Sight
Real Time Kinematic
Network RTK
Observation Space Representation
State Space Representation
Virtual Reference Station
Master Auxiliary Concept
Flachen Korrectur Parameter
Global Navigation Satellite Systems
- State Monitoring And Representation Technique
Precise Point Positioning
International organization for
standardization
GPS/GLONASS
GPS/GLONASS/Galileo
RAndom SAmple Consensus
Table 1: List of abbreviations used in the thesis.
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CHAPTER

1

Introduction
Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) emerged during the Cold
War for military purposes. The American satellite-based positioning system was called Transit, known as US Navy Navigation Satellite System. It was the first satellite-based positioning system to work
globally. The first satellite in orbit was Soviet Union’s Sputnik I in
1959. The purpose of the first Transit satellite was to track the Sputnik I satellite, but shortly after the launch, researchers found out that
a rover’s position could be determined if the satellites’ orbits were
known. Transit was available for civilian use in 1967. The Soviet
Union developed a civilian system called Tksikada, which was operational in 1976 [Teunissen & Montenbruck, 2017, p. 4]. The Global
Positioning System (GPS) program began in the 1970s and was fully
operational in 1995 [Teunissen & Montenbruck, 2017, p. 197].
The concept of Transit and Tksikada was to determine the rover’s position by the satellite signals’ Dobbler shift, which on average took
one hour. Transit was replaced by Global Positioning System (GPS),
and Tksikada was replaced by Global’naya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikova Sistema (GLONASS). The concept of GPS and GLONASS was
range measurement rather than Dobbler shifts, which increased the
accuracy and speed of determining the rover’s position [Teunissen &
Montenbruck, 2017, p. 5].
Until the year 2000, the civilian use of GNSS was limited by selective
availability (SA). SA was put on the civilian C/A code by the U.S. government. SA meant that errors were deliberately added to the satellite clock and the ephemerides, which caused a horizontal accuracy
of a GPS position of about 100 m [Teunissen & Montenbruck, 2017, p.
754].
In cooperation between the European Space Agency (ESA) and the
European Union (EU), the European satellite system, Galileo, is being
developed. One of the aims of Galileo is making the European usage
of GNSS independent of other countries’ military interests. The first
Galileo satellite was launched in 2011, and the system is expected to
be fully operational in 2020 with 30 satellites. A Chinese satellite system called BeiDou is being developed with 27 satellites and is fully
operational in 2020. Both Galileo and BeiDou will have global coverage [Teunissen & Montenbruck, 2017, p. 17]. Galileo and BeiDou
can interoperate with GPS and GLONASS, which means that the sig1

1. I NTRODUCTION
nal from the four satellite systems can be received by the same GNSS
receiver.
The Agency for Data Supply and Efficiency (SDFE) is responsible for
the implementation of Galileo in Denmark. In order to identify the
future role of satellite-based positioning in general, SDFE commissioned the report Analyse af behov for infrastruktur for positioneringsog navigationsdata. Here, it is stated that the access to accurate positioning data is increasingly important to the societal development
because positioning will be an authoritative foundation for public
management, and the technological development will make accurate positioning cheaper for example through smartphones [Deloitte,
2017, p. 7]
Partly based on conclusions in the report, a test project in Aarhus
called Testbed for Precision Positioning and Autonomous Systems
(TAPAS) was launched in October 2018, raised in a cooperation between Aarhus Municipality, SDFE and the National Space Institute
(DTU Space). TAPAS is a dense RTK network with approximately 10
km between the reference stations and is supposed to function as a
research and development platform for precise positioning. The location is Aarhus, because it facilitates testing in an urban environment and real-life scenarios [SDFE, 2018c].

1.1

Initial problem statement
After the official TAPAS opening in October 2018, some testing went
on until the network was reported ready in January 2019. Hence, at
the time of writing, it is yet an early phase of the entire TAPAS project.
In order to find out what has given rise to TAPAS, and what role TAPAS
is going to play in relation to satellite based positioning, the following
initial problem statement is formulated:
What is the occasion to, the purpose of and the expectations for
TAPAS?
The initial statement will be about the occasion for TAPAS, because
it will knowledge about why TAPAS is being developed. The purpose
and expectations for TAPAS can be interpreted in many contexts, but
in a surveying context the focus will be on precise positioning.
The answer to the initial problem statement is given in the preanalysis constituted by the following two chapters. The pre-analysis
forms the basis for the problem statement. This process is outlined
in the following section.
TAPAS is about both precise positioning and navigation in relation to
autonomous systems. Autonomous systems is an industry that lies
outside the professional field of a surveyor. Precise positioning is the
interesting aspect of TAPAS in a surveying context, which is why autonomous systems will not be dealt with any further. Professional
2

1.2. Method
land surveying is the scope of this thesis.

1.2

Method
This section describes the method for answering the initial problem statement. At first, the pre-analysis is described by means of a
flowchart and a description in general terms. Next, the two chapters
constituting the pre-analysis are described separately.

Figure 1.1: Structure for initial problem analysis. Green colours are problem statements, orange colours are chapters in the initial problem analysis.

The flowchart for the pre-analysis can be seen in figure 1.1. The
flowchart starts with the initial problem statement. The two boxes
below hold the elements of the initial problem statement, namely occasion, purpose and expectations. Galileo is in general terms the occasion for TAPAS, and therefore Galileo per se and Galileo as prompting factor for TAPAS is dealt with in chapter 2. The Galileo chapter
comes before the TAPAS chapter, because the Galileo chapter will
contain information about the background for TAPAS and put TAPAS
in a larger perspective. In chapter 3, the focus is on the TAPAS platform. As indicated in the flowchart, chapter 3 should clarify the purpose of TAPAS and the expectations for it. Having as such answered
the initial problem statement, allows the final problem statement to
be posed, which happens in chapter 4.
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1. I NTRODUCTION
1.2.1

Chapter 2 - Galileo
Chapter 2 contains three sections. Section 2.1 describes the National
Space Strategy in Denmark which contains the political framework
for TAPAS. In section 2.2, the services offered by Galileo are examined. Section 2.3 contains a comparison between Galileo and other
satellite systems. The chapter is based on various sources comprising the Danish National Space Strategy, literature posed by ESA, the
GNSS Springer Handbook [Teunissen & Montenbruck, 2017] and an
comparative analysis of the satellite systems.

1.2.2

Chapter 3 - TAPAS
Chapter 3 contains three sections. The first section, section 3.1, describes the official purpose formulated for TAPAS. In section 3.2, the
design of TAPAS is described. This implies both the physical network
and the applied software. Both aspects represent something different
than the current RTK services; more dense RTK network and another
positioning model. At last, the expectations for TAPAS are reported
in section 3.3. Some expectations are specific and formulated in the
TAPAS Test Plan [National Space Institute, 2018]. Others are of a more
general character and stem from a Swedish study from 2009. Scientific articles, commercial product descriptions, textbook material, official governmental statements and internal working papers are used
and cited in the chapter.
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2

Galileo
Galileo is a European satellite system of which the first satellite was
launched in 2011. It is expected to be fully operational in 2020 [Teunissen & Montenbruck, 2017, p. 247]. The status of Galileo at the
time of writing is that 23 satellites are usable, two are being tested
and three are not available [GSA, 2019]. The purpose of Galileo is to
make the European use of GNSS independent of other countries’ military interests. Galileo is under civilian control in EU, and is the only
GNSS that is not controlled by military interests. One of the reasons
why Galileo is developed is to boost European innovation, create jobs
and allowing Europe to get a share of the 175 billion euro GNSS market [GSA, 2018]. It is estimated that 11 % of Europe’s gross domestic
product is dependent on GNSS and the share is expected to rise in the
future [Energi-, Forsynings- og Klimaministeriet, 2018].
This chapter contains three sections concerning following topics:
1. Denmark’s National Space Strategy
2. Galileo services
3. Differences between satellite systems
The first section, section 2.1, is about Denmark’s National Space
Strategy, since this is where the initiative leading to TAPAS is found.
Section 2.2 holds a description of Galileo in general terms, and in
section 2.3, Galileo is compared to other satellite systems with respect to selected aspects. The purpose of this order is initially putting
Galileo into perspective regarding TAPAS and subsequently examining Galileo further.

2.1

Denmark’s National Space Strategy
The purpose of this section is to examine Denmark’s National Space
Strategy, because it is the political framework for the development
of TAPAS. It will give an understanding of why TAPAS is being developed.
Denmark contributes to Galileo through EU. SDFE is responsible for
the Danish implementation of Galileo in cooperation with the Danish Agency for Science and Higher Education (Styrelsen for Forskning
5
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og Uddannelse (SFU)). SDFE is responsible for the application and
implementation, while SFU is responsible for the national and international cooperation and coordination [SDFE, 2018a].
The strategy has three overall goals, which are [Danish government,
2016, p. 11]:

• Increased growth in the private sector based on space systems.
• A considerable increase in the success rate for Danish applications under European space programmes.
• Increased quality and efficiency in the public sector based on
space systems.

There is a potential for increased growth in the private sector for
space products and services. Researchers are essential to gain new
knowledge and develop new products for the businesses and the
public authorities. The Danish success rate for applications to the
European space programmes are below average and the goal is to increase the Danish success rate, so it will reach an average level [Danish government, 2016, p. 11].
Three actors are targeted in the strategy; businesses, public authorities and researchers. The overarching goals can only be reached in
a cooperation between the three actors. Therefore, the overarching
goals are concretised in four categories of initiatives. The categories
are made up with respect to the relations between the actors, so that
for instance the initiatives of the second category all regard the relation between the businesses and the public authorities. Initiative
number 7 in this category (category 2) is the initiative that gives rise
to TAPAS (initiative 2.7).
Initiative 2.7 states the ambition of examining how Galileo’s services
can give easier access to positioning services for citizens in Denmark.
In the National Space Strategy, it is stated that there is a need for an
analysis of society’s need for free positioning with accuracy on cmlevel on basis of local corrections [Danish government, 2016, p. 21].
This analysis is subsequently made by Deloitte [Deloitte, 2017].
Initiative 2.7 is realised through TAPAS, because TAPAS gives easier
access to precise positioning services. An alternative to TAPAS is existing RTK-services, but they require a license. The free positioning
with accuracy on cm-level on the basis of local corrections is what
TAPAS can provide [SDFE, 2018c]. The goal of implementing Galileo
is growth in private and public sector and one of the ways to implement Galileo is through TAPAS.
6
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2.2

Galileo services
The purpose of this section is to examine which services Galileo offers
to understand what Galileo is. All the accuracy’s and DOP values in
this section are for Galileo without other satellite systems.
On average there will be eight visible Galileo satellites with good
satellite geometry for Galileo, where the VDOP typically will be around
2,3 and HDOP will be around 1,3
[Teunissen & Montenbruck, 2017, p. 249].
ESA offers four Galileo services, that are independent of other satellite systems. The four services are [ESA, 2018a]:
• Open service (OS)
• High accuracy service (HAS)
• Public regulated service (PRS)
• Search and rescue service (SAR)

2.2.1

Open service
OS is free to use and intended to the mass market, which is car navigation and location-based mobile phone services. The receivers are
typically single frequency allowing a relatively low accuracy. OS is
supported by single- and dual frequency ranging and positioning
along with UTC time determination. OS will have global coverage
and availability on 99,8 % [ESA, 2018a]. Availability is defined as the
portion of time where OS can be used as intended [Navipedia, 2018].
The accuracy of OS can be seen in table 2.1:

95 % horizontal accuracy
95 % vertical accuracy

Single frequency
15 m
35 m

Dual frequency
4m
8m

Table 2.1: Accuracy of OS [ESA, 2018a]

2.2.2

High accuracy service
High accuracy service (HAS), formerly known as commercial service,
is for market applications requiring a higher accuracy than provided
by OS. HAS is adding two signals on different frequencies. HAS is encrypted, which means that the user needs a license with an encryption key to use HAS. The accuracy of HAS is to the nearest cm [ESA,
2018a]. An accuracy to nearest cm is not a well defined term. On
another web page by the Danish Ministry of Energy, Utilities and Climate states, that the 95 % accuracy with professional equipment is
20 cm with Galileo. The next generation of smartphones will contain
chips with an accuracy of 30 cm [Energi-, Forsynings- og Klimaministeriet, 2018]. Another web page by GSA says, that the accuracy is
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below one dm worldwide [GSA, 2017]. It doesn’t say if the accuracy is
horizontally or vertically, but it is assumed that the accuracy is horizontally.
Agency
ESA
Energy, Utilities and Climate Ministry DK
GSA

Accuracy
Nearest cm
20 cm
< 1 dm

Application
RTK
Code observations
PPP

Table 2.2: Accuracy estimates of HAS using Galileo by different agencies

There are different estimates of what the accuracy of HAS is. That is
caused by different applications.
2.2.3

Public regulated service
The public regulated service (PRS) is intended for police, coast guards
and customs. PRS has a higher level of protection against threads to
interference of the Galileo signal, which makes the signal more robust. The 95 % accuracy of PRS is 6.5 m horizontally and 12 m vertically.

2.2.4

Search and rescue service
Search and rescue (SAR) are used for rescue missions in the mountains or at sea. There is a international programme called COSPASSARSAT, which Galileo contributes to. Before the Galileo contribution
to COSPAS-SARSAT programme there were gabs in the global coverage because of the orbits of the satellites. With Galileo contributing
to COSPAS-SARSAT, the time for determining a position will decrease
from one hour to 10 min. The accuracy will increase from 10 km to 5
km[ESA, 2018a].

2.3

Difference between satellite systems
In this section, a comparison between satellite systems is carried out.
At first, they are compared at an overall level. Subsequently, Galileo
is compared with the other systems regarding parameters that are
considered of particular interest with respect to precision and interoperability.
The Global navigation satellite systems are GPS, GLONASS, Galileo
and Beidou. QZSS and IRNSS are regional satellite systems. For an
overview, see figure 2.1. The book [Teunissen & Montenbruck, 2017]
is published in 2017, that’s why Galileo is listed as “planned” in the
figure.
GPS, GLONASS, BeiDou and Galileo are all in MEO (medium Earth
orbit). BeiDou has satellites as well that are in IGSO (inclined geosynchronous orbit) and GEO (geostationary equatorial orbit). GPS and
GLONASS have 24 satellites each, BeiDou has 27 MEO satellites and
8
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Figure 2.1: An overview of the different satellite systems [Teunissen & Montenbruck, 2017, p. 17]

Galileo has 30 satellites. Both BeiDou and Galileo will be fully operational in 2020. QZSS and IRNSS will not have global coverage.
Thus, they are not commented further here. Once Galileo and Beidou are fully operational there will be 105 MEO satellites with global
coverage. That is more than twice as many satellites than the situation where only GPS and GLONASS are used. SPS from GPS and
GLONASS corresponds to the OS of Galileo and BeiDou, which are
based on code observations on E1 (Galileo) or L1 (GPS/GLONASS)
frequency. PPS correspond to HAS, which is transmitted on L1/L2
with GPS/GLONASS and E5a with Galileo.
In the following, the four satellite systems with global coverage are
compared on the themes listed below. They are considered relevant
in terms of inter-operability and precise positioning.
• Signal frequencies
• Inclination
• Time references
• Multipath
2.3.1

Signal frequencies
The L1 band from GPS and the E1 band from Galileo are transmitted on the same frequency. The L5 band from GPS and E5a band
from Galileo are also transmitted on the same band frequency. The
9
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E5 band contains a signal called E5-B, which are used for SAR messages. The E5-B band from Galileo are transmitted on the same frequency as B2 band from BeiDou [Teunissen & Montenbruck, 2017, p.
279].
The receiver can distinguish the satellite signals transmitted on the
same frequencies by the code, because every satellite transmits a
unique code. The bandwidth of GNSS signals are assigned, so the
signals do not interfere with other radio signals such as RADAR. The
overlapping GNSS signals are useful, if the satellite constellations are
combined [PennState College of Earth and Mineral Sciences, n.d].
2.3.2

Inclination
The inclination angle is the angle between the orbit and the equator
plane. GPS and Galileo has the same inclination angle (56°), and BeiDou’s inclination angle is almost the same (55°). The highest inclination angle is GLONASS’, that is 64,8°. Aarhus is located at latitude 56°,
so when using GNSS in Aarhus, the satellites from GPS, BeiDou and
Galileo will all be located somewhere south of receiver or in zenith at
best. However, some of GLONASS’ satellites will be located north of
the receiver.
In Denmark, the uncertainty of the rover’s position is in general bigger in the north/south direction than east/west, because the satellites
are more equally distributed in the east/west direction.

2.3.3

Time references
One of the challenges with the different satellite systems are different time systems. The first atomic clocks were developed in 1955,
but it wasn’t until 1971 that atomic time was agreed as international
timescale [Teunissen & Montenbruck, 2017, p. 156]. The difference
between the time scales can be seen in figure 2.2.
The International Atomic Time (TAI) is the time measurement in the
atomic clocks. Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) is adjusted to the
earths rotation with leap seconds. A leap second is an adjustment
to mean solar time, because the speed of the earth’s rotation varies a
little bit. Since the early 1970s, the difference between UTC and TAI
has grown from 10 sec to more than 30 sec.
GPS Time (GPST) starts in 1980 and follows TAI, which means that
GPST will not follow UTC time zones. Galileo System Time (GST) follows the same time as GSPT, but has start time in 1999, which makes
the conversion relatively easy. The problem comes with the difference between GLONASS Time (GLONASST) and GPST/GST, because
GLONASST is adjusted to UTC time zone in Moscow within a limit of
1 ms. The time in figure 2.2 stops before 2010 and does not include
BeiDou Time (BDT). BeiDou Time starts in 2006 and is synchronised
with UTC within 100 ns [ESA, 2018b]. To be able to combine GPS,
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Figure 2.2: Time difference from different GNSS time systems [Sickle & Dutton, u.d.]

GLONASS, Galileo and Beidou, the time differences need to be modelled.
2.3.4

Multipath
Multipath occurs when a GNSS signal is reflected into the GNSS receiver. It typically occurs when the GNSS signal is reflected on buildings, terrain or cars.

Figure 2.3: Galileo signals are more resistant to multipath [Gonzales, 2018]

In figure 2.3, LOS stands for Line Of Sight. Multipath happens mostly
in more urban areas and can be a large error source. The challenge
with multipath is to distinguish LOS signals from reflected signals.
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Reflected signals take longer time to reach the receiver, which means
that the rover’s calculated position is incorrect.
The Galileo signals on the E5 band are claimed to be more resistant
to multipath which could have an effect in urban areas where there is
a higher risk of multipath [Hein, 2012]. With Galileo the errors from
multipath will be reduced, which can have have an effect on uncertainties of the rover’s position.

2.4

Summary
Denmark’s National Space Strategy is about growth in the private and
the public sector based on satellite data and an increase of the success rate for Danish applications for European space programmes.
One of the initiatives is to give easier access to positioning data for
Danish citizens. Free positioning with cm-level accuracy is implemented with TAPAS.
Galileo provides four services. The OS is free to use and has an accuracy of 4 m horizontally, while the HAS requires a license, but is expected to have an accuracy of 20 cm. PRS is intended for police, coast
guards and customs. SAR is for search and rescue in the mountains
and at sea.
With Galileo and BeiDou, there will be more available satellites. The
inclination angles of the two satellite systems do not differ notably
from GPS, so GLONASS satellites will still be the only satellites north
of the receiver when measuring in Denmark. Galileo has signal frequencies in common with GPS; E1 is transmitted on the same band
as L1, and E5a on same band as L5. That makes the two systems
inter-operable on a hardware-level. Also, Galileo’s time system is coordinated with GPST, which contributes to the compatibility of the
two systems. Using Galileo might be an advantage in an urban environment, partly due to the increased number of visible satellites, and
partly due to the E5 band, which is more resistant to multipath.
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TAPAS

As explained in chapter 2, TAPAS is a part of the Danish implementation of Galileo. This chapter contains the following sections:
1. Purpose
2. Design
3. Expectations
Section 3.1 is about the purpose of TAPAS, section 3.2 is about how
TAPAS works, and section 3.3 is about the expectations for TAPAS.

3.1

Purpose
The purpose of TAPAS is partly finding the highest obtainable precision in real time using Galileo, and partly serving as a research platform for precision positioning. As a research platform it is open to
private as well as public enterprises and organisations [SDFE, 2017].
Positioning of moving objects in a dense urban environment is a research topic of increasing interest. The report [Deloitte, 2017] states
the need of public facilitation of positioning for a long array of purposes. With an increasing need of precise positioning for numerous
purposes, the necessary infrastructure should be procured to support
this development [Deloitte, 2017].

3.2

Design
TAPAS is a dense net of reference stations for Network-RTK (NRTK).
In NRTK, the distance dependent errors are interpolated and corrected for as opposed to single-station RTK. In single-station RTK,
the rover should be within 10-20 km of the nearest reference station
because of the spatial decorrelation of the errors caused by the atmosphere and satellite orbit. These error types are interpolated and
corrected for in NRTK, which permits longer baselines between the
reference stations. The baseline-lengths in NRTK are however below
100 km in general [Xu & Xu, 2016, p. 308]. Figure 3.1 shows the configuration of the reference stations in the TAPAS network. The distances
are approximately 10 km in average. As such, TAPAS is an RTK network with single-station baseline lengths. The configuration of the
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reference stations covers the entire city of Aarhus and part of Aarhus
Bay. It gives opportunity to test TAPAS at land and at sea.

Figure 3.1: Map showing the configuration of the reference stations in the
TAPAS network [SDFE, 2018c].

3.2.1

Observation Space Representation (OSR)
Several principles for NRTK exist. Virtual reference station (VRS),
Master Auxiliary Concept (MAC) and Flachen Korrectur Parameter
(FKP) are common approaches known from existing, commercial services. They provide correction data for the user in different ways, but
they have one thing in common; the errors are evaluated as a lump
sum in the observation space. Double differencing is the foundation
of these networks. It eliminates most errors, but the distance dependent errors generally have to be taken care of otherwise. The RTK
network evaluates the remaining error (after double differencing) for
a given position in the network and transmits correction data to the
user. Supplying corrections in the observation space simply means
informing the user how much the observations should be corrected
in order to minimise the influence of the errors. As such, the error
sources are not distinguished, they are all handled as a lump sum.
How the error is interpolated in the network, and how the correction
data is served to the rover depends on the specific service. The different variations of delivering NRTK corrections in the observation
space will not be treated any further in this project [Teunissen & Montenbruck, 2017, p. 770ff].

3.2.2

State Space Representation (SSR)
The software of the TAPAS network is called GNSMART and is delivered by the company Geo++ [SDFE, 2018b]. GNSMART is based on
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the principles of GNSS-SMART (Global Navigation Satellite System
- State Monitoring And Representation Technique) [Geo++, 2018].
Corrections are supplied in the state space as opposed to the services mentioned in the previous section supplying the corrections
in the observations space. The State Monitoring And Representation
refers to the monitoring and representation of the state of every error source. The different characteristics of the error sources require
different monitoring and representation. Some errors are local, and
some errors are global. Some errors change slowly, while others can
change in an instant. The latter means that the rover needs updates
at different rates, which according to the producer means lower demands for the bandwidths of the transmission signals, because not
all corrections have to be provided at once. Also, it is stated that the
SSR makes the service easily scalable to the number of users. In the
OSR, two-way communication between the rover and the network
is often used. SSR on the other hand is always one-way communication, which enables broadcasting of correction data. The positioning model applied in GNSMART is often referred to as PPP-RTK
[Gerhard Wübbena & Schmitz, 2005]. The concept of PPP-RTK is presented in the following subsection.
3.2.3

PPP-RTK
In 1997, a new method for GNSS positioning emerged under the term
precise point positioning (PPP). In PPP, undifferenced observations
of both carrier phase and pseudorange are supplemented with precise information about orbit and satellite clock errors. In this way,
precision at centimeter-level can be obtained. Ambiguity resolution
with integer values is not possible in traditional PPP, which causes
long convergence times of up to 15 min. [Teunissen & Montenbruck,
2017, p. 723f ]. Combining PPP with a local RTK-network that provides state parameters of ionosphere and troposphere for the user
in real-time enables integer ambiguity fixing and hence centimeterlevel accuracy with a convergence time of 10 seconds. This method is
called PPP-RTK [Teunissen & Montenbruck, 2017, p. 778f].
The different error sources have different characteristics; the satelliterelated errors can be estimated globally, and no local network is necessary in that respect. Troposphere and ionosphere, on the other
hand, are local phenomenons, requiring a local network for being estimated. Error sources such as phase center offset (PCO) and multipath must be taken care of by the receiver. While only satellite clock
and satellite orbit parameters are provided to the user in traditional
PPP, state parameters for all error sources are estimated and provided
in real-time in PPP-RTK. Figure 3.2 is a graphical representation of
the properties of PPP-RTK with respect to PPP and RTK
[Gerhard Wübbena & Schmitz, 2005].
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of how PPP and RTK are merged into a different concept; PPP-RTK. [Gerhard Wübbena & Schmitz, 2005].

3.2.4

The TAPAS network
TAPAS is dense RTK network with single-baseline distances between
the reference stations. The underlying positioning model is PPP-RTK.
As such, the rover must use undifferenced observations for computing its position as opposed to the traditional double differences. In
accordance with ordinary PPP, the corrections are disseminated by
means of SSR. Unlike ordinary PPP, the effects from the troposphere
and the ionosphere are modelled on the basis of the network observations. They are represented with preservation of the integer nature
of the ambiguities which is crucial to the ambiguity resolution and
subsequently to the accuracy and convergence time.
TAPAS is currently not supplying corrections by means of SSR. Full
PPP-RTK is not yet possible because RTCM 3.2 which is the used
transmission format, does not support all of the elements needed for
PPP-RTK. VRS corrections are derived from the the internal SSR solution and transmitted to the user. Also, TAPAS provides a single-station
service (see appendix E).

3.3

Expectations
As the purpose of TAPAS is roughly spoken divided in two, finding the
highest obtainable precision and serving as a research platform for
precise positioning, the expectations are accordingly diverse. TAPAS
is a research platform for enterprises and organisations. In that sense,
the expectations for TAPAS are that it can serve as a platform for numerous projects by a wide spectrum of operators. For the aim of finding the highest obtainable precision using Galileo, the expectations
are more specific. In the TAPAS Test Plan ([National Space Institute,
2018]) (appendix C), which is holding a detailed outline of the procedure of test and documentation of TAPAS, the test of precision is
described. The precision is to be tested in different environments,
static as well as kinematic.
The Static RTK test should have a 3D standard deviation of 1 cm. The
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position is logged every second and every minute a standard deviation is calculated. 10 minutes of observations should be collected.
This means that the standard deviation is the standard deviation of
60 observations [National Space Institute, 2018, p. 20f ].
The Point RTK Test is intended to be a simulation of a common survey
situation for a land surveyor using a dual-frequency geodetic receiver
[National Space Institute, 2018, p. 21]. The horizontal standard deviation should be less than 1 cm, and the standard deviation of the
vertical component should be less than 1 cm as well for the Point RTK
test [National Space Institute, 2018, p. 22].
The Kinematic RTK test is intended for rapid moving objects. The trajectory of the object shall be compared to a known trajectory.
3.3.1

Densified RTK network
In 2009, a Swedish report was published with the purpose of describing the quality of NRTK at that time being and subsequently finding
ways to improve it [Emardson et al., 2009]. The tests performed as
a part of the research was partly real GNSS-observations, and partly
simulated observations. With respect to clarifying the expectations
for TAPAS, two simulations from Emardson et al. [2009] are of particular interest. One of the simulations describes the improvement of
the precision in the case of a densified net of reference stations, and
the other simulation compares the level of precision using two (GPS
and GLONASS) and four satellite systems (Galileo and BeiDou in addition), respectively.
Figure 3.3 shows how the precision is affected by a densified network. It is interesting in correlation with TAPAS, because TAPAS is
itself a dense network with baseline-lengths of approximately 10 km.
Particularly the size of the vertical error is reduced drastically when
the mesh size in the network is reduced. The local effects remain
unchanged, whereas the errors from the ionosphere and the troposphere are significantly smaller for the network with 10 km between
the reference stations. It should be noted that the simulations are
made with regards to Swedish conditions. Therefore, the effect of a
densified network might not be equivalent in a Danish context.

Figure 3.3: Table 27 from [Emardson et al., 2009]. The effect on error of the
position when reducing the mesh-size from 70 to 10 km.
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3.3.2

Future satellite constellation
Figure 3.4 shows how more available satellite systems are reflected
in the error sizes. As is the case for figure 3.3, it is a potential future
scenario versus the the current situation. The scenario named Current represents the situation with two available satellite systems, GPS
and GLONASS, and the scenario named Future posits four satellite
systems involving also Galileo and Beidou.
The error caused by the ionosphere and the troposphere is not reduced as much with more satellite systems as it is with a densified
net of reference stations. On the other hand, the local effects are reduced, which is not the case for a densified network. Both the vertical
and the horizontal errors (Total (rms)) are reduced with less than 5
mm. Based on these results, a fully implemented Galileo can not be
expected to improve the precision in NRTK significantly.

Figure 3.4: Table 9 from [Emardson et al., 2009]. The effect on the error of
the position when going from two satellite systems to four.

Various expectations are specifically related to the positioning model
PPP-RTK, but since full PPP-RTK is not yet an option with TAPAS,
it can not be tested in this project. Therefore, this aspect of TAPAS
should be tested when the service is fully implemented.

3.4

Summary
TAPAS is launched as a part of the Danish implementation of Galileo.
It is a research platform for finding a way to obtain the highest possible precision using Galileo and test platform for autonomous systems. Also, as a research platform it is open to all sorts of commercial
and non-commercial organisations and companies with an interest
in precision positioning.
TAPAS is a virtual and physical network for RTK GNSS with short
baselines between the reference stations. The baselines are way
shorter than in traditional RTK which is supposed to give higher quality of the correction data. The software in the network, GNSMART,
works by the principles of PPP-RTK. Opposite traditional RTK, but in
accordance with PPP, the positioning happens on the basis of undifferenced observations. The corrections from the TAPAS-network are
provided in the state space, so that the corrections of the observations
should be carried out in the user-end. Due to the current limitations
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of RTCM 3.3, full PPP-RTK is not yet an option. At the time of writing, the available correction services supplied by TAPAS are VRS and
single-station RTK. Also, SSR is in fact supplied, but not to an extent
that enables PPP-RTK.
According to the TAPAS Test Plan, the RTK precision using TAPAS is
expected to be better than 1 cm horizontally and 1 cm vertically in
a common survey for a land surveyor. Simulations by [Emardson et
al., 2009] suggest that the precision of NRTK is increased considerably when going from 70 km between the reference stations to 10 km,
which is the case with TAPAS.
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Problem statement
The purpose of this chapter is to set up the problem statement that
will be the focus for the rest of the thesis. In the initial problem analysis, chapters about Galileo and TAPAS have been written. The first
step is to set up the problem statement, the second step is to decide
what should be carried on for further test and what should be left out.

4.1

Problem statement
The pre-analysis contains two chapters, which are Galileo and TAPAS.
In the report [Emardson et al., 2009], two scenarios are listed, a densified RTK network with a 10 km baseline and the future satellite constellation with GPS/GLONASS/Galileo/Beidou. At the time of writing, the report is 10 years old and no Galileo satellites were launched
in 2009. Galileo is almost fully operational and TAPAS is up and running with VRS and single-baseline RTK, which leaves an opportunity
of testing the effect of a densified RTK network and a different satellite constellation. This leads to the problem statement.
Which effect does Galileo and TAPAS respectively have on the precision of RTK?
The precision is evaluated for each coordinate (E,N,U). The effect on
the precision using TAPAS and Galileo is examined, because Galileo
is the occasion to TAPAS. TAPAS is launched to benefit as much as
possible from Galileo, and the resulting performance experienced by
the user will be a sum of the effects from both phenomena. In the
pre-analysis, Galileo and TAPAS are treated separately to the furthest
possible extent, and the problem statement expresses the desire to
distinguish the effects of TAPAS and Galileo from one-another. Thus,
the problem statement will be answered through a solution to these
two sub-problems:
• What is the effect of Galileo?
• What is the effect of TAPAS?
The effects of Galileo and TAPAS are evaluated on the basis of the precision of each coordinate. The questions above are qualified in the
following sections.
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4.2

The effect of Galileo
Galileo provides four services. For a surveying purpose, PRS and SAR
are not available. That leaves OS and HAS. OS is relevant for the mass
market, but in a surveying context the receivers will be geodetic receivers, which have a higher demand for accuracy. Geodetic receivers
are able to receive HAS signals.
The traditional satellite constellations are GPS and GLONASS, because it has been the only opportunities for many years. Galileo is
fully operational in 2020, which gives more satellites in the sky. The
inclination angles for GPS and Galileo are the same, while GLONASS
has a higher inclination angle. Galileo signals are more resistant to
multipath, which can have an effect on the uncertainties of the rover’s
position. One of the purposes of TAPAS is to test the highest obtainable precision using Galileo. Galileo is a fully implemented and available satellite constellation in near future. This might mean an increment of the precision caused by Galileo.
In order to test the actual effect of Galileo, the following test will be
carried out:
• GPS/GLONASS vs. GPS/GLONASS/Galileo
The precision of RTK GNSS should be evaluated with and without
Galileo in order to determine the effect of Galileo.

4.3

The effect of TAPAS
TAPAS is a test platform for precise positioning in Aarhus. PPP-RTK
is not an option yet with TAPAS, but VRS and single-baseline RTK
are. To evaluate the effect of TAPAS, a standard of reference is required. The current alternative is the existing commercial RTK services. Thus, the obtainable precision with TAPAS is determined by a
comparison with an existing commercial RTK-service:
• TAPAS vs. commercial RTK service
The choice of RTK service will be made in chapter 7.
In chapter 5, it is presented how an answer to the problem statement
is obtained.
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CHAPTER

5

Method
In this chapter, the method for answering the problem statement is
presented. In figure 5.1, the structure of the thesis is shown. The overall plan is to perform different surveys and estimate the precision for
each survey. The precision will be compared and it will give a foundation for evaluating the effect of Galileo and the effect of TAPAS.

Figure 5.1: Flowchart for the thesis from the problem statement to the end.
The green coloured boxes constitute the frame of the project, and
the orange coloured boxes are analysis chapters. The white box
is post-analysis considerations.
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Galileo and TAPAS will be compared on the precision, which is why
it is necessary to determine how the precision should be estimated.
It is a foundation for evaluating the precision and designing the surveys, which is why the first chapter after the method is RTK precision.
Estimating the precision is one aspect of the surveys, but in order
to compare different surveys, they need to be designed in the same
way, so the only variables are the addition of Galileo in the effect of
Galileo and changing the RTK service from the commercial RTK service to TAPAS. The setup of the surveys is chosen in Test design. Once
the surveys are designed, the surveys needs to be performed. A description of the surveys will be performed in the Data collection. The
ISO standard calculates residuals and standard deviations, but outliers are not described by the ISO standard. The data processing with
focus on outliers is dealt with in Approach for data processing. The
results of Galileo and TAPAS will be presented in chapter 10 and 11.
In the following sections, the chapters of this thesis are presented
with respect to content, purpose, approach and used literature. Accordingly, the subsections below describe the sections of this thesis.
The sections and subsections are named in correspondence with the
chapters and sections that they describe respectively.

5.1

Testing RTK precision
Chapter 6 contains four sections concerning estimating the precision
in general, precision according to the TAPAS test plan, a recent study
on RTK and finally a study comparing the precision of two commercial RTK services. They all deal with precision. The purpose of this
order is to have a general knowledge about how precision shall be
evaluated, then precision more related to TAPAS and at last studies of
RTK precision.

5.1.1

ISO standard for precision
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has produced a standard for measuring the precision of RTK GNSS [International Organization for Standardization, 2007], which is referred in
section 6.1. The standard holds prescriptions for the data collection
as well as the data processing. This means “converting” redundant
RTK observations into a measure of precision. It is considered important to take the ISO standard into consideration when making the
test design of this report.

5.1.2

TAPAS Test Plan
Section 6.2 is about the TAPAS Test Plan. The TAPAS Test Plan is made
by DTU Space and is the plan for testing and documenting the performance of TAPAS. As well as acquaintance of the ISO standard is important before designing a test of RTK-precision, the TAPAS Test Plan
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is relevant to include when testing TAPAS. The plan first of all contains suggestions for precision tests, and second, as already utilised
in the pre-analysis, the TAPAS Test Plan features requirements for
TAPAS. The TAPAS Test Plan is not publicly available and is therefore
appended this thesis.
Section 6.2 also holds a comparison between the test procedure described in the ISO standard and the test procedure described in the
TAPAS Test Plan. The two procedures have different purposes, which
is reflected in the way, the test procedures are designed. Similarities and differences are analysed so that reasonable decisions can be
made with respect to test design later in this thesis.
5.1.3

The current level of precision
In section 6.3, the current level of RTK-precision is investigated. In
the semester project from Aalborg University, [Skoffer, 2019], it is attempted to find a reference frame for RTK-precision. The reason for
the topic of [Skoffer, 2019] is the development of TAPAS. Therefore,
the precision level is evaluated in Aarhus, and the test is designed
with regard to the design and expectations for TAPAS. The results of
that study are considered relevant for this project.

5.1.4

RTK Service
Where section 6.3 is supposed to set up a standard of reference with
respect to RTK-precision, section 6.4 is written with the purpose of investigating whether the two big commercial providers of RTK in Denmark, GPSNet and Leica SmartNet, have same or different levels of
precision. The findings in this section are used when deciding which
RTK service to use as a part of the test design. The literature used for
the investigation is [Sondrup, 2016], which is a student report from
Aalborg University.

5.2

Test design
In chapter 7, the test design is presented. In section 7.1, the premises
are set up. The test premises are decisions made in continuation of
the problem statement. The choices made in section 7.1 define what
kind of precision, the test results should reflect. Also, it constitutes
the basis for the subsequent sections. Following aspects of the test
are dealt with in sections 7.2 through 7.6:
• Rover
• RTK Service
• Location
• Number of observations
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• Benchmarks

5.3

Data collection
In chapter 8, the data collection is described. The data collection is
carried out in agreement with chapter 7. Thus, the chapter serves the
purpose of documenting the data collection, which includes description of benchmarks, weather conditions, time schedules.

5.4

Data processing
In chapter 9, it is presented how the data will be processed. The ISO
standard for calculating the standard deviation is already described,
but the ISO approach does not account for outliers among the observations. Chapter 9 is a chapter on dealing with outliers, since outliers are expected particularly in the dense urban environment. Two
parallel approaches are outlined; 1. detecting and removing outliers,
and 2. applying a robust estimator for the standard deviation. Material from the second semester of the master’s programme is the foundation for the chapter. Also, sections in the chapter are allotted the
statistical test for comparing variance estimates and the practical execution of data processing.

5.5

The effect of Galileo
The testing of the effect of Galileo shall live up to the requirements in
the test design. The effect of Galileo consists of a test of the precision
by comparing GPS/GLONASS and GPS/GLONASS/Galileo. It will give
a foundation for evaluating the effect of using Galileo satellites. To
evaluate the effect of Galileo, the precision from GPS/GLONASS will
be compared to the precision from GPS/GLONASS/Galileo. The comparison is carried out in accordance with statistics described in chapter 9.

5.6

The effect of TAPAS
The effect of TAPAS is tested by comparing two surveys with the same
satellite constellation, but different RTK services. One test will be
with an existing RTK-service and the other will be with TAPAS. It
will give a foundation for evaluating if TAPAS has a higher precision
than existing RTK-services. The evaluation will be based on statistical
methods as described in chapter 9.

5.7

Discussion
After the tests of the effect of Galileo and TAPAS are performed, the
results are discussed. The discussion aims at answering the problem
statement. That is, discussing whether TAPAS fulfils the expectations,
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potential challenges and reliability of the results. The effect of Galileo
on the precision is discussed as well. Galileo and TAPAS are evaluated by the precision due to the problem statement of this thesis, but
another important aspect is the accuracy. The accuracy will be examined by comparing mean coordinates from an existing RTK service
with TAPAS. This comparison will tell if there is a systematic deviation between the commercial RTK service and TAPAS.

5.8

Conclusion
The conclusion contains key points from the initial problem analysis and the main analysis including the results in broad terms. The
conclusion answers the problem statement.

5.9

Further studies
This chapter discusses the reality after this thesis. What is answered,
and what is not answered? Which new questions have emerged, and
what are the problems to investigate in later studies of TAPAS? These
questions are discussed in chapter 14.
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6

Testing RTK precision
The purpose of this chapter is to set the frame for the test design in
chapter 7. Choices made with respect to the test design in chapter 7
are based on the findings of this chapter.
The frame for estimating the precision is set by the ISO standard to
make sure that the precision is estimated in a standardised way. The
design for the surveys shall live up to the requirements in the TAPAS
test plan, because the thesis is about testing TAPAS. The current level
of expected precision will add a dimension to the survey of existing
RTK services, because it gives a frame of reference. An examination
of a project at AAU of comparison of RTK services will be made to
have a foundation for choosing an RTK-service in chapter 7.
1. ISO standard for precision
2. TAPAS Test Plan
3. Current level of precision
4. RTK service
By examining the ISO standard, TAPAS Test Plan, current level of precision and RTK service the framework for the test design is set.

6.1

ISO standard for precision
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has in part 8 of
ISO 17123 described a procedure for evaluating the precision of RTK
[International Organization for Standardization, 2007]. The procedure is described in this section.

6.1.1

Setup
Two points are measured by the rover. The distance between the
points must be between 2 and 20 m. The horizontal distance and the
height difference is determined with a method that is precision-wise
superior to RTK. The distance and height difference obtained in this
way are considered nominal values and are used for detecting outliers
among the RTK observations.
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the connection between sets and series.

A set consists of a measurement of point 1 and point 2. Each point
consist of a X and Y coordinate and a height H. 5 sets form a series.
The time between each set shall be five minutes. It means that a series can be measured in 20 min. In [International Organization for
Standardization, 2007], it is stated that 20 minutes is the duration of
a typical multipath variation cycle. So, one series of measurements
should reflect the effect of multipath in a representative manner.
Three series are measured, and the start of every series is 90 minutes after the start of the previous series. That allows the ionospheric
and the tropospheric error influence to change from one series to the
next. Also, the satellite geometry is changed between two series of
measurements. The arrangement of sets and series is expected to ensure independent observations and thereby a representative measure
of the RTK-precision.
6.1.2

Calculations
Following the procedure of above gives 15 coordinate sets of both
points. Each series consists of five sets, each set contains one (x,y,h)
set of coordinates for each point. That is 30 x-coordinates, 30 ycoordinates and 30 h-coordinates all together. The computations described by ISO are referred below. The coordinate notation in [International Organization for Standardization, 2007] is (x,y,h). That notation is maintained in the following.
At first, mean values of the coordinates are calculated as in equation
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6.1. The letter i refers to the number of series, j to the set number, and
k is the point number, which can be either 1 or 2.

xk =

3 X
5
1 X
x i , j ,k
15 i =1 j =1

yk =

3 X
5
1 X
y i , j ,k
15 i =1 j =1

hk =

5
3 X
1 X
h i , j ,k
15 i =1 j =1

(6.1)

Based on the mean values x k , y k and h k , residuals are calculated for
every observation as shown in equation 6.2.

r xi , j ,k = x k − x i , j ,k
r y i , j ,k = y k − y i , j ,k

(6.2)

r hi , j ,k = h k − h i , j ,k

The residuals of every coordinate are squared and summed (equation
6.3).

X

r x2 =

3 X
5 X
2
X
i =1 j =1 k=1

X

r y2 =

5 X
2
3 X
X
i =1 j =1 k=1

X

r h2 =

5 X
2
3 X
X
i =1 j =1 k=1

r x2i , j ,k
r y2i , j ,k

(6.3)

r h2i , j ,k

Now, the experimentally derived standard deviations (s x , s y and s h )
are obtained by taking the square root of the squared and summed
residuals and dividing by the number of degrees of freedom (v x , v y
and v h ). The degrees of freedom are the same for all three coordinates, namely 30-2=28 (number of observations - number of unknowns). The formulas for the standard deviations of the coordinates
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are shown in equation 6.4.
sP
sx =

r x2

s

P

r x2

=
vx
28
v
uP 2 sP 2
u ry
ry
sy = t
=
vy
28
sP
sP
r h2
r h2
sh =
=
vh
28

(6.4)

Statistical tests for comparing standard deviation are also suggested
in [International Organization for Standardization, 2007]. The problem of deciding whether two standard deviations belong to the same
population are dealt with in section 7.5.

6.2

TAPAS Test Plan
All aspects of testing TAPAS are covered in the TAPAS Test Plan [National Space Institute, 2018] (the TAPAS Test Plan can be seen in appendix C). Precision is one of these aspects. According to the test
plan, the precision has to be tested using different measurement approaches, different equipment, and testing in different kinds of environment. In this section, an outline of the different precision tests is
provided.

6.2.1

Equipment
Two different rover types are used in the testing; a surveying grade
RTK rover and a single frequency RTK rover.
The surveying grade RTK rover should be high-end geodetic equipment representing the standard of a professional surveyor. It must be
able to receive three signals from GPS (L1, L2 and L5), three signals
from Galileo (E1, E5 and E6) and three signals from GLONASS (G1,
G2 and G3) [National Space Institute, 2018, p. 14].
The single frequency RTK rover should reflect the typical GNSS receiver on the consumer market used for e.g. autonomous vehicles
and smartphones. Only one frequency from each satellite system has
to be supported by the receiver, that is the L1 frequency of GPS, E1 of
Galileo and G1 of GLONASS [National Space Institute, 2018, p. 15].

6.2.2

Environment
According to the test plan, the precision tests are performed in three
different types of environment, which are [National Space Institute,
2018, p. 20]:
• Dense urban
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• Open urban
• Open rural

The environment types are not specified any more than the characteristics of the terms. Obviously, the different degree of obstruction
of the satellite signals are of interest here. Also, multipath is expected
to pose a greater challenge in a dense urban environment than in an
open urban environment for instance.
6.2.3

Method
The TAPAS Test Plan contains three different tests [National Space
Institute, 2018]. Tests of three different ways of using GNSS are described in the TAPAS Test Plan. All three methods apply RTK, but in
different speed. The tests of the three methods are described below.
Static RTK test

The Static RTK test is carried out by mounting the rover on a tripod
over a benchmark, where it collects observations for half an hour. The
position logging happens with a frequency of 1 Hz. For every 60 observations, a standard deviation is computed. After 10 minutes, the
3D standard deviation should be less than 1 cm under optimal conditions. With the Static RTK test, error sources such as centring error
and phase center offset (PCO) are minimised [National Space Institute, 2018, p. 20f].
Point RTK test

The Point RTK test is a simulation of an ordinary situation for a professional surveyor. The rover is mounted on a carbon rod whose centring might be supported by a tripod. 10 sets of point observations
must be collected for every point. There shall be at least one minute
between each observation set. Standard deviations vertically as well
as horizontally should be below 1 cm under optimal conditions [National Space Institute, 2018, p. 21-23].
Kinematic RTK test

The Kinematic RTK test is carried out to test the TAPAS performance,
when the rover is moving rapidly. The rover is mounted on a vehicle
following a well-known trajectory. The rover logs its position at a 1
Hz rate. Comparing the observations to the known trajectory gives
an indication of the TAPAS performance under rapid movement of
the rover [National Space Institute, 2018, p. 24f ].
6.2.4

ISO vs. TAPAS test plan
The TAPAS Test Plan contains three different tests as outlined in the
previous subsection.
The estimation of the standard deviations in the ISO standard and
TAPAS Test Plan does not correspond to each other, which is why the
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differences will be examined. It will clarify the differences and be a
foundation for the test design in chapter 7.
Static RTK test

The Static RTK test has an observation every second, and a standard deviation is calculated every minute. The 3D standard deviation
should be less than 1 cm after 10 min. The 3D standard deviations are
thus based on 60 observations each. According to the ISO standard,
there should be five minutes between each set and 90 min between
each series. The time gap is significantly different, and the amount of
observations the standard deviation is calculated on basis of is larger
with the Static RTK test.
Point RTK test

In the Point RTK test in the TAPAS Test Plan, an observation consists
of 10 observations. In the ISO standard, a set consists of one measurement of two points. A series consists of five observations of two
points. Three series should be measured, which means there will be
15 observations of each point. The standard deviation with the ISO
standard is based on 30 observations, while the standard deviation
from the TAPAS Test Plan is based on 10 observations.
Kinematic RTK test

The TAPAS Test Plan prescribes that the Kinematic RTK test shall be
compared to a known trajectory. The ISO standard is based on points
and not a line, which is why there is no coherence between ISO and
Kinematic RTK test.
To summarise, the differences can be seen in table 6.1:

Type
Observations
Time between observations

ISO
Point
30
5 min

Static
600
1s

TAPAS
Point
Kinematic
10
1 min Continuously

Table 6.1: Comparison of ISO and TAPAS test plan.

The ISO standard is listed as point under type in table 6.1, because
two points shall be measured 15 times each. The method in the ISO
standard is most similar to the Point RTK test in the TAPAS test plan,
except ISO has observations for two points and 30 observations in
total, while the Point RTK test in TAPAS has 10 observations of one
point. The time between each observation is five minutes in the ISO
standard and one minute in the Point RTK test. The static RTK test
has more observations and shorter time between observations than
ISO and Point RTK test. The Kinematic RTK test has observations
continuously and compares the trajectory to a known trajectory.
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6.3

The current level of precision
In [Skoffer, 2019], the current level of precision with RTK in Aarhus
has been tested. The study is done with the purpose of having a frame
of reference for TAPAS. The results of the study are presented in this
section.

6.3.1

Method
Since the purpose of [Skoffer, 2019] was establishing a frame of reference for TAPAS by means of finding the current level of RTK-precision
in Aarhus, the procedure of the TAPAS Test Plan ([National Space Institute, 2018]) was followed to a large extent. The Point RTK test was
the model for the testing. The Point RTK test should simulate a common survey for a land surveyor. The results from [Skoffer, 2019] were
based on the following parameters:
• Receiver type GX1230
• Satellite constellation: GPS/GLONASS
• Three environments
– Dense urban
– Open urban
– Open rural
• 30 points in each environment
• Every point was measured three times
• 1.5 hours between the observations
• Gross error: ±3 · σr esi d ual
In the dense urban environment, several observations were categorised as outliers. The results from the surveys are presented in the
next section.

6.3.2

Results
The precision of RTK in Aarhus is evaluated in terms of standard deviations for every coordinate (E,N,U). The standard deviations are presented in table 6.2. The precision obtained in the open rural environment fulfils the requirements in the TAPAS Test Plan.
The highest precision is found in the open rural environment. The
precision for the Up-direction is lowest in the dense urban location,
which is expected because obstacles minimise the number of available satellites. Typically with GNSS in Denmark the up-direction have
a lower precision than the E- and N-coordinate.
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σE
σN
σU

Dense urban
0.006 m
0.016 m
0.025 m

Open urban
0.011 m
0.009 m
0.009 m

Open rural
0.003 m
0.004 m
0.007 m

Table 6.2: Table of standard deviations found in [Skoffer, 2019]

.

6.4

RTK service
In 2016, a project at Aalborg University concerning a comparison of
the precision using GPSnet and Leica SmartNet was performed with
GNSS RTK measurements. The location was at Thomas Manns Vej in
Aalborg East. The location is ideal for GNSS surveys. The equipment
was a Leica Viva GS14 receiver. 25 points were measured 25 times
with both of the applied RTK services [Sondrup, 2016]. It means that
the precision for each RTK service is calculated on 25·25 = 625 observations.
The results can be seen in table 6.3:

GPSnet
Leica SmartNet

σE (m)
0.005
0.004

σN (m)
0.006
0.004

σH (m)
0.012
0.006

Table 6.3: Precision of RTK services in [Sondrup, 2016].

The standard deviations for the E-coordinate and N-coordinate vary
1 and 2 mm. The biggest difference comes with the height, where the
difference is 6 mm.
An interesting aspect of the report [Sondrup, 2016], is the coordinate
comparisons between GPSnet and Leica SmartNet, where it seems
that is a systematic deviation for the E-coordinate [Sondrup, 2016, p.
30]. Whether the ‘true’ coordinates are the one from GPSnet, Leica
Smartnet or an average value of the two is hard to determine. As long
as it concerns the precision for the E- and N coordinates there does
not seem to be a significant difference between the reference systems.
The precision for the height varies more and it is plausible that Leica
SmartNet is more precise for the height than GPSnet.

6.5

Summary
The ISO standard describes a procedure for testing the precision of
RTK. The procedure was described in section 6.1. The TAPAS test plan
says TAPAS shall be tested with a high-end geodetic receiver and single frequency RTK receiver. TAPAS must be tested in three different
environments, dense urban, open urban and open rural. The standard deviation with ISO is based on two points and 30 observations
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in total, the static RTK test is based on 600 observations, the point
RTK test is based on 10 observations and the Kinematic RTK test is
based on a trajectory. The current level of RTK precision can be seen
in table 6.2 and has the highest precision in the open rural environment and the lowest in the dense urban environment. A test of different RTK services was performed in 2016 and the precision for E- and
N-coordinate is all most the same, the height varies 6 mm. There is a
systematic deviation for the E-coordinate.
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7

Test design
The test design contains several sections with decisions that are necessary before the surveys are performed. The first section presents
the test premises, while the other sections are more detailed. The
sections are:
1. Test premises
2. Rover
3. RTK service
4. Location
5. Number of observations
6. Benchmarks

7.1

Test premises
It is described in chapter 4, that the precision level using two satellite constellations (GPS and GLONASS) should be compared with the
precision level using three satellite constellations (GPS, GLONASS
and Galileo). Comparing these precision levels shows the effect of
Galileo.
Analogously, it is described that the precision level should be evaluated for both TAPAS and a commercial RTK network. Comparing
these levels of precision shows the effect of TAPAS.
Both comparisons can be realised by evaluating the precision of measurements carried out under three different conditions. Those conditions can be described in terms of the applied satellite constellation
and the applied RTK service:
1. GPS/GLONASS and commercial RTK service
2. GPS/GLONASS/Galileo and commercial RTK service
3. GPS/GLONASS/Galileo and TAPAS
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Figure 7.1: Design of the three different surveys.

The three sets of conditions presented above are henceforth termed
“surveys”. A comparison of the precision levels of the surveys described in item 1 and 2 will indicate the effect of Galileo. The effect of
TAPAS is given by comparing precision levels of the surveys described
by item 2 and 3. The three surveys described above are visualised in
figure 7.1.
Comparing the precision levels enables answering the problem statement. In this section, the premises of the testing are presented.
Precision measures are derived from empirical data. The data consists of several observations of the same points. The achieved precision is desired to reflect the level of precision that can be expected by
a professional land surveyor in an everyday situation. The test is basically performed in the same way as the point RTK test prescribed in
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the TAPAS Test Plan. Below the fundamental choices for the test are
listed.
The test is carried out using a surveying grade RTK receiver satisfying
the same requirements as outlined in the TAPAS Test Plan (cf. section
6.2). The surveys will be performed without using a tripod to keep the
rod more stable. It is chosen not to use a tripod because the obtained
precision levels are supposed to reflect a common survey for a land
surveyor.
The surveys will be performed in three different environments in accordance with the TAPAS Test Plan in section 6.2; dense urban, open
urban and open rural. The different environments represent different
locations in a large city as Aarhus.
At each location, 30 points are established. All points are measured
multiple times to ensure redundancy. It is chosen to establish 30
points, because more than a few points are needed to represent an
environment. This is especially true for the dense urban environment. The points are evenly distributed in each environment. The
number of times, each point is measured is chosen in section 7.5.
In the TAPAS Test Plan it says that at least 10 observations shall be
measured with at least one minute between them [National Space
Institute, 2018, p. 22]. In the ISO standard there shall be 90 min
between each series. It is chosen to follow the ISO standard and have
90 min between each observation. If the difference between each observation is a few minutes, the satellite geometry will be almost the
same, which makes the observations more dependent on each other.

7.2

Rover
According to the TAPAS website, the rover must be a multi-frequent
geodetic rover, have GSM modem and have software that can handle
RTK correction data [SDFE, 2018c].
The GNSS receiver shall live up to the following requirements:
• Compatible with TAPAS corrections - RTCM 3.2
• Compatible with Galileo signals
Leica Geosystems has consented to lend a rover, that fits the criteria
above, to the project group. It is a rover of the type Leica GS18.

7.3

RTK Service
An RTK Service should be chosen in order to have a reference frame
for the TAPAS performance. It was expected to be either GPSnet or
Leica SmartNet, since they are the two major suppliers of commercial
RTK in Denmark. However, the RTK service is given by the choice of
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rover. The rover used in this project is provided by Leica (section 7.2),
and so is the RTK service. Looking at the results referred in section 6.4
also suggests Leica SmartNet, even though the study only can give an
indication.

7.4

Location
The precision is evaluated and compared in three different environments (cf. section 7.1). The characteristics of the three environments
are as described in the TAPAS Test Plan:
• Dense urban
• Open urban
• Open rural
The terms above are not elaborated in the TAPAS Test Plan. In the following subsections, the definitions of the environments are qualified.
Also, a selection of test areas takes place in the following subsections.
In the two urban cases, the test areas from [Skoffer, 2019] are chosen
for the test in this thesis as well. That is practical for two reasons:
• The areas are tested and behave as expected (obstruction level,
precision level, etc.).
• Points are established with benchmarks.
In the open rural environment, it is not possible to use the same
points as in [Skoffer, 2019]. The test areas in all three environments
are presented in this section.

7.4.1

Overview of the selection of test areas
In figure 7.2, the locations of the selected test areas are shown. The
TAPAS network is shown on the map as well, so that the test areas can
be seen with respect to the location of reference stations in the TAPAS
network.

7.4.2

Dense urban
The dense urban environment is characterised by tall buildings and
narrow streets, but it must still be possible to get connections to a
sufficient number of satellites. It is about finding the right balance
between an area that is dense, but not so dense so that there are no
connection to the satellites.
The dense urban location is Friskoparken. The characteristics of the
environment can be seen in figure 7.3 . Friskoparken is situated in
the central part of Aarhus, surrounded by Silkeborgvej to the north,
Vestre Ringgade to the west and Daugbjergvej to the south.
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Figure 7.2: Locations within the TAPAS network. DU is dense urban, OU is
Open urban, OR is open rural. The numbers refers to the reference station number in the TAPAS network.

Figure 7.3: Picture showing the dense urban environment.

7.4.3

Open urban
An open urban environment is interpreted as a location with mainly
single-family houses, where the houses maximum have two floors. In
Denmark, single-family houses are not allowed to have a height that
exceeds 8,5 m according to the Danish BR18 without a permission
from the municipality [Ministry of Transport, Building and Housing,
2018]. It means that the buildings are relatively low and the conditions for GNSS measurement are good.
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The same area as in the report [Skoffer, 2019] is selected as open urban area in this thesis. The characteristics of the area is shown in
figure 7.4. The location is in the suburb, Risskov, in the northern part
of Aarhus.

Figure 7.4: Characteristics of the open urban environment, a suburban area
with single-family houses.

7.4.4

Open rural
The open rural environment is characterised by lack of obstacles such
as buildings and trees. The conditions for GNSS measurement are
optimal. The location must be within the TAPAS network and still be
a rural environment.
The open rural location in [Skoffer, 2019] could be used in this project
as well, but the benchmarks were removed immediately. As such, one
of the advantages from using the same location again is not present.
The open rural environment selected for this project allows easier establishment of benchmarks, and lets the entire process go with less
disturbances (constant need for explanations).
In figure 7.5, the open rural test area selected for this project is shown.
It is situated close to the centre of the TAPAS network, while still being
rural.
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Figure 7.5: Characteristics of the open rural environment.

7.5

Number of observations
The number of observations is important for the reliability of the
tests. The purpose of the tests are to tell if Galileo and TAPAS have
an effect, mathematically speaking if the standard deviation with
Galileo and TAPAS are significantly different than the standard deviation without Galileo and TAPAS. It means that two standard deviations will be compared.
An F-test can show if the difference between two standard deviations
is significant or not. The F-test uses the fraction between two variance estimates. A consideration when using the F-test is the risque
of accepting a false hypothesis. That is accepting that the variances
being estimated are the same though they are not (Type II error). Another consideration is the opposite, which is rejecting a true hypothesis [Eriksen & Lauritzen, 2004, p. 41]. The two error types are listed
in table 7.1.
Accept
H0 True
H0 False

X

Reject
Type I

Type II

X

Table 7.1: Type I and II errors in F-test [Eriksen & Lauritzen, 2004, p. 41].

The probability of a type I error is the same as the significance level.
So, at a 5 % significance level, the risque of a type I error is 5 %. The
probability of a type II error can be determined by calculating the
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power of the test. If the power of a test is big, the risque of a type
II error is small. The power function is often denominated β. The
risque of a type II error is 1 − β.
Assume that σ1 = 0.009m and σ2 = 0.008m. The chance of rejecting
H0 : σ1 = σ2 after having estimated these standard deviations empirically is a function of the degrees of freedom for both estimates (d 1
and d 2 ). The power function β is shown in equation 7.1. Given a 5 %
significance level, how many degrees of freedom is needed for a probability of 80 % of rejecting H0 ? This can be answered by figure 7.6. It
is assumed that d 1 = d 2 = n. So, H0 is rejected with a probability of
80 % for n = 460. With 30 points it means that 490 observations are
required which corresponds to more than 16 observations per point.
If σ2 = 0.007m instead, only 100 degrees of freedom are needed, see
figure 7.7.

Ã
β(σ1 , σ2 , d 1 , d 2 ) = 1 − F

f −1 (d 1 , d 2 )95%
σ21 /σ22

!
, d1 , d2

(7.1)

Figure 7.6: Power function for degrees of freedom for σ1 = 0.009m, σ2 =
0.008m.

It is not assessed to be necessary to have 460 degrees of freedom, because it takes a long time to perform the surveys. It is a balancing act
between enough observations to be able to reject H0 even for small
differences, but not having to many observations. It is chosen to have
a number of observations, which is in between 100 degrees of freedom and 460 degrees of freedom. In the ISO standard there is five
observations of each point in a series. It is chosen to follow the ISO
standard and have five observations of each point, which gives 150
observations and 120 degrees of freedom. The term “series” is used
for one observation of each point.
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Figure 7.7: Power function for degrees of freedom for σ1 = 0.009m, σ2 =
0.007m.

If there is 120 degrees of freedom and the standard deviations are as
in figure 7.7, then β = 86%. However, if the standard deviations are as
in figure 7.6, β = 36%.

7.6

Benchmarks
Benchmarks should be well defined in order to find the same point
over and over again. If the points are defined by a cross by painting
or chalk, the definition of the middle will add a definition error to the
surveys.
In the report [Skoffer, 2019], benchmarks are established for each environment. The benchmarks in the dense urban and open urban are
established by screws that are knocked down between tiles. It should
be possible to find the benchmarks and reuse them. If some of the
points are lost, new benchmarks will be established.
The challenges come with the open rural environment, because the
benchmarks were established as wooden stacks with a screw in. The
wooden stacks were brought back after the survey. The surveys in this
thesis might be measured over several days, which is why wooden
stacks are not the optimal choice, because dogs or people might push
the wooden stacks.
The benchmarks in the open rural environment must be established
by the same principle as in the other environments, but there may not
be tiles. It is chosen to establish the benchmarks with asphalt nails.
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7.7

Summary
The surveys takes place in three different environments; open rural,
open urban and dense urban. In each environment, 30 benchmarks
are established. Three different surveys are carried out in each environment; one with Leica SmartNet using GPS/GLONASS, one with
Leica SmartNet using GPS/GLONASS/Galileo and one with TAPAS using GPS/GLONASS/Galileo. 90 min is the time interval between each
observation. There will be five observations of each point at each survey. In the open urban and dense urban environments, benchmarks
will be reused from [Skoffer, 2019]. The benchmarks in the open rural
environment can not be reused, which is why new benchmarks will
be established.
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8

Data collection
The data collection took place during three days in April. One day
was spent in each environment. In this chapter, the data collection
is described one environment (one day) at a time in three separate
sections. First of all, the verification of the equipment is described.
The sections of this chapter have following content:
1. Verifying the equipment
2. Using TAPAS
3. Problems with TAPAS
4. Data collection in the open rural environment
5. Data collection in the open urban environment
6. Data collection in the dense urban environment
7. Export of data

8.1

Verifying the equipment
Before collecting data, it was checked that
• the carbon rod was straight.
• the spirit level was accurate.
The verification of the equipment was positive. To eliminate the risk
of phase center offset, the equipment was orientated in the same way
for every observation. The orientation was in the walking direction.

8.2

Using TAPAS
The first step to use TAPAS is to have a user agreement, see appendix
A. The rover needs to be able to receive RTCM 3.2 signals. Per default,
the Leica SmartNet RTK profile was iMAX.In order to use TAPAS, an
existing Leica SmartNet profile was edited with the delivered username and password and selecting VRS as correction stream. Once
the settings are changed, the edited RTK profile is saved as TAPAS,
which makes it easy to change RTK profile from Leica SmartNet to
TAPAS VRS.
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8.3

Problems with TAPAS
TAPAS was in this project supposed to work with GPS, GLONASS and
Galileo. The survey before TAPAS was with GPS/GLONASS/Galileo
and Leica SmartNet. But when the TAPAS service was initialized, the
number of tracked satellites dropped from around 20 to 14, e.g. Apparently, only a subset of the visible satellites was used. The project
group was previously informed that TAPAS was running with full capacity, so no errors were suspected. Nevertheless, an explanation of
the reduced number of satellites was requested at the TAPAS support.
The explanation was that GLONASS was not added to the TAPAS VRS
service, and it would not be possible to solve the problem in time to
redo the data collection, because the equipment borrowed from Leica had to be returned right after the Easter holidays. As such, the
TAPAS survey is collected only with GPS and Galileo. So, collecting
data in accordance with the test design appeared to be impossible.
The data collection using the VRS service from TAPAS was however
upheld the first and the second day of measuring. At the third and
last day (in the open urban environment), no correction data were
received from the TAPAS VRS. Consequently, the nearest reference
station in the TAPAS constellation was used for single baseline RTK
in the open urban environment. Table 8.1 is a schematic representation of the TAPAS surveys in the different environments.
Open rural
VRS
Single-baseline
GPS
GLONASS
Galileo

X

Open urban
÷

Dense urban

X
X
X
X

÷

÷

X
÷

X

X
X
÷

X

Table 8.1: Conditions for collecting data with TAPAS

The surveys are in henceforth denominated as shown below. The formula is satellite systems - RTK service.
• GPS/GLONASS Leica SmartNet (GG-Leica)
• GPS/GLONASS/Galileo (GGG-Leica)
• GPS/Galileo TAPAS (GG-TAPAS)
• GPS/GLONASS/Galileo TAPAS (GGG-TAPAS)

8.4

Open rural environment
The data collection in the open rural environment took place on
Monday the 15th of April. The temperature was approximately 10 °C,
and the wind blew with 6-7 m/s at the test site. The location was the
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Aarhus-suburb, Skejby as described in section 7.4. It is situated at
a high altitude compared to the rest of Aarhus as well as the nearby
surroundings. The high altitude contributes to the absence of objects
obstructing the satellite signals. Also, it means that the area is quite
exposed to wind. The location of the benchmarks can be seen in figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1: The location of the benchmarks in the open rural environment.

The benchmarks were established by means of nails in the asphalt
and highlighted with a fluorescent spray. One of the benchmarks is
shown in figure 8.2. The benchmarks were placed with a distance of 5
m on both sides of the road. A check with a clinometer confirmed that
no terrain objects exceeded an elevation of 10° above the horizon.
The measuring started around 9:45 am. Measuring all 30 points once
took approximately 15 minutes. So after 45 minutes, one series of
each survey were done.
Confer the test design, five series should be collected with 90 minutes
between them. The data collection in the open rural environment
ended at 4:30 pm. 30 points were measured in each series, and five
series were completed for each survey. That equals 150 observations
of 30 points in each survey. So, 450 observations were collected in
total in the open rural environment.

8.5

Open urban
The data collection in the open urban environment took place on
Wednesday the 17th of April. The temperature was approximately 15
°C, and the wind blew with 4 m/s from south-east. The location was
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Figure 8.2: Benchmarks are nails knocked directly into the asphalt.

the Aarhus-suburb, Risskov as described in section 7.4. The location
of the benchmarks can be seen in figure 8.3.
Before starting the data collection, all benchmarks were identified
and highlighted with a fluorescent spray. The benchmarks were those
used in [Skoffer, 2019] made by screws knocked down between the
paving stones. Only one screw was missing. It was therefore substituted by a new one. A representative benchmark can be seen in figure
8.4.
The data collection started at 8:15 am. Measuring all points once
took approximately 20 minutes. That means a series of each survey
could be done in an hour. Every 90 minutes a new series was commenced, and at 15:15 pm, five series were measured with the three
surveys, and the data collection was brought to an end. All possible
observations were collected, which means that there are 450 observations distributed on three surveys. To eliminate systematic errors
caused by the equipment, the orientation of the equipment was kept
the same at every observation of a point.
As described previously in this chapter, initialisation with the TAPAS
VRS service did not work out. Therefore, another TAPAS mountpoint
was chosen. The TAPAS-08 reference station was the closest reference station in the network, and therefore it was chosen to use single
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Figure 8.3: The location of the benchmarks in the open urban environment.

Figure 8.4: A benchmark in the open urban environment. The 10 cm long
screw is knocked down between the paving stones.

baseline RTK with correction data from TAPAS-08.

8.6

Dense urban
The data collection in the dense urban environment took place on
Tuesday the 16th of April in Friskoparken. The temperature was approximately 11 °C. Though it was not a windless day, the wind was
hardly noticeable in the test area. The location was in a semi-open
courtyard in the centre of Aarhus as described in section 7.4.
The benchmarks established in [Skoffer, 2019] were used again so
they had to be found and highlighted previous to the data collection.
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Three benchmarks were disappeared, so they were replaced by new
nails between the tiles.
The measuring started at 9:10. One series took almost half an hour.
This meant that after having taken one series in every survey, almost
90 minutes had passed, so the data collection had to continue immediately in order to follow the test design. The data collection ended
at 16:30. The orientation was kept the same at all points in order to
eliminate systematic errors caused by the equipment.
The measuring caused problems in terms of satellite tracking, and
consequently failing initialisation. In order to have en objective criterion for the observations, it was decided to wait no more than a
minute in the same point. If initialisation was not obtained within a
minute, that observation of the particular point was missed, and the
observer moved on to the next point.
The problem described above raises the question, if one survey might
have a higher precision only because initialisation could not be obtained in the most ‘difficult’ points. In that case, higher precision
would not indicate a better system, one could claim. This problem
is dealt with when the results are discussed.

Figure 8.5: Number of observations for each point with the GG-Leica survey.

Figure 8.5 shows the number of observations for each point with the
GG-Leica survey. Point no. 24 and 29 are not measured. Point no. 25
and 28 have only one observation. Point no. 6 has only two observations. These points have in common, that they are placed close to a
building.
Figure 8.6 shows the number of observations for each point with the
GGG-Leica survey. Point no. 24 has one observation, point no. 25 has
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Figure 8.6: Number of observations for each point with the GGG-Leica survey.

Figure 8.7: Number of observations for each point with the GG-TAPAS.

two observations. Point no. 29 has no observations.
Figure 8.7 shows the number of observations for each point with the
TAPAS survey. Point no. 21, 22 and 24 has only one observation. Point
no. 3 has two observations. Point no. 25, 28 and 29 have no observations.
In table 8.2 you can see that all surveys in the open rural and open urban environment have the maximum number of observation of 150.
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Survey
GG-Leica
GGG-Leica
TAPAS

Open rural
150
150
150

Open urban
150
150
150

Dense urban
115
127
111

Table 8.2: Number of observations for each survey in each location.

In the dense urban environment, problems with satellite tracking occurs. For the TAPAS survey there is 111 observations, for GG-Leica
there is 115 and for GGG-Leica there is 127. In the dense urban environment, most observations are obtained with three satellite systems.

8.7

Export of data
The receiver is a Leica GS18 receiver, which is borrowed from Leica.
An example of a part of an output file can be seen in figure 8.8. The
output file is exported as .frt format which is a text format. Figure 8.8
shows an example of a part of an output file.

Figure 8.8: Example of a part of an export file.
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8.8

Summary
The carbon rod and the spirit level was verified prior to the data collection. Furthermore to avoid the influence of systematic errors, the
orientation was the kept the same at every observation of a point.
Problems with TAPAS posed a great challenge with respect to carrying
out the data collection in accordance with the test design. TAPAS was
supposed to work with three satellite constellations; GPS, GLONASS
and Galileo. Apparently, GLONASS was not supported by the VRS
mountpoint, so the observations in the open rural and the dense urban environments using TAPAS have only GPS and Galileo in the survey. In the open urban environment, the TAPAS VRS was entirely absent so single baseline RTK was used instead.
Besides the challenges with correction data, the data collection happened in accordance with the test design in all three environments.
The surveying was carried out Monday the 15th of April in Skejby
which is the open rural environment. On Tuesday the 16th, the surveying in the dense urban environment, Friskoparken was done, and
Wednesday the 17th of April, data was collected in the open urban
environment in Risskov.
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Approach for data processing
It is assumed that outliers will occur, especially in the dense urban
environment. The ISO standard in section 6.1 handles outliers by
measuring the distances between two points with a precision that
is superior to RTK. For every environment, 30 points are established
which makes the ISO approach unnecessarily time consuming. Different approaches for observations with outliers will be presented
in this section. The ISO approach calculates residuals as deviations
from the mean coordinates for each point. The mean is however sensitive to outliers which means that a large outlier for a point can cause
the other observations of the same point to be categorised as outliers.
This possible scenario is the reason that RANSAC is used.

Figure 9.1: The green boxes are procedures described in previous chapters.
Orange boxes are procedures described in this chapter. The actions shown in the white boxes are not elaborated anywhere in
this thesis.

Figure 9.1 illustrates the two different ways data will be processed in
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Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Name
Observations
Residuals
ISO
Residuals > 3 · σr ?
RANSAC
Robust estimator

Section in thesis
8.4-8.6
6.1
6.1
9.2
9.3
9.4

Table 9.1: Location of the boxes in figure 9.1 in the thesis.

this thesis. One way is computing a value for the robust estimator on
the basis of the residuals. The other way is bit more tedious. Once the
residuals are calculated, it is checked whether the residuals exceed
±3 · σr . If no residuals exceed the threshold for an outlier (±3σr ), the
ISO standard deviation is calculated. If there are residuals that exceed
the thresholds for an outlier it will be examined if there is more than
one outlier for each point. For points with only one outlier, the entire observation is removed. If there is more than one outlier for each
point, RANSAC is used. After RANSAC is used, observations are removed and new residuals are calculated. This procedure (box 4-5) is
repeated until no residuals exceed the threshold for an outlier. Then
the ISO standard deviation is calculated.
Table 9.1 shows where the boxes in figure 9.1 are described. Observations, residuals and the ISO standard deviation are described in previous chapters. Residuals > 3σr , RANSAC and robust estimator are
procedures that are described in this chapter.
The three surveys are evaluated by their standard deviations as a
measure of the precision of each coordinate. To evaluate the precision with the different surveys, an F-test will be used. An F-test is a
statistical test to determine whether the difference between two variances is significant or not.
This chapter contains following sections:

1. Normal distribution
2. Threshold for outliers
3. RANSAC
4. Robust estimator
5. Comparing variance estimates
6. Execution of the data processing
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9.1

Normal distribution
Normal distributed observations are fundamental for setting up a
threshold for the outliers, but the observations may not be normal
distributed. For that reason, it is necessary to have a tool for assessing normal distribution. In this thesis, the normal probability plot
and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is used for that purpose. These two
mathematical instruments are described below.
The normal probability plot exists as the MATLAB function nor mpl ot (x),
where the data in the vector x is plotted with a straight reference line.
If the data is normally distributed, the data points should follow the
reference line. A deviation from the reference line is a deviation from
the normal distribution, though even for a normally distributed data
set, the tails might diverge from the line [The MathWorks, 2019a]. A
normal probability plot of a data set that follows a normal distribution can be seen in figure 9.2.

Figure 9.2: Normal probability plot of normally distributed data.

The MATLAB function kst est (x) is an implementation of the KolmogorovSmirnov test. The null hypothesis is that x is a sample of a standard
normal distribution. In order to test for any kind of standard deviation, the tested data, which for the application in this thesis is a residual vector r, is normalised as described in equation 9.1, where r is
a residual, s is the standard deviation of r (obtained in MATLAB by
means of the command st d (r )), and u is the normalised residual.
u=

r
s

(9.1)
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The command kst est (x) returns “1” if H0 is rejected at a 5 % significance level, and “0” if it is accepted. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
is used in this thesis often along with the normal probability plot for
the assessment of data.

9.2

Threshold for outliers
In a normal distributed dataset, a little less than 3 ‰of the observations is outside ±3σ. Therefore, it is assumed that residuals exceeding
three times the standard deviation of the residuals are outliers. In this
section, the standard deviations of the residuals are derived from the
standard deviation of one RTK measurement. In the equations below,
the E-coordinate is used as an example. The equations are based on
five observations per point. The same procedure goes for N and U. By
the end of the section, the general correlation between the number of
observations and the standard deviation of the residuals is deduced.
The formula for the residuals given in equation 6.2 is rewritten in
equation 9.2.

r e 1,k = e k − e 1,k =

e 1,k + e 2,k + e 3,k + e 4,k + e 5,k
5

− e 1,k =

1
1
1
1
1
e 1,k + e 2,k + e 3,k + e 4,k + e 5,k − e 1,k =
5
5
5
5
5
4
1
1
1
1
− e 1,k + e 2,k + e 3,k + e 4,k + e 5,k ,
5
5
5
5
5

(9.2)

where k in subscript is the point number, and the number in subscript indicates the observation number in point k.
By using simple error propagation, the variance of the residuals σ2r
can be expressed in terms of the variance of one RTK measurement
σ2RT K . The computations are shown in equation 9.3.

σ2r

µ
=

δr e i ,k

¶2

σ2RT K

µ
+

δr e i ,k

¶2

σ2RT K +

δe 1,k
δe 2,k
µ
¶2
µ
¶
δr e i ,k
δr e i ,k
δr e i ,k 2 2
σ2RT K +
σ2RT K +
σRT K =
δe 3,k
δe 4,k
δe 5,k
µ ¶2
µ ¶2
µ ¶2
µ ¶2
µ ¶2
4
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
−
σRT K +
σRT K +
σRT K +
σRT K +
σ2RT K =
5
5
5
5
5
µ
¶
16 1
1
1
1
20
4
+
+
+
+
σ2RT K = σ2RT K = σ2RT K
25 25 25 25 25
25
5
(9.3)
µ

¶2

The approach can be used for any number of observations. In table
9.2, the standard deviation of the residuals are shown for different
numbers of observations.
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No. of observations
2
3
4
5

σr
p
2
σ
≈ 0.71σRT K
q2 RT K
2
σRT K ≈ 0.82σRT K
q3
3
σRT K ≈ 0.87σRT K
q4
4
5 σRT K ≈ 0.89σRT K

50

q

100

q

49
σ
≈ 0.99σRT K
50 RT K
99
100 σRT K ≈ 1.00σRT K

Table 9.2: Connection between σr and σRT K with different number of observations.

When the residuals are formed on the basis of less than 5 observations, the standard deviation of the residuals is smaller. Conversely,
σr → σRT K for n → ∞, where n is the number of observations. The
correlation between σr and σRT K can in general terms be described
by means of the coefficient a as in equation 9.4.

r
σr = a · σRT K =

Ã
r !
n −1
1
σRT K = 1 −
σRT K
n
n

(9.4)

As can be seen in table 9.2, a is a function of n. This association
is presented visually in figure 9.3. For 100 observations and more,
σr ≈ σRT K , but when the residuals are calculated on the basis of 5
observations or less, it is important to pay attention to the fact that
the standard deviation varies a lot depending on the number of observations.

Figure 9.3: This graph presents a (y-axis) as a function of n (x-axis).

In this section, it is described that the standard deviations of the
residuals can be derived from the standard deviation of one measure63
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ment with RTK. This will be used when setting up the threshold of an
outlier as:
r M AX = ±3σr
If a residual exceeds ±3σr , the entire observation is excluded from the
observations and a new standard deviation and r M AX is calculated
until no outliers are among the observations.

9.3

RANSAC
The residuals are calculated on the basis of the average of all observations of a point. The average is sensitive to outliers, so one bad
measurement can affect the average a lot and thereby all residuals
of the point. In figure 9.4, an example is provided. The scatter plot
shows four observations of the same point depicted by their residuals in the EN-plane. All four observations were initially detected as
outliers due to their high residuals in E and N. When looking at the
figure, it is evident that observation 90 causes big residuals as well. In
order to have a systematic approach in these situations, the RANSAC
method is used.

Figure 9.4: This scatter plot shows four observations of the same point located by their E- and N-residuals.

RANSAC stands for RANdom SAmple Consensus. It is a method for
categorising observations as “inliers” and “outliers”. The minimum
number of observations required for fulfilling a given model is chosen
randomly. These observations are called the consensus set. The other
observations are fitted into the model, and when an observation fits,
it becomes a part of the consensus set. Conversely, if an observation
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does not fit the model, it is not a part of the consensus set. The error
is then given by the outliers’ deviation from the model [Collins, u.d.].
RANSAC is used in this thesis when there is more than one outlier
for a point. RANSAC is in this context one-dimensional. That is, the
test is carried out for the relevant coordinates one at a time. The Ecoordinate is used in this example. The same procedure goes for N
and U. A random point is chosen to fulfil the model. The model is
the “true” E-coordinate of the measured point. This point constitutes
the consensus set. The fit of the other observations are tested in this
model. To determine inliers and outliers, they are categorised as such
given that e 1 is the consensus set, e 2 is another observation of the
same point:
p
|e 1 − e 2 | < 3 · p2σE → I nl i er
|e 1 − e 2 | > 3 · 2σE → Out l i er
σE in the equations above are the standard deviation for E that are
calculated according to equation 6.3. σE is a preliminary standard
deviation of the residuals.
RANSAC is generally used for finding the best model. RANSAC is used
with a slightly different purpose in this thesis. Only the detection of
outliers are of interest here. In the example shown in figure 9.4, the
inlier group consists of three observations if the consensus set is initially observation 91, 92 or 93. Which observation is the best estimate
of the true point is not relevant here, as long as the inlier group and
the outlier group is the same. In table 9.3, it is illustrated, how the
RANSAC computations are carried out. The red numbers exceed their
respective threshold, and they all involve observation 90. Obviously,
observation 90 should be removed as an outliers, whereas the other
observations remain in the dataset.
Observations
|90-91|
|90-92|
|90-93|
|91-92|
|91-93|
|92-93|
RANSAC threshold

dE (m)
1.086
1.115
1.126
0.029
0.040
0.011
0.465

dN (m)
1.196
1.196
1.192
0.000
0.004
0.004
0.609

dU (m)
1.727
1.723
1.707
0.004
0.020
0.016
1.030

Table 9.3: RANSAC for observation 90-93 (Point no. 22).

9.4

Robust estimator
The ISO calculation uses squared residuals, but squared residuals
are sensitive to outliers, because large residuals will have a large influence on the standard deviation. Another approach than squared
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residuals are a robust estimate of the standard deviation. That estimator is presented, tested and discussed in this section.
9.4.1

A robust estimator for the standard deviation
The ISO standard deviation (here denoted σI SO ) is based on squared
residuals. Thus, σI SO is very sensitive to outliers. In equation 9.5,
a robust alternative to σI SO is presented, namely a standard deviation estimator based on the median absolute deviation (MAD). The
constant in the denominator is not put forward by mathematical
proof, but by the experience that it appears to give unbiased estimates [The MathWorks, 2019b]. Equation 9.5 was presented in the
course ‘Positioning and Mapping technologies’ in lecture 10 [Cederholm, 2018].

σM AD =

med i an(|r − med i an(r )|)
0.6745

(9.5)

For observations without outliers, the robust estimation σM AD shall
be close to σI SO . Mathematically this means that:

σM AD ≈ σI SO

(9.6)

To test if this is the case, a large, fictive dataset is computed in Matlab with the randn function. The dataset consists of 50 000 normal
distributed points. The fraction between σI SO and σM AD is:
σM AD
= 1.0028
σI SO

(9.7)

Equation 9.7 is close to 1, which confirms that σM AD ≈ σI SO for observations without outliers. A robust estimator has its advantages when
the observations contains outliers, because the median is not sensitive to large outliers.

9.5

Comparing variance estimates
An important part of the data processing in this project is the comparison of variances. In order to compare variances, an F-test is used.
An F-distribution is derived from χ2 distribution with d 1 and d 2 degrees of freedom. With few degrees of freedom the tales are long,
but with more degrees of freedom the distribution will become more
symmetric [Eriksen & Lauritzen, 2004, p. 14f].
If one variance estimate is S 12 , and another variance estimate is S 22 , it
is necessary to test whether the difference between the two estimates
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is random, or it is significant. If it is significant that S 12 6= S 22 , it can
be assumed that the variances they estimate, σ21 and σ22 , are in fact
different. For the purpose of testing that, F-tests are performed. The
test variable V is given by equation 9.8 [Eriksen & Lauritzen, 2004, p.
34].

V=

S 12

(9.8)

S 22

The null hypothesis is that σ21 = σ22 , the alternative hypothesis is σ21 6=
σ22 . V follows an F-distribution, so the acceptance region is given by
A α = [ f (d 1 , d 2 )α/2 ; f (d 1 , d 2 )1−α/2 ],

(9.9)

where d 1 and d 2 are the degrees of freedom for S 12 and S 22 , respectively.

9.6

Execution of the data processing
The main part of the data processing is implemented in a MATLAB
script. The script is printed in appendix F and can be found as a
MATLAB file in appendix D. The input is an observation file saved
as a comma separated file. When running the script, the output is
σI SO , σM AD and row numbers of the outliers. The outliers are excluded by adding a line of code to the script. If RANSAC is required,
it is performed manually on the basis of values saved in the MATLAB
Workspace. The statistical tests are performed in a Matlab script, see
appendix F.

9.7

Summary
In this chapter, the problem with outliers among the observations is
dealt with. To summarize the sections in this chapter describes the
problems in table 9.4.
Problem
Are residuals normal distributed?
Are the observations affected by outliers?
Mean is sensitive to outliers - Large residuals of a point can cause other residuals of the
same point to exceed the threshold for an outlier
ISO standard deviations is sensitive to outliers
- Are there an alternative?
How to compare two standard deviations?

Solution
Normal probability plot and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
Threshold for residuals ±3 · σr
RANSAC

Robust estimator
F-test

Table 9.4: Overview of the content of the sections in this chapter.
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The procedure that are presented in this chapter can be seen in figure
9.1. Residuals are computed as deviations from the mean coordinate.
If there are no outliers, the standard deviations will be calculated by
the ISO standard. If the residuals contains outliers, these are excluded
if the residuals exceed ±3 · σr . If more than one outlier for each point
occurs, RANSAC is used. The outliers are removed from the observations and new residuals are computed. Outliers are removed by the
threshold for an outlier and RANSAC until no outliers are left and a
ISO standard deviation is computed. An alternative to check for outliers in multiple iterations is to use a robust estimator which is based
on Mean absolute deviation (MAD).
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CHAPTER

10

The effect of Galileo
The effect of Galileo is tested by comparing the precision of the survey using GPS/GLONASS with the precision of the survey using GPS/GLONASS/Galileo. In both surveys, Leica SmartNet is used.
This chapter is divided in three sections, which are:

1. Open rural
2. Open urban
3. Dense urban

Section 10.1 through 10.3 contain results for the different environments. The precision is expressed by means of σI SO and σM AD as
described in chapter 9. The two surveys compared in this chapter
have Leica SmartNet in common. The difference is whether Galileo is
applied or not. In this chapter, the survey using GPS and GLONASS is
referred to as GG, and the survey using GPS, GLONASS and Galileo is
referred to as GGG. The MATLAB script with the calculations can be
seen in appendix F.
In all sections, the GG results are presented at first then the GGG results, and finally a comparison is made where it is assessed whether
Galileo has an effect on the precision or not. All numbers are presented in meters with three decimals. Nevertheless, all decimals are
preserved by the group for calculation purposes, so test statistics are
derived from numbers, that have not been rounded. Outliers are removed by the threshold for an outlier. If RANSAC is used it is mentioned each time.
The results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are presented in a table
for every set of residuals used in this chapter. R indicates that the
residuals fail to be normally distributed, and A means that the residuals are normally distributed at a 5 % significance level. Normal probability plots are used to visually support the results of the KolmogorovSmirnov tests. Not all sets of residuals are visualised with normal
probability plots. All normal probability plots and residual plots can
be seen in the uploaded ZIP file, see appendix D.
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10.1

Open rural
In this section, the results from the open rural environment is presented.

10.1.1

GPS/GLONASS
The results of the GG survey are presented in this subsection. The
estimates σI SO and σM AD are presented for every coordinate in table
10.1.
Estimator
σI SO
σM AD

E (m)
0.005
0.004

N (m)
0.004
0.005

U (m)
0.004
0.004

Table 10.1: Standard deviations with GG.

Figure 10.1: The normal probability plot of the N-residuals indicates normally distributed data.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

E
A

N
A

U
A

Table 10.2: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in the open rural environment for GG.

Figure 10.1 indicates normal distributed residuals for N. The same
applies for E- and U residuals. This is confirmed by the KolmogorovSmirnov test (table 10.2).
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Figure 10.2: Plot with E, N and U residuals. The blue vertical lines are the
threshold for outliers

In figure 10.2, the two outliers are identified, one for the E residuals and one for the U residuals. The removal of the outliers did not
change the standard deviations.
10.1.2

GPS/GLONASS/Galileo
The results of the GGG survey are presented in this subsection. The
estimates σI SO and σM AD are presented for every coordinate in table
10.3.

Estimator
σI SO
σM AD

E (m)
0.004
0.005

N (m)
0.005
0.005

U (m)
0.004
0.004

Table 10.3: Standard deviations with GGG.

The normal probability plot in figure 10.3 indicates normal distribution of the residuals. The normal probability plot shows the U residuals, the E- and N residuals are also normal distributed. This is confirmed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (table 10.4).

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

E
A

N
A

U
A

Table 10.4: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in the open rural environment for
GGG.
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Figure 10.3: The normal probability plot of the U-residuals indicates normally distributed data.

Figure 10.4: Plot showing residuals for E, N, U. The vertical blue lines shows
the threshold for outliers.

Figure 10.4 shows one outlier for the E residuals. The removal of the
outlier did not change the precision.
10.1.3

Comparison
The least squares standard deviations for GG and GGG are shown together in table 10.5. The third row in the table holds test statistics.
The acceptance region is [0.696; 1.436]. Thus, the effect of Galileo in
the open rural environment is not significant.
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Satellite constellations
σI SO GG
σI SO GGG
v obs
H0

E (m)
0.005
0.004
1.095
A

N (m)
0.004
0.005
0.752
A

U (m)
0.004
0.004
0.975
A

No. of observations
148
149

Table 10.5: Comparison of the precision of GG and GGG.

10.2

Open urban
In this section, the results from the open urban environment are presented.

10.2.1

GPS/GLONASS
The results of the GG survey are presented in this subsection. The
estimates σI SO and σM AD are presented for every coordinate in table
10.6.
Estimator
σI SO
σM AD

E (m)
0.005
0.005

N (m)
0.007
0.007

U (m)
0.008
0.008

Table 10.6: Standard deviations with GG in the open urban environment.

Figure 10.5: The normal probability plot of the U-residuals indicates normally distributed data.

The normal probability plot in figure 10.5 and Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test indicates normally distributed residuals for U (table 10.7).
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

E
A

N
A

U
A

Table 10.7: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in the open rural environment for GG.

Figure 10.6: Plot showing residuals and threshold for an outlier for E, N and
U residuals.

Figure 10.6 shows outliers for E- and U residuals. The outlier for E
and U are the same observation. After removing that observation, no
outliers are among the observations. The standard deviations did not
change after removing outliers.
10.2.2

GPS/GLONASS/Galileo
In this subsection, the results of the GGG survey are presented. The
estimates σI SO and σM AD are presented for every coordinate in table
10.8.
Estimator
σI SO
σM AD

E (m)
0.004
0.004

N (m)
0.005
0.005

U (m)
0.007
0.007

Table 10.8: Standard deviations with GGG.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

E
A

N
A

U
A

Table 10.9: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in the open urban environment for
GPS/GLONASS/Galileo.

The normal probability plot of the U-residuals in figure 10.7, and
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicates the residuals are normal distributed (table 10.9).
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Figure 10.7: The normal probability plot of the U-residuals indicates normally distributed data.

Figure 10.8: Residuals for E, N and U with threshold for outliers as vertical
blue lines.

Figure 10.8 shows residuals for E, N and U. There is one outlier for
E, one outlier for N and two outliers for U. In total there were five
outliers over two iterations. The removal of outliers did not change
the standard deviations in table 10.8.
10.2.3

Comparison
The standard deviations for GG and GGG, respectively, are presented
in table 10.10. The test variables for the F-test can be seen in the third
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row. The acceptance region is: [0.695; 1.440]. The test statistics (v obs )
for N and U fall outside the acceptance region. Therefore, it can be
concluded, that Galileo has a significant effect on the precision in the
open urban environment for the N- and U-coordinate.
Satellite constellation
σI SO GG
σI SO GGG
v obs
H0

E (m)
0.005
0.004
1.358
A

N (m)
0.007
0.005
1.956
R

U (m)
0.008
0.007
1.532
R

Table 10.10: Comparison of the precision with GG and GGG satellite systems in the open urban environment.

10.3

Dense urban
This section contains a test in the dense urban environment with two
and three satellite systems. Residual plots will be shown before removing outliers, after iteration no. 3 and after removing outliers.

10.3.1

GPS/GLONASS
The results given by σI SO and σM AD for each coordinate are presented in table 10.11. The values for both estimators in the table
are computed on the basis of all observations. The big difference between the estimates indicate outliers among the observations.
Estimator
σI SO
σM AD

E (m)
0.110
0.013

N (m)
0.143
0.021

U (m)
0.243
0.032

Table 10.11: Precision of E, N and U in the dense urban environment. All
observations are included in the computations.

A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is carried out for the residuals of E, N and
U. The results are shown in table 10.12. The residuals for both E, N
and U fail to be normally distributed.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

E
R

N
R

U
R

Table 10.12: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the dense urban environment
with GG.

Figure 10.9 is the normal probability plot for the residuals of E. Most
observations in fact follow the red reference line nicely, and a smaller
group of outliers deviate a lot and have as such a huge impact on the
standard deviations of table 10.11.
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Figure 10.9: Normal probability plot for the E-residuals in the dense urban
environment.

The residuals before removing any outliers can be seen in figure 10.10
with vertical markings of the residual thresholds. It can be seen that
there are some large outliers among the residuals. Especially for the
U-residuals, two residuals are +1.5 and -1.5 m. After first iteration,
two observations of point 22 were detected as outliers. RANSAC is
applied on all observations of point 22 (observation 90-93). That situation is used as an example in section 9.3 and thus not elaborated
here. Observation no. 90 is excluded.

Figure 10.10: Plot of residuals with threshold for outliers as vertical blue
lines before removing outliers.
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After second iteration, observation 84-88 all appear to be outliers.
They are all observations of point 21. RANSAC is therefore applied
again. The distances from the RANSAC computations are shown in
table 10.13. In figure 10.11, the five observations are plotted with respect to their E- and N-residuals. It is clear that observation no. 87
and 88 are isolated. The largest consensus set is achieved by having
observation 84-86 as inliers. In table 10.13 all deviations exceeding
the RANSAC threshold contains observation 87 or 88, so observation
no. 87 and 88 are excluded from the observations.
Distances
|84-85|
|84-86|
|84-87|
|84-88|
|85-86|
|85-87|
|85-88|
|86-87|
|86-88|
|87-88|
RANSAC threshold

dE(m)
0.003
0.007
0.229
0.307
0.004
0.226
0.304
0.222
0.300
0.078
0.150

dN(m)
0.006
0.013
0.267
0.039
0.007
0.261
0.045
0.254
0.052
0.306
0.149

dU(m)
0.001
0.001
0.705
0.001
0.000
0.706
0.000
0.706
0.000
0.706
0.334

Table 10.13: Distances between observation 84 through 88 for all coordinates.

Figure 10.11: Scatter plot for observation 84 through 88 for E- and N residuals.

Figure 10.12 shows the residuals after third iteration. There are still
outliers among the residuals, but compared to the intervals along the
axis before removing outliers, the intervals are now largest for U with
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[-0.2; 0.2], whereas before removing outliers the interval for U were [1.5; 1-5]. Figure 10.13 is a residual plot after sixth and last iteration. It
can be seen that no outliers are left. The final σI SO for E, N and U are
presented in table 10.14 along with the first estimates, that are contaminated with outliers, and the σM AD estimates. For all coordinates,
the standard deviations are reduced with approximately a factor 10.
From the first to the final estimate, 13 observations are removed as
shown in the fourth column of the table.

Figure 10.12: Plot of residuals with thresholds for outliers as vertical blue
lines after third iteration.

Figure 10.13: Plot of residuals with thresholds for outliers as vertical blue
lines after last iteration.

Figure 10.14 illustrates the development of the standard deviations
after every iteration. The intersection with the y-axis shows the standard deviations after first iteration, where no outliers are excluded
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Estimator
σI SO (first)
σI SO (final)
σM AD

E (m)
0.110
0.011
0.013

N (m)
0.143
0.015
0.021

U (m)
0.243
0.023
0.032

No. of observations
115
102
115

Table 10.14: Standard deviations and robust estimate with GG in the dense
urban environment.

yet. After iteration 2 and 3, the decrease of the standard deviations is
considerable, whereas iteration 4 through 6 lead to a slight change.

Figure 10.14: Standard deviations for each coordinate after each iteration.

Figure 10.15 shows the number of outliers for each point. The largest
differences are points that are placed near a building. Outliers are
detected by the size of the residuals and large residuals can be caused
by multipath.
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Figure 10.15: Number of outliers for each point in the dense urban environment with GG.

10.3.2

GPS/GLONASS/Galileo
In this subsection, the results of the setup with GGG in the dense urban environment are presented.
In table 10.15, σI SO and σM AD are computed for all coordinates. No
observations have been excluded before the calculations. The significant difference between the two different estimates suggests that the
data contains outliers.
Estimator
σI SO
σM AD

E (m)
0.049
0.011

N (m)
0.095
0.018

U (m)
0.117
0.029

Table 10.15: σI SO and σM AD for the dense urban environment with GGG.

Also, according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the residuals for E,
N and U, respectively, fail to be normally distributed (table 10.16).
The normal probability plot for the N-residuals can be seen in figure
10.16. In the plot, the majority of data follows the red reference line,
while big residuals deviate a lot from the normal distribution.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

E
R

N
R

U
R

Table 10.16: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the dense urban environment
with GGG.

Figure 10.17 presents the residuals of E, N and U before any outliers
are removed. The plots indicate big outliers.
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Figure 10.16: Normal probability plot for the N residuals in the dense urban
environment with three satellite systems.

Figure 10.17: Plot of residuals with threshold for outliers as vertical blue
lines before removing outliers

After first iteration, two observations of the same point are classified
as outliers; observation 11 and 14. Observation 11 through 14 are
the four observations of point 3. The RANSAC method is applied, so
the distances in the E-, N- and U-directions between these points are
tested in order to detect the outliers. In table 10.17, the distances
are shown. In the bottom row, the maximum allowed distances are
shown. All distances exceeding the threshold involve observation 11.
Thus, observation 11 is excluded. The situation is presented graphically in figure 10.18.
After the second iteration, there is more than one outlier for point
no. 5 (observation 18-22) which means that RANSAC is applied
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Distances
|11-12|
|11-13|
|11-14|
|12-13|
|12-14|
|13-14|
RANSAC threshold

dE (m)
0.406
0.429
0.481
0.023
0.075
0.052
0.208

dN (m)
0.911
0.935
0.996
0.024
0.085
0.061
0.403

dU (m)
0.935
0.871
0.876
0.064
0.059
0.050
0.497

Table 10.17: RANSAC for observation 11-14 (Point no. 3).

Figure 10.18: Scatter plot of observation 11 through 14, which are all observations of point 3. Obviously, observation 11 is the outlier.

again. In table 10.18, the distances between the points are presented
coordinate-wise. A consensus set consisting of the points 18, 20 and
22 is the biggest possible inlier group based on the threshold values.
Therefore, point 19 and 21 are excluded as outliers. Figure 10.19 is a
residual plot, where the observations are shown in the NU-plane.
RANSAC was also required for point 7 after second iteration. That regards observation 27-31. The distances between the observations are
shown in table 10.19. The threshold values in the bottom row obviously are similar to those in table 10.18. The biggest consensus set
comprises observation 28, 29 and 30. Observation 27 and 31 are excluded as outliers. The E- and N-residuals of the observations are
shown in the scatter plot in figure 10.20.
Removing outliers after the first two iterations had the most significant effect on the precision level. E.g. that is reflected by the size of
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Distances
|18-19|
|18-20|
|18-21|
|18-22|
|19-20|
|19-21|
|19-22|
|20-21|
|20-22|
|21-22|
RANSAC threshold

dE (m)
0.000
0.010
0.011
0.019
0.010
0.011
0.019
0.001
0.009
0.008
0.082

dN (m)
0.130
0.008
0.221
0.029
0.122
0.091
0.101
0.213
0.021
0.192
0.161

dU (m)
0.266
0.055
0.221
0.080
0.321
0.045
0.346
0.276
0.025
0.301
0.226

Table 10.18: RANSAC for observation 18-22 (point no. 5).

Figure 10.19: N and U residuals for observation 18-22 (point no. 5)

the residual thresholds in the scatter plots after third iteration (figure
10.21).
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Distances
|27-28|
|27-29|
|27-30|
|27-31|
|28-29|
|28-30|
|28-31|
|29-30|
|29-31|
|30-31|
RANSAC threshold

dE (m)
0.109
0.114
0.135
0.160
0.005
0.026
0.051
0.021
0.046
0.025
0.082

dN (m)
0.118
0.114
0.131
0.064
0.004
0.013
0.182
0.017
0.178
0.195
0.161

dU (m)
0.219
0.208
0.256
0.316
0.011
0.037
0.097
0.048
0.108
0.060
0.226

Table 10.19: RANSAC for observation 27-31 (point no. 7).

Figure 10.20: E- and N-residuals for observation 27-31 (point no. 7).

Figure 10.21: Plot of residuals with threshold for outliers as vertical blue 85
lines after iteration number 3.
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After the fourth iteration, two of the three remaining observations of
point 21 are detected as outliers. In table 10.20, the distances between the points are shown. Looking at the scatter plot of the observations in figure 10.22 gives no unambiguous impression of inliers
and outliers. Nevertheless, the values in table 10.20 bring to light that
the biggest consensus set is observation 86 and 87. Hence, the outlier
is point 88.

Distances
|86-87|
|86-88|
|87-88|
RANSAC threshold

dE (m)
0.034
0.064
0.030
0.053

dN (m)
0.014
0.007
0.021
0.080

dU (m)
0.054
0.083
0.137
0.127

Table 10.20: RANSAC for observation 86-88 (Point no. 21).

Figure 10.22: E- and N-residuals for observation 27-31 (point no. 7).

After 8 iterations, no more outliers were detected. The standard deviations are presented in table 10.21. The robust estimates are slightly
higher than the final ISO-estimates. From first to final estimate, 19
observations have been excluded, and the standard deviations have
dropped significantly.
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Figure 10.23: Plot of residuals with threshold for outliers as vertical blue
lines after removing outliers.

Estimator
σI SO (first)
σI SO (final)
σM AD

E (m)
0.049
0.008
0.011

N (m)
0.095
0.017
0.018

U (m)
0.117
0.023
0.029

No. of observations
127
108
127

Table 10.21: Standard deviations with robust adjustment with three satellite systems in the dense urban environment

Figure 10.24 shows the standard deviation for each coordinate after
each iteration. After iteration 4, the standard deviations changed less
from one iteration to the next.

Figure 10.24: Standard deviations after each iteration with GGG in the
dense urban environment.

Figure 10.25 shows the numbers of outliers for each point. Point
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no.22 has the highest number of outliers which is 4. The points with
many outliers have in common that they are located near a building.

Figure 10.25: Number of outliers for each point.

There are more outliers in the northern part of the area than in the
southern part. It can be caused by fewer available satellites south of
the receiver.
10.3.3

Comparison
In table 10.22, σI SO and σM AD are compared for the measurements
with two satellite systems (GG) and the measurements with three
satellite systems (GGG). An F-test is carried out in order to decide if
the differences are significant or not. Recall, that the null hypothesis
is:
H0 : σGG = σGGG
A indicates that H0 is accepted and consequently, that the difference
of the compared variance estimates is likely to be caused by random
error. R indicates that the compared variance estimates are different
at a significance level of 5 %.
Before removing outliers, the addition of Galileo has significant effect on the precision for all coordinates. After removing outliers, the
effect is only significant for E. For the robust estimator there is no significant effect.

10.4

Summary
In the open rural environment, the GNSS conditions are optimal and
there were only a few outliers. The effect of Galileo in this environ88
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σI SO GG First
σI SO GGG First
v obs
Acceptance region
H0
σI SO GG Final
σI SO GGG Final
v obs
Acceptance region
H0
σM AD GG
σM AD GGG
v obs
Acceptance region
H0

E (m) N (m) U (m)
0.110 0.144 0.243
0.049 0.095 0.117
5.012 2.291 4.296
[0.664;1.450]
R
R
R
0.011 0.015 0.023
0.008 0.017 0.023
1.796 0.775 1.026
[0.638;1.568]
R
A
A
0.013 0.021 0.032
0.011 0.018 0.029
1.386 1.375 1.190
[0.667;1.506]
A
A
A

Degrees of freedom
89
99

77
80

89
99

Table 10.22: F-test with two and three satellite systems in the dense urban
environment.

ment was not significant. In the open urban environment there were
also a few outliers, and the effect of Galileo was significant for N and
U, whereas the effect in the E-direction was insignificant. Due to the
little number of outliers in the open rural and open urban environments, the precision levels were only compared with respect to σI SO .
In the dense urban environment, many outliers were removed in the
course of 6-8 iterations. Therefore, the precision levels are compared
with respect to σM AD as well as σI SO First. Before removing outliers,
the addition of Galileo has significant effect on the precision for all
coordinates. Only the values of σI SO Final for the E-coordinate were
significantly different. The overall conclusion of the effect of Galileo
is that it only to a little extent leads to higher precision.
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11

The effect of TAPAS
There were some problems with TAPAS as mentioned in chapter 8
with the lack of GLONASS satellite in the TAPAS VRS solution and a
server break down in the open urban location. The revised solution
for test design can be seen in figure 11.1.

Figure 11.1: Revised solution to test the effect of TAPAS in the open rural and
dense urban environment.

Figure 11.1 shows the comparisons for the TAPAS VRS solution with
GPS/Galileo as satellite systems. In the open urban environment
there was a server breakdown with TAPAS, but TAPAS single-baseline
worked as intended. The TAPAS single-baseline had GPS/GLONASS/Galileo as satellite systems which means that TAPAS will be compared
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to GPS/GLONASS/Galileo-Leica SmartNet. To summarise, the comparisons in the test of the effect of TAPAS are:
• Open rural: GPS/GLONASS Leica SmartNet vs. GPS/Galileo
TAPAS
• Open urban: GPS/GLONASS/Galileo Leica SmartNet vs. GPS/GLONASS/Galileo TAPAS Single-baseline RTK
• Dense urban: GPS/GLONASS Leica SmartNet vs. GPS/Galileo
TAPAS
In the open rural and dense urban location, a potential effect of
TAPAS is not explicit, because the satellite constellations are different.
Leica SmartNet has GPS/GLONASS while TAPAS has GPS/Galileo. It is
chosen to use the survey with GPS/GLONASS as frame of reference,
because there are two satellite systems. A potential difference can
not be concluded to be caused by TAPAS, but the number of available
satellites with GPS/GLONASS or GPS/Galileo will be approximately
the same. In the open urban location, TAPAS single-baseline was
used, because the TAPAS VRS had a server breakdown. The singlebaseline RTK could connect to GLONASS which meant that three
satellite systems was used. This chapter will be divided in sections
based on location, that’s why the sections are:
1. Open rural
2. Open urban
3. Dense urban
For the Leica SmartNet sections in each location, there will not be
presented a normal probability plot, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test or
plot of residuals graphically, because they are presented in chapter
10. It will be commented in each section whether the residuals are
normal distributed and if there are outliers. All normal probability
plots and residual plots can be seen in the uploaded ZIP file, see appendix D.

11.1

Open rural
This section contains a comparison in the open rural environment.

11.1.1

Leica
The results for Leica in open rural are presented in section 10.1, but
they will be listed in this section as well for the reader friendliness.
Two outliers were found among the residuals. The residuals are normally distributed. After removing the outliers, the standard deviations are as can be seen in table 11.1.
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Estimator
σI SO
σM AD

E (m)
0.005
0.004

N (m)
0.004
0.005

U (m)
0.004
0.004

Table 11.1: Standard deviations with GG-Leica in the open rural environment.

11.1.2

TAPAS
The results of the TAPAS survey in the open rural environment are
presented in this section.
Estimator
σI SO
σM AD

E (m)
0.005
0.005

N (m)
0.006
0.006

U (m)
0.006
0.006

Table 11.2: Standard deviations with GG-TAPAS.

Figure 11.2: Normal probability plot for the N residuals.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

E
A

N
A

U
A

Table 11.3: Results from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The green A symbolize that H0 is accepted and the observations are normal distributed.

Figure 11.2 shows that the N residuals are normal distributed. That is
confirmed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in table 11.3. The same is
the case for the E- and U residuals.
There are no outliers for the E, N and U residuals, see figure 11.3.
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Figure 11.3: Plot showing residuals for E, N and U. Vertical blue lines are
threshold for an outlier.

11.1.3

Comparison
This section contains a comparison in the open rural environment.
Table 11.4 shows the test statistics in the third row. The calculations of
the test statistics are performed with many digits to secure rounding
does not play a huge role.
The acceptance region is [0.697; 1.434].
RTK network
GG-Leica (σI SO )
TAPAS (σI SO )
v obs
H0

E(m)
0.005
0.005
0.981
A

N(m)
0.004
0.006
2.030
R

U(m)
0.004
0.006
2.413
R

Table 11.4: Comparison of the precision of Leica SmartNet and TAPAS.

There is a significant difference between Leica SmartNet and TAPAS
for N and U, because VObs is larger than the upper end of the acceptance region. For the standard deviation for E, the difference is not
significant. For N and U, Leica SmartNet have a significantly higher
precision than TAPAS.

11.2

Open urban
This section contains the results from the open urban environment.
In the open urban environment, the TAPAS survey was measured
with single-baseline RTK with GPS/GLONASS/Galileo as satellite constellation, which is why the Leica SmartNet for results comparison
will be with GPS/GLONASS/Galileo.

11.2.1

Leica
The precision for GGG with Leica SmartNet are presented in this subsection. The residuals are normally distributed. There are four out94
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liers among the residuals. After removing the outliers, the standard
deviations for σI SO are as shown in table 11.5.
Estimator
σI SO
σM AD

E(m)
0.004
0.004

N(m)
0.005
0.005

U(m)
0.007
0.007

Table 11.5: Standard deviations after removing outliers in the open urban
environment with GGG-Leica.

11.2.2

TAPAS
This section contains the results for the TAPAS survey in the open urban environment. In table 11.6, σI SO and σM AD are shown. No outliers have yet been removed from the data before computing σI SO .
Estimator
σI SO
σM AD

E(m)
0.005
0.004

N(m)
0.005
0.005

U(m)
0.007
0.006

Table 11.6: Standard deviations in the open urban environment with GGGTAPAS. All data is included.

Figure 11.4: Normal probability plot for U residuals.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

E
A

N
A

U
A

Table 11.7: Results from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in the open urban environment. The green A symbolize that H0 is accepted and the
observations are normal distributed.

The normal probability plot in figure 11.4 shows that the U-residuals
has long tales, but overall the residuals looks normally distributed. It
is confirmed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
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Figure 11.5: Plot showing residuals for E, N and U. Vertical blue lines are
thresholds for outliers.

Figure 11.5 shows one outlier for N and three outliers for U. After removing outliers, new residuals and threshold for outliers are calculated. New outliers are found, after three iterations no outliers are
among the residuals. The standard deviations are:
Estimator
σI SO

E(m)
0.004

N(m)
0.005

U(m)
0.005

Table 11.8: Standard deviations after removing outliers in the open urban
environment with GGG-TAPAS.

The standard deviations after removing outliers are 4, 5 and 5 mm for
E, N and U.
11.2.3

Comparison
This section contains a comparison of the precision with Leica SmartNet and TAPAS in the open urban environment. The standard deviations that are compared are σI SO after removing outliers, because
there were few outliers among the residuals.
The acceptance region is [0.691;1.448] of the test statistics.
RTK network
GGG-Leica (σI SO )
GGG-TAPAS (σI SO )
v obs
H0

E(m)
0.004
0.004
1.160
A

N(m)
0.005
0.005
0.958
A

U(m)
0.006
0.005
0.712
A

Table 11.9: Comparison of the precision of Leica SmartNet and TAPAS.

The test statistics are all within the acceptance region, which means
that the difference between the precision levels is not significant.
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11.3

Dense urban
This section will contain the results for the dense urban environment
with GPS/GLONASS Leica SmartNet and GPS/Galileo TAPAS. Residual plots are shown before removing any outliers, after iteration no. 3
and after all outliers have been removed.

11.3.1

Leica
This section presents the results for the GG survey in the dense urban
environment. The results are presented in this section for the reader
friendliness.
Estimator
σI SO (First)
σI SO (Final)
σM AD

E(m)
0.110
0.011
0.013

N(m)
0.143
0.019
0.021

U(m)
0.243
0.023
0.032

Degrees of freedom
89
70
89

Table 11.10: Standard deviations in the dense urban environment with GGLeica.

The normal probability plot can be seen in figure 10.9 and the
residuals are not normally distributed. This is confirmed by the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The final standard deviations and σM AD
varies 2, 2 and 9 mm for E, N and U respectively.
11.3.2

TAPAS
This section will contain the results with TAPAS.
Estimator
σI SO
σM AD

E(m)
0.644
0.008

N(m)
0.563
0.023

U(m)
1.023
0.025

Table 11.11: Standard deviations in the dense urban environment with GGTAPAS

There is a large difference between σI SO and σM AD , which indicates
that the observations are affected by outliers.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

E
R

N
R

U
R

Table 11.12: Results from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The red R symbolize that H0 is rejected and the observations are not normal distributed.

The normal probability plot in figure 11.6 shows that the residuals for
E are not normally distributed, because there are some large residuals
among the observations. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in table 11.12
confirms that the residuals are not normally distributed.
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Figure 11.6: Normal probability plot for the E residuals before removing
outliers

Figure 11.7: Plot of residuals before removing outliers.

Figure 11.7 shows large residuals before removing outliers. After the
first iteration, there are more than one outlier for point no. 12 (observation 47-50), which means that RANSAC is used, see figure 11.8.
The scatter plot in figure 11.8 shows the residuals of observation 4750. Observation 47 is isolated in the bottom left corner. The coordinate differences for point no. 12 can be seen in table 11.13.
Table 11.13 shows that there are large differences between the coordinates for observation no. 47 and the other observations. The largest
differences beside observation 47 is 7.1 cm. If only the residuals are
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Figure 11.8: Scatter plot for observation 47-50 for E- and N residuals.

Distances
|47-48|
|47-49|
|47-50|
|48-49|
|48-50|
|49-50|
RANSAC threshold

dE(m)
6.927
6.938
6.953
0.011
0.026
0.015
2.004

dN(m)
6.035
6.055
6.069
0.020
0.034
0.014
1.566

dU(m)
10.956
11.027
11.031
0.071
0.075
0.004
3.179

Table 11.13: Distances between the residuals for observation 47-50 (Point
no. 12)

considered, all observations are outliers, because observation 47 deviates almost seven meters from the rest. This is an example of the
sensitivity of the mean values with very large outliers. As a results of
the RANSAC method, observation 47 is excluded from the observations.
Figure 11.9 is a residual plot of the remaining observations after third
iteration. It stands out that the threshold for outliers for E residuals
are significantly smaller than for N and U. The intervals of the residuals are smaller than in figure 11.7. After seven iterations, no outliers
were left, see figure 11.10. 20 observations have been removed in total, and the final standard deviations are shown in figure 11.14.
After seven iterations the standard deviations are 6, 14 and 18 mm for
E, N and U.
Figure 11.11 shows how the standard deviations change after each it99
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Figure 11.9: Plot of residuals after iteration no. 3.

Figure 11.10: Plot of residuals after removing outliers.

Estimator
σI SO

E(m)
0.006

N(m)
0.014

U(m)
0.018

Table 11.14: Standard deviations after nine iterations in the dense urban
environment with TAPAS

eration. The largest difference is between iteration one and two. The
outlier thresholds are large in the beginning, because the standard
deviations for E,N and U all are above 0.5 m, see table 11.11. Once the
outliers in the first iteration are removed, the changes in the standard
deviation becomes smaller concurrently with that the largest residuals are removed. After the second iteration, the curves flatten out.
The number of outliers for each point can be seen in figure 11.12. The
largest number of outliers are point no. 5 and 18. They are placed
near buildings, and the outliers can be caused by multipath.
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Figure 11.11: Standard deviations after each iteration.

Figure 11.12: Number of outliers for each point.

11.3.3

Comparison
This section contains a comparison of the standard deviations in the
dense urban environment. Since there are many outliers, there will
be three comparison, which are:
1. σI SO Leica (First) vs. σI SO TAPAS (First)
2. σI SO Leica (Final) vs. σI SO TAPAS (Final)
3. σM AD Leica vs. σM AD TAPAS
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It is chosen to perform three comparisons instead of one, which is
the case in the open rural and open urban environment, because the
there are more and larger outliers, which means that the robust estimator is of interest.

σI SO Leica (First)
σI SO TAPAS (First)
v obs
ρ
H0
σI SO Leica (Final)
σI SO TAPAS (Final)
v obs
ρ
H0
σM AD (Leica)
σM AD (TAPAS)
v obs
ρ
H0

E(m) N(m) U(m)
0.110 0.143 0.243
0.644 0.563 1.023
0.029 0.065 0.056
[0.655; 1.531]
R
R
R
0.011 0.015 0.023
0.006 0.014 0.018
0.301 0.857 0.566
[0.621; 1.614]
R
A
R
0.013 0.021 0.032
0.008 0.023 0.025
0.433 1.254 0.617
[0.655; 1.531]
R
A
R

Degrees of freedom
89
84

70
67

89
84

Table 11.15: F-test with Leica SmartNet and TAPAS in the dense urban environment.

Before removing outliers there is a significant difference in the precision in favour of Leica SmartNet. It is remarkable that the standard
deviations with TAPAS are so much larger than with Leica SmartNet.
Especially the Up-coordinate are affected by large outliers.
When outliers are removed there is a significant difference in favour
of TAPAS for E and U, but there is no significant difference for N. For
the robust estimator σM AD there is a significant difference for E and
U, but there is a no significant difference for N.
For TAPAS there is 84 degrees of freedom and for Leica SmartNet there
is 89 degrees of freedom. Five more observations are part of the calculations with Leica SmartNet. After removing outliers there are three
more observations with Leica SmartNet.

11.4

Summary
In the open rural environment there is a significant difference for the
N- and U-coordinate. The precision is higher with Leica SmartNet for
N and U, but not for the E-coordinate.
In the open urban environment, the TAPAS network solution could
not be used, so the results are collected by means of single-baseline
RTK with the nearest reference station in the TAPAS network. No sig102
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nificant difference could be found between TAPAS and Leica SmartNet.
In the dense urban environment the standard deviations with TAPAS
before removing outliers is much larger than with Leica SmartNet,
which means that the difference is significantly in favour of Leica
SmartNet. After removing outliers there is a significant difference
where TAPAS is more precise than Leica SmartNet. The robust estimator for the standard deviation is significant for the E- and Ucoordinate, but not for the N-coordinate. There are more degrees of
freedom with Leica SmartNet than TAPAS.
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Discussion

In this chapter, the results presented in chapter 10 and 11 are discussed. Also, the findings of this thesis lead to other problems and
considerations, that are discussed in this chapter as well. Following
topics are dealt with in this chapter:
1. Expectations for TAPAS
2. Availability
3. Precision at mm-level?
4. Accuracy

12.1

Expectations for TAPAS
The expectations to TAPAS is a standard deviation of 1 cm horizontally and vertically in the open rural location (TPR-160) [National
Space Institute, 2018, p. 23]. The standard deviations with TAPAS
in the open rural location is 5, 6 and 6 mm for E, N and U. The expectations in the TAPAS Test Plan of 1 cm horizontally and vertically are
fulfilled.
Also, the TAPAS network is established with shorter baselines than
typical RTK network. That suggests that the precision of TAPAS
should be higher than the commercial alternatives which are in this
thesis represented by Leica SmartNet. In table 12.1, the results are
gathered. GG or GGG refers to the number of satellite systems. GG
may refer to either GPS/GLONASS or GPS/Galileo. L refers to Leica
SmartNet, and T refers to TAPAS. All numbers are given in meters. For
the dense urban environment, both the values for σI SO and σM AD are
presented. The Galileo-column indicates whether Galileo has shown
to have an effect for the specific coordinate or not. “0” is no effect, “-”
is a negative effect, and “+” is a positive effect. In the TAPAS-column,
it is indicated whether TAPAS has shown to have an effect or not. The
symbology is the same as for the Galileo-column.
In the open rural environment there is no significant effect of Galileo.
For the N- and U-coordinate there is a significant effect for Leica
Smartnet against TAPAS, where Leica Smartnet has a higher precision. In the open urban there is a significant effect for Galileo for N
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Location
Open rural E, σI SO
Open rural N, σI SO
Open rural U, σI SO
Dense urban E, σI SO
Dense urban E, σM AD
Dense urban N, σI SO
Dense urban N, σM AD
Dense urban U, σI SO
Dense urban U, σM AD
Location
Open urban E, σI SO
Open urban N, σI SO
Open urban U, σI SO

GG-L
0.005
0.004
0.004
0.011
0.013
0.015
0.021
0.023
0.032
GG-L
0.005
0.007
0.008

GGG-L
0.004
0.005
0.004
0.008
0.011
0.017
0.018
0.023
0.029
GGG-L
0.004
0.005
0.007

Galileo
0
0
0
+
0
0
0
0
0
Galileo
0
+
+

GG-L
0.005
0.004
0.004
0.011
0.013
0.015
0.021
0.023
0.032
GGG-L
0.004
0.005
0.007

GG-T
0.005
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.008
0.014
0.023
0.018
0.025
GGG-T
0.005
0.005
0.007

Table 12.1: 0 is no significant effect. - is a significant effect against either
Galileo or TAPAS. + is a significant effect in favor of Galileo or
TAPAS.

and U. For TAPAS there is no significant effect. In the dense urban environment there is a significant effect for Galileo on the E-coordinate,
while there is a significant effect for TAPAS for E and U.
Galileo has shown to have a positive effect on the precision in some
situations, whereas the effect on the precision is never negative. For
TAPAS the precision is decreased in the open rural environment and
increased in the dense urban environment. The effect of TAPAS is
therefore more ambiguous than the effect of Galileo.
TAPAS is only directly comparable with Leica SmartNet in the open
urban environment, because the same satellite systems are used with
TAPAS and Leica SmartNet. Here, though, the network mountpoint
was disabled, so single-station RTK is used. Therefore, the validity
of the TAPAS precision levels in the open urban environment are at
least questionable. In the open rural environment, TAPAS is less precise than Leica SmartNet. Whether that is caused by the difference
in the RTK service or difference in satellite constellation can not be
determined. In the dense urban environment TAPAS is more precise
than Leica Smartnet. It can be caused by Galileo signals being more
resistant to multipath than GLONASS signals. GLONASS has however an advantage with the inclination angle, where some GLONASS
satellites will be located north of the receiver. For both the negative
and positive effect of TAPAS, it is not possible to exclude the different
satellite constellations as an explanation for the effect.
TAPAS is a dense RTK network and based on the simulations in the
Swedish report [Emardson et al., 2009], the effect of a denser RTK network is larger than the effect of the future satellite constellations with
the addition of Galileo and BeiDou. The opposite is found in this the106

TAPAS
0
+
+
0
0
+
+
TAPAS
0
0
0

12.2. Precision at mm-level?
sis, where the effect is more significant with Galileo than TAPAS.

12.2

Precision at mm-level?
Leica Geosystems is part of the larger company Hexagon Geosystems. On the website for Leica Smartnet they claim that the accuracy of NRTK is typically better than 2 cm horizontally and 4 cm vertically in good conditions [Hexagon Geosystems, 2019]. On a Galileo
webpage for EU, it is stated that cm-level accuracy can be achieved
in favourable conditions using GNSS correction data [Galileo GNSS,
2018].
Under good or favourable GNSS conditions, interpreted as open rural
and open urban, the precision is significantly better than 2 cm horizontally and 4 cm vertically. The TAPAS expectations are 1 cm horizontally and vertically. It is achieved by TAPAS, and it is also achieved
by Leica SmartNet. Next year, Galileo and BeiDou will be fully operational and it could be time to move the boundaries of the precision of
NRTK to mm-level rather than cm-level. Based on the results in this
thesis, the precision is at mm-level under good conditions.

12.3

Availability
Another interesting aspect of the surveys in this thesis is the number of observations and the number of outliers. These can be seen in
table 12.2.

Survey
GG-Leica
GGG-Leica
TAPAS

Open rural
Obs. Outliers
150
2
150
1
150
0

Open urban
Obs. Outliers
150
1
150
5
150
8

Dense urban
Obs. Outliers
115
13
127
18
107
22

Table 12.2: Numbers of observations and outliers for each survey.

In the open urban environment the GG-Leica survey had one outlier
and the GGG-Leica survey had five outliers. The TAPAS survey has
eight outliers. In the dense urban environment, TAPAS has fewest
observations with 107, GG-Leica has 115 and most observations are
achieved with GGG-Leica with 127. 20 more observations are collected with GGG-Leica than TAPAS. The fewest number of outliers in
the dense urban environment is the GG-Leica survey.
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Figure 12.1: Difference between the number of observations in the dense urban environment (TAPAS minus GGG-Leica).

Figure 12.2: Difference between the number of observations after removing
outliers in the dense urban environment (TAPAS minus GGGLeica).

In figure 12.1, the number of observations with GGG-Leica are subtracted from the observations with TAPAS in every point. That is to
visualise the different level of availability for the two surveys. Most
observations are blue, which means no difference. An interesting aspect is that no points have more observations with TAPAS than with
GGG-Leica.
Figure 12.2 the difference of observations are formed for the same
two surveys, but this time outliers are removed. Most points are
either yellow (no difference) or orange (one more observation with
GGG-Leica). Three points are blue, but only one points is red. Over108
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all, the points with more observations for GGG-Leica are evenly distributed in the area.
12.3.1

Availability vs. precision
TAPAS has significant effect on the precision in the dense urban environment. Also, as can be seen in table 12.2, the TAPAS survey is the
one with fewest observations. That raises the question, if the higher
precision is a consequence of the lower availability of TAPAS? Either
way, the question suggests that precision alone is not a fair indication of the performance of an RTK service. The observations can be
“trimmed” in the field so that the precision becomes better than it
should be. It is likely that the observations, that did not succeed,
might have impaired the precision, if they had succeeded. In this
thesis, Leica SmartNet’s ability to provide RTK corrections even under difficult conditions might be at the expense of the performance
precision-wise.

12.4

Accuracy
The precision of RTK is the aim of this thesis. However, the problem
of accuracy is also relevant in the context of RTK performance. Precision is a good measure when assessing the consistency of an RTK
service, but it does not express the correspondence with another RTK
service - accuracy does. Directly testing the accuracy of TAPAS or any
other RTK service is beyond the scope of this thesis, but it is possible
to obtain an indication of accuracy by comparing the TAPAS observations with the Leica SmartNet observations. If the deviations are
significant, there is a problem related to accuracy.
In this section, the mean of the coordinates of the TAPAS survey are
compared to the mean of the coordinates of the Leica SmartNet survey. The observations in the open rural environment form the basis
for the comparison, since the amount and scale of outliers in this area
are not expected to pose a problem, though all observations are included. The TAPAS coordinates are compared to the Leica SmartNet
coordinates with all three satellite systems. Also, the two Leica SmartNet surveys are compared. For every point in every survey, the point
is constituted by a mean value of the five observations of this point.
Then a 3D translation is carried out in the MATLAB-based software,
TMKA . The translation is given by one translation parameter for each
coordinate E, N and U. For each translation parameter, it is tested
whether the translation is significant or might be caused by random
error. The null hypothesis is that the translation parameter t is zero:
H0 : t = 0. The test statistics T is calculated as in 12.1 [Eriksen & Lau-

A

Software developed for Aalborg University by Karsten Jensen.
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ritzen, 2004, p. 33]:
p
n(t − 0)
T=
,
s

(12.1)

where s is the a priori standard deviation of the residuals after the
translation.
The translation parameters between the two Leica SmartNet are 0
(see table 12.3). As expected, there is no systematic deviation.

Translation parameter (t )
Test statistics (t obs )
Acceptance region

E (m) N (m) U (m)
0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000
[-2.045; 2.045]

Table 12.3: Translation parameters between the two Leica SmartNet surveys.

For the TAPAS-Leica SmartNet 3D translation, TAPAS is the FROM
system (F), and Leica SmartNet with three satellite systems is the
TO system (T). The translation parameters and test statistics are presented in table 12.4.

Translation parameter (t )
Test statistics (t obs )
Acceptance region

E (m) N (m)
U (m)
-0.015
0.007
0.106
-29.630 15.772 277.473
[-2.045; 2.045]

Table 12.4: Translation parameters between GGG-Leica and TAPAS.

The systematic deviations between TAPAS and Leica SmartNet are
definitely significant. Furthermore, the deviations are big in the light
of the precision level found in the open rural environment.
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Conclusion

TAPAS is a dense network of reference stations in Aarhus for network
RTK. TAPAS is a part of the Danish implementation of Galileo. It is
a test platform for the public authorities as well as for private enterprises with an interest in precise positioning. A partial aim of TAPAS
is finding the highest obtainable precision with Galileo. When using
professional surveying equipment for RTK, TAPAS is expected to provide a vertical and horizontal standard deviation of less than 1 cm.
Following problem statement is formulated for this thesis:
Which effect does Galileo and TAPAS respectively have on the precision of RTK?
The data of this thesis has been collected by three different surveys
in three different environments; open rural, open urban and dense
urban. The surveys are constituted by different combinations of RTK
services and satellite systems. The three surveys can be described as
such:
1. GPS/GLONASS - Leica SmartNet
2. GPS/GLONASS/Galileo - Leica SmartNet
3. GPS/GLONASS/Galileo - TAPAS
Comparing the precision levels of survey 1 and 2 gives the effect of
Galileo, and comparing the precision levels survey 2 and 3 gives the
effect of TAPAS. Due to teething problems of TAPAS, GLONASS was
not supported by TAPAS during the data collection.
It is found that Galileo’s effect on the precision was significant for N
and U in the open urban environment and for E in the dense urban
environment, whereas it was insignificant in the open rural environment. In the dense urban environment, many observations failed in
general because of buildings obstructing the satellite signal. Galileo
enabled more observations to be carried out.
The unsteady performance of TAPAS necessitated other comparisons
between the setups than intended, which makes the results less
definitive. However, the effect of TAPAS was significant in the open
rural and the dense urban environment. It was significantly worse
than Leica SmartNet in open rural, and significantly better in dense
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urban. In the dense urban, where GPS and Galileo was used with
TAPAS, the seemingly positive effect of TAPAS might also be a consequence of the more multipath-averse Galileo signals or in an other
way related to the difference between Galileo and GLONASS.
TAPAS fulfils the “quantitative” requirements regarding 1 cm standard deviation horizontally and vertically. But the expectation of
higher precision for higher density in the network has not come true.
The effect of Galileo on the other hand has been unambiguously positive, but not always significant. The positive effect is on the precision
as well as the availability.
A comparison between the points measured with Leica SmartNet and
those measured with TAPAS shows a systematic deviation between
the points which is at centimetre-level horizontally and higher than
10 cm vertically! That reveals serious problems regarding the accuracy despite a high level of precision. On the basis of the data in this
thesis, it can not be concluded, whether the problem is caused by
TAPAS or Leica SmartNet.
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Further studies
This thesis can not document “unprecedented precision” as it is
phrased in [SDFE, 2019a]. The commercial alternative, Leica SmartNet, performs just as well as TAPAS according to the findings of this
thesis. It is an important remark, that TAPAS’ teething troubles has
precluded collection of data under optimal circumstances. First of
all, TAPAS should have worked with three satellite systems in instead
of only two. That would give a more fair impression of the actual performance of TAPAS. Secondly, the effect of state space representation
(SSR) is for the future to disclose. SSR is working “behind the scenes”
on the servers of TAPAS, while the correction data is transmitted via
VRS. At some point, the RTCM-standard and the GNSS receivers on
the market are ready for SSR-corrections, but not yet. TAPAS is still a
new service, and it is likely to be improved over time both in terms of
precision and reliability.
TAPAS performed with a significantly lower precision than Leica
SmartNet in the open rural environment, while there was no significant difference in the open urban environment. It was however not
the network-solution of TAPAS, that was used in the open urban environment. That raises the question, if it is in fact an advantage to use
a network solution, when the distance between the reference stations
is as short as the case is for TAPAS. It might be relevant to study, if it
is possible to find a significant difference between the TAPAS performance as network (VRS or SSR) and as single-station RTK.
Despite the potential future improvement of TAPAS, the phrasing
“unprecedented precision” hardly refers to the use of TAPAS in a professional RTK context. One of the purposes of TAPAS is testing precise positioning for autonomous systems. Autonomous systems is
not the scope of this thesis, but professional surveying is a niche market in relation to positioning and navigation in general. It is likely
that the Galileo HAS in combination with TAPAS corrections can give
unprecedented precision for the mass market of low-cost GNSS receivers.
A part of the reason for the the correction model SSR (instead of
OSR) is probably caused by the demands of the mass market. SSR
is suited for the mass market for autonomous systems, which OSR is
not. SSR allows broadcasting and as such one-way communication
with a modest demand for bandwidth. In this way, the correction
113
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service is not limited to a small number of users, but can be scaled to
infinity.
The RTK technology has been implemented in drones, where the
costs of an RTK drone is 40 000-45000 DKK [Droner.dk, 2019]. u-blox
announced the Sapcorda platform with Geo++ in 2017 to make precise positioning with correctin data affordable for the mass market.
In 2018 u-blox announced the F9 technology, which can deliever high
precision positioning technology for industrial and autonomous applications [Galileo GNSS, 2018].
The development of precise positioning for mass market applications
are in progress and with Galileo and Beidou fully operational next
year, the foundation for precise positioning are present. In the future
there is a chance that autonomous systems will be developed and affordable.
Will RTK correction services be as vital in public utility as water and
electricity? Based on the rapidly expanding fields of application the
answer is: Probably. TAPAS might be an important part of research
and development in that respect. But is TAPAS presenting a new standard for the precision of RTK in professional surveying? Probably not.
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Leica GS18 T
Data sheet

Engaging software
The Leica GS18 T is accompanied with the
revolutionary Captivate software, turning
complex data into the most realistic and

Seamlessly share data among
all your instruments

Customer care only a click away

Leica Infinity imports and combines
data from your GNSS RTK rover, total

Through Active Customer Care (ACC), a
global network of experienced professionals
is only a click away to expertly guide you

workable 3D models. With easy-to-use
apps and familiar touch technology,
all forms of measured and design

station and level instruments for one
final and accurate result. Processing has
never been made easier when all your

through any challenge. Eliminate delays
with superior technical service, finish jobs
faster and avoid costly site revisits with

data can be viewed in all dimensions.
Leica Captivate spans industries and
applications with little more than a simple

instruments work in tandem to produce
precise and actionable information.

excellent consultancy support. Control
your costs with a tailored Customer Care
Package (CCP), giving you peace of mind

swipe, regardless of whether you work
with GNSS, total stations or both.

leica-geosystems.com

you are covered anywhere, anytime.

Leica GS18 T
GNSS TECHNOLOGY
Self-learning GNSS

Leica RTKplus
SmartLink (worldwide correction service)
SmartLink fill (worldwide correction service)

Leica SmartCheck

Continuous check of RTK solution

Reliability 99.99%
GPS (L1, L2, L2C, L5), Glonass (L1, L2, L32),
BeiDou (B1, B2, B32), Galileo (E1, E5a, E5b, Alt-BOC, E62),
QZSS (L1, L2, L5), NavIC L53, SBAS (WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, GAGAN), L-band

Signal tracking

Number of channels
Tilt compensation

Adaptive on-the-fly satellite selection
Remote precise point positioning (3 cm 2D)1
Initial convergence to full accuracy 20 - 40 min, Re-convergence < 1 min
Bridging of RTK outages up to 10 min (3 cm 2D)1

555 (more signals, fast acquisition, high sensitivity)
Increased measurement productivity and
traceability

Calibration-free
Immune to magnetic disturbances

Real-time kinematic
(Compliant to ISO17123-8 standard)

Single baseline
Network RTK

Hz 8 mm + 1 ppm / V 15 mm + 1 ppm
Hz 8 mm + 0.5 ppm / V 15 mm + 0.5 ppm

Real-time kinematic tilt compensated

Topographic points (not for static control
points)

Additional Hz pole tip uncertainty typically less than 10 mm + 0.7 mm/° tilt

Post processing

Static (phase) with long observations
Static and rapid static (phase)

Hz 3 mm + 0.1 ppm / V 3.5 mm + 0.4 ppm
Hz 3 mm + 0.5 ppm / V 5 mm + 0.5 ppm

Code differential

DGPS / RTCM

Typically 25 cm

Communication ports

Lemo
Bluetooth®

USB and RS232 serial
Bluetooth® v2.00 + EDR, class 2

Communication protocols

RTK data protocols
NMEA output
Network RTK

Leica, Leica 4G, CMR, CMR+, RTCM 2.2, 2.3, 3.0, 3.1, 3.2 MSM
NMEA 0183 v4.00 and Leica proprietary
VRS, FKP, iMAX, MAC (RTCM SC 104)

Built-in data links

GSM / UMTS / LTE phone modem
Radio modem

Fully integrated, external antenna
Fully integrated, receive and transmit, external antenna
403 - 470 MHz, 1 W output power, up to 28800 bps over air

MEASUREMENT PERFORMANCE & ACCURACY1
Time for initialisation

Typically 4 s

COMMUNICATIONS

External data links

GSM / GPRS / UMTS / LTE / CDMA and UHF / VHF modem

GENERAL
Field controller and software

Leica Captivate software

Leica CS20 field controller, Leica CS35 tablet

User interface

Buttons and LEDs
Web server

On / Off and Function button, 8 status LEDs
Full status information and configuration options

Data recording

Storage
Data type and recording rate

Removable SD card, 8 GB
Leica GNSS raw data and RINEX data at up to 20 Hz

Power management

Internal power supply
External power supply
Operation time4

Exchangeable Li-Ion battery (2.8 Ah / 11.1 V)
Nominal 12 V DC, range 10.5 - 28 V DC
7h receiving (Rx) data with internal radio, 5 h transmitting (Tx) data with internal
radio, 6 h Rx/Tx data with internal phone modem

Weight and dimensions

Weight
Dimensions

1.20 kg / 3.50 kg standard RTK rover setup on pole
173 mm x 173 mm x 108 mm

Environmental

Temperature
Drop
Proof against water, sand and dust

-40 to 65°C operating, -40 to 85°C storage
Withstands topple over from a 2 m survey pole onto hard surfaces
IP66 / IP68 (IEC60529 / MIL STD 810G CHG-1 510.6 I / MIL STD 810G CHG-1 506.6 II /
MIL STD 810G CHG-1 512.6 I)
Withstands strong vibration (ISO9022-36-08 / MIL STD 810G 514.6 Cat.24)
95% (ISO9022-13-06 / ISO9022-12-04 / MIL STD 810G 507.5 I)
40 g / 15 to 23 msec (MIL STD 810G 516.6 I)

Vibration
Humidity
Functional shock
LEICA GS18 T GNSS RTK ROVER
SUPPORTED GNSS SYSTEMS
Multi-frequency
GPS / GLONASS / Galileo / BeiDou / QZSS
SUPPORTED GNSS SYSTEMS
DGPS/RTCM, RTK Unlimited, Network RTK
SmartLink fill / SmartLink
POSITION UPDATE & DATA RECORDING
5 Hz / 20 Hz positioning
Raw data / RINEX data logging / NMEA out
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Tilt compensation
RTK reference station functionality
LTE Phone / UHF Radio (receive & transmit) modem

BASIC

PERFORMANCE

UNLIMITED

✔ /∙/∙/∙/∙

∙

✔
✔ /∙/∙/∙/∙

✔
✔/✔/✔/✔/✔

∙
∙/∙

✔

∙/∙

✔
✔ /∙

✔ /∙
✔ /∙/∙

✔/✔
✔ /∙/∙

✔/✔
✔/✔/✔

✔

✔
✔
✔ /∙

✔
✔
✔ /∙

∙

✔/∙

✔ Standard ∙ Optional
Measurement precision, accuracy, reliability and time for initialisation are dependent
upon various factors including number of satellites, observation time, atmospheric
conditions, multipath etc. Figures quoted assume normal to favourable conditions. A full
BeiDou and Galileo constellation will further increase measurement performance and
accuracy.

1

Believe to comply, but subject to availability of BeiDou ICD and Galileo commercial
service definition. Glonass L3, BeiDou B3 and Galileo E6 will be provided through future
firmware upgrade.
3
Support of NavIC L5 is incorporated and will be provided through future firmware
upgrade.
4 Might vary with temperature, age of battery, transmit power of data link device.
2
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Introduction

1.1 Project vision and purpose
The demand for basic infrastructures in modern society are increasing in line with the desire
for increased growth and efficiency. Testbed in Aarhus for Precision Positioning and
Autonomous Systems - TAPAS is a science and research project aimed at contributing to the
implementation of the Danish digital initiatives 5.3, including the implementation of "Industry
4.0".
Geodetic reference systems already form a basic infrastructure that provides the basis for
precision positioning and navigation using Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS).
Available systems of today are based primarily on GPS, with supplement of local Real Time
Kinematic (RTK) systems.
Additional global GNSS systems exist; primarily the European Galileo which is preoperational, but also the Russian GLONASS and Chinese Beidou systems transmit signals
which can be utilized for positioning. These systems are now forming the basis for new
terrestrial networks and the basis for both faster and a more reliable position determination.
The project's goal is to establish a sound ground based network test bed, to support and test
new advanced technological developments with a need for fast, efficient and flexible
precision positioning. Hence, existing and new applications as well as new autonomous
systems can use the TAPAS network reference and be easily initialized, integrated and used
in real time.
TAPAS will be designed as a geodetic innovation platform, in form of physical and virtual
networks in Aarhus. Initially, TAPAS will focus on the area around Aarhus city and harbor as
a test bed for in situ trials.
The ambition is to achieve the full potential of Galileo and evaluate this system's quality in
relation to GPS. Further, and in particular, to achieve unprecedented precision positioning in
real-time.
Autonomous systems constitute a very large growth area within a wide range of business
areas such as transport, agriculture, environment and urban development. Infrastructures
that support autonomous platforms, e.g. automated vehicles and machines, drones, marine
units, etc. Systems inseparably linked to geodetic reference systems, RTK and associated
communications networks (Wi-Fi, 5G etc.).
TAPAS is going to be developed, to accommodate both new geodetic and autonomous
reference systems, as well as current and future communication networks. I.e. this innovation
research platform attempts to integrate these systems, test concrete initiatives and utilize
satellite-based Earth observation data.
The TAPAS network and associated functionality and research is initially going to be
implemented within the available funding from SDFE in 2017 and in 2018. The intention is to
use the basic network of TAPAS as an open research platform for all to carry out defined
technology demonstrations, but also to extend the network geographical area with additional
GNSS Stations pending available funding options.
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1.2 Document Scope
This test plan defines the detailed test procedures for the infrastructure elements and
communications network of the TAPAS system. The individual requirements are intended to
be verifiable by one or more of the following methods: Test / Measurement (T), Analysis (A),
Review of design (R) or Inspection (I). The applicable verification method and how to
provide the verification is specified for each requirement in the Test and Verification
Procedure AD [PROC]. In this document outlining the test plan, requirements intended to be
verifiable by Test/Measurement (T) are further detailed and described.
The verification of each individual requirement is traceable to the applicable document AD
[PROC] and also to the technical specification AD [SPEC].
The requirements provided in tabular form in this test plan are therefore exactly the same as
requirements provided in AD [PROC], but for each test, the test plan provides further details
on how the test shall be performed and documented.

1.3 General Test & Verification Guidelines
The test plan defined in this document, is presented in relatively overall terms instead of
detailed step-by-step procedures. It is therefore to a quite large extent left to the staff
performing the tests activities to define how to plan and perform the tests considering the
requirements and the outline provided in this test plan. Further, it is expected that the staff
performing the test activities are experienced in the field of geodesy and satellite navigation
and will apply good judgement and common sense when planning and performing the tests.
It is expected that within this framework the tests carried out can produce documentation to
DTU Space, SDFE, and to future users, which will convince the parties that the TAPAS
facility performs to specifications.

1.4 Test reports and documentation
Result of the testing are to be documented as follows:


Tests regarding the installation and test of each reference station as described mainly
in Section 3.2.1 to Section 3.2.4 of this report are documented in one report for each
station, called TAPAS Reference Station #X Installation and Test Report, where X
refers to the station number (i.e. 1 – 11).



Tests regarding communication lines, system integration, rovers and field tests are
described in a report called TAPAS Test Report.
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Applicable and Reference Documentation

2.1 Applicable Documents
The following documents are applicable to the definitions within this document.
Ref.

Doc. No.

Title

[CON]

TAPAS-DTU-MNGT-CON-001

DTU Space contract with SDFE

1

[CDM]

TAPAS-DTU-MNGT-PLN-002

Configuration Document Management
Plan

1

[CIDL]

TAPAS-DTU-MNGT-CIDL-001

TAPAS Configuration Item Data List

1

[PCP]

TAPAS-DTU-MNGT-PLN-001

TAPAS Project Control Plan

1

[SPEC]

TAPAS-DTU-TEC-SPEC-001

TAPAS Technical specification

2

TAPAS Test & Verification Procedure

1

[PROC] TAPAS-DTU-TEX-PROC-001

Rev.

2.2 Reference Documents
The following documents contain supporting and background information to be taken into
account during the activities specified within this document.
Ref.

URL

Title

RD-01

Not publicly available

Engfeldt A, Jepsen C, Hedling G, Thorsen
S O (2006): Classification of permanent
reference stations for GNSS. NKG, PM.

RD-02

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32014L0030

RD-03

https://www.lantmateriet.se/glob
alassets/kartor-och-geografiskinformation/gps-och-geodetiskmatning/publikationer/measurem
ent-accuracy-in-network-rtk.pdf

Directive 2014/30/EU of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 26
February 2014 on the harmonization of
the laws of the Member States relating to
electromagnetic compatibility
Measurement accuracy in Network-RTK

Rev.
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Test and Verification Requirements
This chapter describes the procedure for testing the requirements specifications for those
elements of the TAPAS system which are to be verified by tests or measurements. Each
subsection will target a part of the full TAPAS system.
The test and verification procedure has been derived from the technical requirements
specification, [SPEC], by splitting the tables of requirements into individual units and adding
a “Verification” (method) entry to each of the individual requirement specs.
The following abbreviations have been defined for the applicable methods of verification:
A

Analysis of design

I

Inspection of the item specified

R

Review of design

T

Test / measurement

In this test plan, only the requirements to be verified by T (Test/measurement) are included.
For requirement ID’s not included in this document, refer to AD [PROC].
The structure of this chapter is following the structure of AD [PROC] for easy reference
between these two documents.

3.1 System Requirements
All requirements for the overall system and concerned elements are verified by either A
(analysis of design), I (Inspection of the item specified) or R (review of design). Thus, none of
the system requirements are included in this document.

3.2 Reference Stations
The general test and verification of the reference stations is expected to be documented to
large part by a report covering the installation and test of each reference station, called
TAPAS Reference Station #X Installation and Test Report, where X refers to the station
number.
As a basis for the installation and test report a list of all proposed and installed reference
stations shall be established with complete address specification and description. The list
shall include the preliminary positions of the antennas based on simple GNSS measurements as close as possible to the actual antenna position or reading the position off Google
Earth or similar GIS/mapping tool.
Minimum Requirements on Installation and Test Report
The reference station installation and test report shall cover the following items and sections:


Electrical block schematic of the reference station, or reference to a common design
documented elsewhere, e.g. the TAPAS-DTU-TEC-RP-001 TAPAS Design Report
and the Nordtec-Optomatic A/S design and test report for the indoor unit.



Serial numbers of all key items: GNSS antenna, antenna mast (if applicable), GNSS
receiver, antenna cable (if applicable), Lightning arrester (if applicable), power splitter
(if applicable), indoor unit manufactured by Nordtec-Optomatic A/S (as specifiecd in
RFS-190).



References to separate design and test reports of certain items, see below.
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Photo documentation of the entire finished installation. This shall cover requirements:
RFS-140, RFS-150, RFS-220, RFS-221, RFS-222, RFS-265, RFS-270, RFS-310,
RFS-420, RFS-460, RFS-480, RFS-520, RFS-560, RFS-580. The following imagery
is considered a minimum requirement:
o

Exterior photos showing the entire building/location and close-ups of the antenna
installation including how the cable is laid.

o

Indoor photos showing the entire room to give an overview of the installation, as
well as close-ups of the indoor unit with the door opened.

o

A 360° panorama picture taken at or as close as possible to the antenna position.



Test that the reference station can communicate with the CPF and a rover, and that it
can deliver the specified data and can be configured and monitored (COM-100).



When installation and commissioning tests are completed, the surveyed position of
the antenna shall be established and included in the test report.

The commissioning of each reference station shall include the tests described in the
following subsections.
Separate design and test reports assumed to be available


It is assumed that the design of the indoor unit by Nordtec-Optomatic A/S is
documented in a separate design and test report.



It is assumed that the antenna calibration by Geo++ GmbH is documented in one
report covering all antennas or one report for each antenna.

3.2.1

General Requirements for Reference Stations

In the following, the general requirements for the reference station with focus on the selection
of locations for establishing the physical TAPAS reference stations which are to be verified
by T (Test/measurement) are listed.
Req. ID

Verif.

Requirement

RFS-110

R,I,T

Sky view: The reference station locations shall be selected so that
an unobstructed sky view from the antenna, extending from 5°
elevation to zenith in any azimuth direction, is maximized.

Verification

As a minimum, a 360°panorama picture taken at the antenna
position or as close as possible to it. If buildings, trees, hills or other
discrete structures is judged to exceed the minimum elevation. The
extent of any obstructions in azimuth and elevation shall be
estimated and included in the report.
Additionally, a sky view plot of C/N0 values displayed as colors,
taken over 24 hours for the L1 signal of the GPS constellation shall
be included as a documentation of the quality of the unobstructed
sky view

The sky view plot is done in post analysis mode, when a reference station is operational and
accessible by the CPF. Data including C/N0 values from the reference station is logged, and
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a sky view plot of the C/N0 values displayed as colors, taken over 24 hours shall be made
and included as a documentation of the quality of the unobstructed sky view.
The sky view need only be made for one carrier frequency, as the intention with this test is to
verify sky view and not the frequency coverage of the antenna. GPS L1 is proposed as the
standard carrier. An example of a sky view plot is provided in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Example of a skyview plot

Req. ID

Verif.

RFS-193

T

Verification

Requirement
Test with SBF Analyser:
24 hour data file processed with the SBF Analyzer software from
Septentrio.
Installation & Test Report.

A 24-hour SBF data file with code and carried observations from the station is analyzed
using the SBF Analyzer software from Septentrio. A static analysis is carried out and position
accuracy, number of tracked satellites as well as carrier to noise ratio is plotted and
evaluated.
A static report page including coordinate deviation in East, North, Up, number of tracked
satellites, carrier to noise values for 24 hours, position planimetric plot, estimated
uncertainties in position, signals used and time information from the data file must be
attached to the test report as an appendix.
Version number for the software used must be provided in the test report.
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Requirement
Isolated Data Processing Test:
Post-processed static Precise Point Positioning (PPP) solution with
24 hours of data (with the intention of eliminating dependence on
other stations). Will provide preliminary station coordinates in
IGS14.
Uncertainty from processing (95%) shall be less than 1.5 cm for the
horizontal coordinate components and less than 3.0 cm for the
vertical.
Installation & Test Report.

This is carried out in a post analysis mode. A post-processed static Precise Point Positioning
(PPP) solution with 24 hours of code and carrier phase data is carried out. The purpose is to
analyze if a high accuracy position solution can be obtain without dependence on other
stations.
The PPP processing should be carried out using the web based service by NRCan
https://webapp.geod.nrcan.gc.ca/geod/tools-outils/ppp.php?locale=en
The result are preliminary station coordinates in IGS14 as well as estimated uncertainty of
the coordinate values which is used to verify compliance with the requirement.
At the time of writing, the NRCan PPP service does not accept RINEX 3 data, so the data
files must be converted to the RINEX 2.11 format before the test can be carried out.
It is underlined that the coordinates obtained by this processing are preliminary.
Req. ID

Verif.

RFS-195

T

Verification

Requirement
GNSMART Test: GNSMART real-time test with the other TAPAS
stations comprising the network.
Installation & Test Report.

New TAPAS stations are entered in the configuration files of GNSMART and included in the
processing one at a time.
When a new station is included in the processing, warnings and error messages from the
program are monitored and dealt with. Any warnings remaining after including a new
reference station in the GNSMART data processing should be discussed in the test report.
3.2.2

Reference Station Antennas

In this sub subsection the specifications for the GNSS antennas as well as requirements for
the mounting of the antenna at the reference station which are to be verified by T
(Test/measurement) are described.
Req. ID

Verif.

RFS-230

R,T

Requirement
Frequency bands: The antenna shall cover all frequencies
transmitted by the following GNSS constellations: GPS, Galileo,
GLONASS and Beidou.
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Requirement
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet.

This is tested along with the analyses carried out for RFS-193, and the static report
generated by SBF Analyzer is used as documentation for the availability of data on the
various frequency bands.
3.2.3

Reference Station GNSS Receivers

In this sub subsection the general requirements for the GNSS receiver hardware with respect
to RF capabilities and standards for communication which are to be verified by T
(Test/measurement) are described.
Req. ID

Verif.

RFS-300

R,T

Verification

Requirement
Constellations: The GNSS receivers shall be capable of receiving
and processing signals from at least the following constellations and
carriers from at least 50 simultaneously visible satellites and
providing PNT solutions based on these:
GPS: L1, L2, L5
GALILEO: E1, E5, E6
GLONASS: G1, G2, G3
BEIDOU: B1, B2, B3
SBAS
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet and actual test.

This is tested along with the analyses carried out for RFS-193, and the static report
generated by SBF Analyzer is used as documentation for the availability of data on the
various signals.

Req. ID

Verif.

RFS-305

R,T

Verification

Requirement
Measurement rate: The measurement rate of the GNSS receiver
shall be programmable via the digital interface and the receiver
shall be capable of providing measurements at minimum 20 Hz
rate.
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet and actual test.

This is tested by setting the receiver to log a few minutes of data at 20 Hz. The data is
downloaded and checked for completeness for instance by using TEQC. Results are
presented in the test report.
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Requirement
Data formats: The GNSS receivers shall be capable of delivering
data in the following formats:
NMEA-0183 ver. 4.10, RTCM ver. 3.0, RINEX ver. 3.03.
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet and actual test.

This is tested by configuring the receiver to log a few minutes of each type of data in the
given format. The data is downloaded and analyzed for completeness. Results are presented
in the test report.
3.2.4

Class B Reference Stations

The class B stations represent the main part of the TAPAS reference station network. The
requirements for the monument is less strict than that of a class A, but otherwise comparable
to a class A reference station. All of the additional requirements to the class B reference
stations are, according to AD [PROC], verified by either I (Inspection of the item specified) or
R (review of design). Thus, none of the additional requirements for the class B reference
station are included in this document.

3.3 Data communication and processing
The data communication and processing verification and testing is divided into two sub
sections in the following; the first dealing with data communication and the second with the
central processing facility.
3.3.1

Means of Communication

The requirements for the communication are defined to accommodate the exchange of data
between the reference stations and the central processing facility and between the central
processing facility needed to achieve the core goal in TAPAS.
In the original specification requirements for the communication should be verified by T
(Test/measurement). However at the Tests Readiness Review it was decided that
documentation is sufficient, so testing of data communication speed (COM-100, 110, 120
and 130) is removed from the current version of the Test Plan.
Req. ID

Verif.

COM-150

R,T

Verification

Requirement
TAPAS corrections communication shall be available in a form
compliant with modern surveying grade RTK rovers
(see subsection 3.3.1).
Design documentation. Actual access test.

Access test is carried out before field tests with the surveying grade RTK rover (tests TSR,
TPR and TKR), preferably at DTU or in Dyrehaven. The rover is configured as described in
Section 3.4.1. After the tests RVS-130 and RVS-150 have been carried out, if RTK correction
data is received and decoded by the surveying grade rover, then the access test (COM-150)
is passed.
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A picture (screendump or photo) of relevant pages of the rover user interface can be used as
documentation in the test report.

Req. ID

Verif.

COM-160

R,T

Verification

Requirement
Access to the TAPAS corrections shall be protected with password
on individual user basis.
Design documentation. Actual access test.

Access test is carried out before field tests with the surveying grade RTK rover (tests TSR,
TPR and TKR), preferably at DTU or in Dyrehaven. The rover is configured as described in
Section 3.3.1, and the COM-160 test is carried out in connection with test RVS-150. The test
is passed if TAPAS correction data is available to the user rover by using the NTRIP protocol
and after entering a password via the rover user interface.
As picture (screendump or photo) of relevant pages of the rover user interface can be used
as documentation in the test report.
3.3.2

Central Processing Facility

The requirements for the central processing facility is modelled from current state-of-the-art
network RTK software requirements for networks including approximately 30 reference
stations. Upscaling might impose additional requirements for the central processing facility
and/or segmentation and/or parallelizing of multiple central processing facilities.
In the following, those requirements for the central processing facility which must be verified
by T (Test/measurement) are described
Req. ID

Verif.

CPF-100

T

Verification

Requirement
The CPF shall be connected to the global Internet through an
interface having a minimum capacity of 100 Mbit/s for both
download and upload.
Design documentation, two-way data transfer test with speed
measurement.

Data transfer is tested using a standard upload-download facility available via the global
internet.

3.4 Rovers
The following sub subsections describe the requirements for the GNSS rovers used to test
and verify the performance of the TAPAS service from a user perspective. All requirements
to the rovers must be verified by tests or measurements as described in the following.
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Surveying grade RTK rover

The surveying grade RTK rover requirements reflect the current top level of commercial
available GNSS RTK rover used by professional surveyors.
Req. ID

Verif.

RVS-100

R,T

Verification

Requirement
Constellations: The RTK rover shall be capable of receiving and
processing signals from the following constellations and carrier
channels:
GPS: L1, L2, L5
GALILEO: E1, E5, E6
GLONASS: G1, G2, G3
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet and actual test.

This is tested by turning the rover on, leaving it operational for at least 15 minutes (to receive
the full broadcast ephemerids) and then checking for signals received and used in the
positioning process.
A picture (screendump or photo) of relevant pages of the rover user interface can be used as
documentation in the test report.

Req. ID

Verif.

RVS-110

R,T

Verification

Requirement
Measurement rate: The measurement rate of the RTK rover shall
be programmable via a digital command interface and shall be
capable of providing measurements at minimum 20 Hz.
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet and actual test.

This is tested by configuring the rover to log a few minutes of data at 20 Hz. The data is
downloaded and checked for completeness for instance by using TEQC. Results are
presented in the test report.

Req. ID

Verif.

RVS-120

R,T

Verification

Requirement
Position posting rate: The position posting rate of the RTK rover
shall be programmable via a digital command interface and shall
be capable of providing measurements at minimum 20 Hz.
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet and actual test.

This is tested by configuring the rover to estimate positions at 20 Hz. The positions are
downloaded and checked for completeness. Results are presented in the test report.
Req. ID

Verif.

RVS-130

R,T

Verification

Requirement
Data formats: The RTK rover shall be capable of receiving data in
the following formats: RTCM ver. 3.2.
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet and actual test.
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Actual test is carried out before field tests (tests TSR, TPR and TKR), preferably at DTU or in
Dyrehaven. The rover is configured to receive data in the RTCM ver. 3.2 format and is then
connected to an RTK service (TAPAS or another service) which is transmitting RTCM ver.
3.2. data. If RTK correction data is received and positions are estimated, then the test is
passed.
A picture (screendump or photo) of relevant pages of the rover user interface can be used as
documentation in the test report.

Req. ID

Verif.

RVS-140

R,T

Verification

Requirement
Data formats: The RTK rover shall be capable of delivering data in
the following formats: NMEA-0183 ver. 4.0.
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet and actual test.

This is tested by transmitting an NMEA-0183 ver.4.0 data string from the RTK rover to the
TAPAS server, or to another source (e.g. another GNSS receiver or a PC), which can
receive and store or display the information contained in the NMEA message. The test is
passed if the message is displayed correctly or is useable by the recipient.

Req. ID

Verif.

RVS-150

R,T

Verification

Requirement
Rover – Server Link: Rovers shall be able to establish a duplex
communication link with the server via the mobile data network
(3G or 4G/LTE) as described in COM.
Actual test with surveying grade RTK rover as defined in COM-130

This test is passed if COM-130 is passed. Se text under COM-130 for more information.
3.4.2

Single frequency RTK rover

The single frequency RTK rover requirements are modeled to target the low power GNSS
receiver suitable for small autonomous vehicles, low cost units and current high end smart
phones.
Req. ID

Verif.

RV1-100

R,T

Verification

Requirement
Constellations: The RTK rover shall be capable of receiving and
processing signals from the following constellations and carrier
channels:
GPS: L1
GALILEO: E1
GLONASS: G1
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet and actual test.
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This is tested by turning the rover on, leaving it operational for at least 15 minutes (to receive
the full broadcast ephemerids) and then checking for signals received and used in the
positioning process.
A picture (screendump or photo) of relevant pages of the rover user interface can be used as
documentation in the test report.
Req. ID

Verif.

RV1-110

R,T

Verification

Requirement
Measurement rate: The measurement rate of the RTK rover shall
be programmable via a digital command interface and shall be
capable of providing measurements at minimum 1 Hz.
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet and actual test.

This is tested by configuring the rover to log a few minutes of data at 1 Hz. The data is
downloaded and checked for completeness for instance by using TEQC. Results are
presented in the test report.

Req. ID

Verif.

RV1-120

R,T

Verification

Requirement
Position posting rate: The position posting rate of the RTK rover
shall be programmable via a digital command interface and shall be
capable of providing measurements at minimum 1 Hz.
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet and actual test.

This is tested by configuring the rover to estimate positions at 1 Hz. The positions are
downloaded and checked for completeness. Results are presented in the test report.
Req. ID

Verif.

RV1-130

R,T

Verification

Requirement
Data formats: The RTK rover shall be capable of receiving data in
the following formats: RTCM ver. 3.2.
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet and actual test.

Actual test is carried out before field tests (tests TSR, TPR and TKR), preferably at DTU or in
Dyrehaven. The rover is configured to receive data in the RTCM ver. 3.2 format and is then
connected to an RTK service (TAPAS or another service) which is transmitting RTCM ver.
3.2. data. If RTK correction data is received and positions are estimated, then the test is
passed.
A picture (screendump or photo) of relevant pages of the rover user interface can be used as
documentation in the test report.

Req. ID

Verif.

RV1-140

R,T

Verification

Requirement
Data formats: The RTK rover shall be capable of delivering data in
the following formats: NMEA-0183 ver. 4.0.
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet and actual test.
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This is tested by transmitting an NMEA-0183 ver.4.0 data string from the RTK rover to the
TAPAS server, or to another source (e.g. another GNSS receiver or a PC), which can
receive and store or display the information contained in the NMEA message. The test is
passed if the message is displayed correctly or is useable by the recipient.

Req. ID

Verif.

RV1-150

R,T

Verification

Requirement
Rover – Server Link: Rovers shall be able to establish a duplex
communication link with the server via the mobile data network (3G
or 4G/LTE) as described in COM.
Actual test with single frequency RTK rover as defined in COM-130

This test is passed if COM-130 is passed. Se text under COM-130 for more information.
3.4.3

Intermediate frequency record/replay rover

The intermediate frequency record/replay rover (also called software receiver) requirements
are designed to capture and replay the GNSS signals with as little processing as possible.
This will allow detailed studies of error sources and impact of individual corrections, models,
and network configuration.
Req. ID

Verif.

RIF-100

R,T

Verification

Requirement
The intermediate frequency (IF) record/replay rover shall be
capable of downconverting the carrier channels:
GPS: L1, L2, L5
GALILEO: E1, E5, E6
GLONASS: G1, G2, G3
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet and actual test.

This is tested by turning the equipment on and after a few minutes checking for signals
received and logged after down conversion.
A list of the data recorded can be used as documentation in the test report.
It is noted that the software receiver i.e. the intermediate frequency (IF) record/replay rover
available does not support Galileo E6, so reception of this carrier channel can not be verified
at present. If a software receiver capable of testing E6 becomes available in the future, this
test will then be carried out.

Req. ID

Verif.

RIF-110

R,T

Verification

Requirement
The IF record/replay rover shall be capable of sampling the IF
signals at bandwidths high enough to cover the entire spectrum of
the GNSS code spectrum including Doppler shift.
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet and actual test.
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This is tested by collecting a small amount of data and analyzing the power spectrum of the
received data.
A plot of the power spectrum can be used as documentation in the test report.
Req. ID

Verif.

RIF-120

R,T

Verification

Requirement
The IF record/replay rover shall be capable of archiving at least 20
minutes of IF signals.
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet and actual test.

Actual test is carried out by archiving at least 20 minutes of IF signals. If all data is available
after at least 20 minutes, the test is passed.
The result is presented in the test report.

Req. ID

Verif.

RIF-130

R,T

Verification

Requirement
The IF record/replay rover shall be capable of upconverting the
archived IF signals to their respective charrier channels and
transmit the signals via RF.
Reference to manufacturer’s data sheet and actual test.

This is tested in a laboratory where the recorded data is upconverted and transmitted to
another GNSS receiver. The test is passed when data is received by the other receiver.
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3.5 Test scenarios
The following test scenarios describe the requirements for the experiments to be carried out
to obtain data for adaption and tuning of the TAPAS service and demonstrate the TAPAS
capabilities.
For the test scenarios, all requirements are listed also those that are not verified by T (test /
measurement).
Before any field tests are initialized, it is important that all requirements to reference stations
incl. receivers and antennas, as well as requirements to data communication, central
processing facility as well as to the rover equipment are verified and met. All requirements
are provided in AD [PROC] while further information on testing is provided in Section 3.1 to
Section 3.4 of this document.
The project group can decide to initiate testing when a suitable number of reference stations
have been established (i.e. before all stations are established).
NOTE: Before any field test is carried out, it is important that the CPF is configured to
store all corrections being transmitted during the time of the tests, because the
corrections must be available for replay tests (TRR-130).
Reference frame (coordinate system)
Reference frame used for the testing must be decided:


The IGS14 reference frame provides the best compliance with the GNSS satellite
orbits and clocks, and it is the best choice for internal consistency of TAPAS.



The national Danish implementation of the ETRS89 provides the best compliance
with Danish maps, geodetic reference network, existing ground control points etc.,
and it is the best choice for consistency with existing Danish geodata.

The difference between the IGS14 and the ETRS89 is approximately half a meter, so the
choice of reference frame is important.
Change of TAPAS reference frame is carried out by changing the list of coordinates used for
the GNSS stations in the GNSMART software.
At the Test Readiness Review it was decided that the CPF processing is carried out using
IGS14.
Transmission of transformation parameters between IGS14 and ETRS89 with RTCM
messages to the users must be investigated, and also it must be investigated whether two
parallel processes can be run at the CPF, one using IGS14 and the other using ETRS89.
Before performing the tests with requirements at the cm level (TSR-160, TPR-160 and TKR170) high accuracy final coordinates for the reference stations with uncertainties at the mmlevel should be available and entered into the GNSMART configuration files.
Note: It is not part of the test and verification procedure to estimate high accuracy final
coordinates for the reference stations. Such coordinates should be determined in the same
way as coordinates for the SDFE permanent reference stations.
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Static RTK test

The static RTK test is designed to minimize error sources related to stability of the centering
of the RTK rover with respect to a known benchmark.
The static RTK test is carried out with both the surveying grade rover and with the single
frequency rover.
Req. ID

Verif.

TSR-100

R,I

Verification

Requirement
The RTK rover shall be mounted on a tripod such that the antenna
reference point (ARP) can be centered over a benchmark and shall
allow direct or indirect measurements of the vertical distance
between the benchmark and ARP.
Test report with photo documentation.

Req. ID

Verif.

TSR-110

R

Verification

Requirement
At least 3 benchmarks (new or existing) shall be surveyed with a
position posting rate of at least 1 Hz.
Test report.

Preferably use the same three benchmarks for TSR-110 and TPR-110.
Req. ID

Verif.

TSR-120

R,I

Verification

At least one benchmark shall be located in a dense urban area.
Test report with photo documentation.

Req. ID

Verif.

TSR-130

R,I

Verification

Requirement
At least one benchmark shall be located in an open urban area.
Test report with photo documentation.

Req. ID

Verif.

TSR-140

R,I

Verification

Requirement
At least one benchmark shall be located in an open/rural area.
Test report with photo documentation.

Req. ID

Verif.

TSR-150

T

Verification

Requirement

Requirement
The benchmarks (TSR-120, TSR-130, and TSR-140) shall be
observed for at least 30 minutes.
Test report.

This is verified by entering the start and stop time as well as date and year of the
observations in the test report.
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Req. ID

Verif.

TSR-160

T,A

Verification
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Requirement
After no more than 10 minutes the 3D 1-sigma standard deviation of
60 consecutive point postings shall be below 1 cm for the TSR-140
benchmark using the surveying grade rover (RVS).
Test report.

This is verified in post analysis mode. RTK-positions using at least 1 Hz logging interval
(TSR-110) are stored in the rover during the field test, and thereafter exported to a computer.
The standard deviation is estimated for each set of 60 consecutive positions (i.e. with 1 Hz
logging seconds 1 - 60 comprise the first set, seconds 61 – 120 comprise the next set etc.).
Results for the first 10 minutes in each of the benchmarks (TSR-120, TSR-130, and TSR140) are shown, compared and discussed in the test report. Compliance with requirement for
TSR-140 must be verified.

Req. ID

Verif.

TSR-170

T,A

Verification

Requirement
Changes in the integrity of the service shall be available at the rover
site (TSR-120, TSR-130, and TSR-140) no later than 60 seconds
after the change occurred in the integrity.
Test report.

Time-to-alarm is tested by the end of the field tests by manually introducing a deliberate
system mal-functioning at the CPF (e.g. disabling all reference stations, interrupting
processing of RTK corrections or similar). Time of the mal-functioning must be registered at
the CPF and time of reception of relevant integrity information must be registered in the
rover.
Before the test, the time reference system used (e.g. GPS-time) for both CPF and rover must
be registered.
Note according to the plans, integrity tests must be carried out to test requirement ID no.
TSR-170, TPR-190 and TKR-180 and in all cases in three different locations, i.e. a total of
nine tests of the timelines of integrity information must be carried out. At the Test Readiness
Review it was decided that the project group can decide to make fewer tests for integrity.
Time for activation of the mal-functioning in the CPF, time for reception of the relevant
integrity message in the rover as well as the time difference must be provided in the test
report.
3.5.2

Point RTK test

The point RTK test is designed to mimic a common survey situation for a professional
surveyor and is therefore carried out using the surveying grade rover only.
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Req. ID

Verif.

TPR-100

R,I

Verification
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Requirement
The RTK rover shall be mounted on a carbon fiber rod such that the
ARP can be centered over a benchmark at a fixed and well known
vertical distance.
Test report with photo documentation.

The RTK rover is preferably supported by two or four legs during testing for easier handling.
Req. ID

Verif.

TPR-110

R,I

Verification

Requirement
At least 3 benchmarks (new or existing) shall be surveyed with a
position posting rate of 1 Hz.
Test report.

Preferably use the same three benchmarks for TSR-110 and TPR-110.
Req. ID

Verif.

TPR-120

R,I

Verification

At least one benchmark shall be located in a dense urban area.
Test report with photo documentation.

Req. ID

Verif.

TPR-130

R,I

Verification

Requirement
At least one benchmark shall be located in an open urban area.
Test report with photo documentation.

Req. ID

Verif.

TPR-140

R,I

Verification

Requirement
At least one benchmark shall be located in an open/rural area.
Test report with photo documentation.

Req. ID

Verif.

TPR-150

T

Verification

Requirement

Requirement
At least 10 sets of point observations each consisting of 5 point
postings shall be carried out with at least 1 minute between each
set of observations. First set shall be observed after at least 10
minutes of initialization.
Test report.

This is verified by entering the start and stop time as well as number of point postings logged
in the test report. Also date and year of the test must be provided in the test report.
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Req. ID

Verif.

TPR-160

T,A

Verification
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Requirement
The 1 sigma standard deviation of the vertical component of the
TPR-150 observations shall be below 1 cm for the TPR-140
benchmark using the surveying grade rover (RVS).
Test report.

This is verified in post analysis mode. The standard deviation of the vertical component is
estimated after the observations are complete, and the result is provided in the test report.
The same is done for observations from TPR-120 and TPR-130 and the difference with
results from TPR-140 is discussed in the test report.

Req. ID

Verif.

TPR-170

A

Verification

Requirement
The 1 sigma centering standard deviation shall be calculated from
the indicated precision of the circular level and the length of the
carbon fiber rod using standard error propagation.
Test report.

This is verified in post analysis mode.
The length of the carbon fiber rod used during the field test is measured and entered via the
rover user interface.
The indicated precision of the circular level is written down manually during the test since it is
not stored automatically.
The calculations and values used are provided in the test report.

Req. ID

Verif.

TPR-180

T,A

Verification

Requirement
The 1 sigma standard deviation of the horizontal component of the
TPR-150 observations shall be below 1 cm after removal of the
centering standard deviation TPR-170 for the TPR-140 benchmark
using the surveying grade rover (RVS).
Test report.

This is verified in post analysis mode. The standard deviation of the horizontal component is
estimated after the observations are complete and the centering standard deviation has been
estimated. The result is provided in the test report.
The same is done for observations from TPR-120 and TPR-130 and the difference with
results from TPR-140 is discussed in the test report.
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Req. ID

Verif.

TPR-190

T,A

Verification
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Requirement
Changes in the integrity of the service shall be available at the rover
site (TPR-120, TPR-130, and TPR-140) no later than 5 seconds
after the change occurred in the integrity.
Test report.

Time-to-alarm is tested by the end of the field tests by manually introducing a deliberate
system mal-functioning at the CPF (e.g. disabling all reference stations, interrupting
processing of RTK corrections or similar). Time of the mal-functioning must be registered at
the CPF and time of reception of relevant integrity information must be registered in the
rover.
Before the test, it must be verified that the same time reference (e.g. GPS-time) is applied for
log files in both CPF and rover.
Note according to the plans, integrity tests must be carried out to test requirement ID no.
TSR-170, TPR-190 and TKR-180 and in all cases in three different locations, i.e. a total of
nine tests of the timelines of integrity information must be carried out. At the Test Readiness
Review it was decided that the project group can decide to make fewer tests for integrity.
Time for activation of the mal-functioning in the CPF, time for reception of the relevant
integrity message in the rover as well as the time difference must be provided in the test
report.
3.5.3

Kinematic RTK test

The kinematic RTK test is intended to provide the basis for investigations of the TAPAS
service performance under rapid changing conditions associated with moving rovers and is
carried out using both the surveying grade rover and the single frequency rover.
Req. ID

Verif.

Requirement

TKR-100

R,I,A

The RTK rover shall be mounted on a vehicle such that the antenna
ARP follow a well-known trajectory.

Verification

Test report with photo documentation.

Req. ID

Verif.

TKR-110

R

Verification

At least 3 trajectories shall be surveyed with a position posting rate
of 1 Hz.
Test report.

Req. ID

Verif.

TKR-120

R,I

Verification

Requirement

Requirement
At least one trajectory shall be located in a dense urban area.
Test report with photo documentation.
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Req. ID

Verif.

TKR-130

R,I

Verification
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Requirement
At least one trajectory shall be located in an open urban area.
Test report with photo documentation.

Req. ID

Verif.

TKR-140

R,I

Verification

Requirement
At least one trajectory shall be located in an open/rural area.
Test report with photo documentation.

Req. ID

Verif.

TKR-150

T

Verification

Requirement
The rover shall be static for at least 10 minutes of initialization
before following the trajectory.
Test report.

This is verified by entering the start and stop time of the initialization as well as date and year
of the observations in the test report.

Req. ID

Verif.

TKR-160

A

Verification

Requirement
The 1 sigma trajectory centering standard deviation of the 3D
trajectory positons shall be calculated from the indicated precision
of the method and observations used to survey the trajectory, the
estimated standard deviation of vehicle jitter, and trajectory
interpolation using standard error propagation.
Test report.

This is verified in post analysis mode.
The values and calculations are provided in the test report.

Req. ID

Verif.

TKR-170

T,A

Verification

Requirement
The 1 sigma standard deviation of the 3D trajectory positons shall
be below 2.5 cm after removal of the trajectory centering standard
deviation TKR-160 for the TKR-140 trajectory using the surveying
grade rover (RVS).
Test report.

This is verified in post analysis mode. The standard deviation is estimated and the result is
provided in the test report.
The same is done for observations from the TKR-120 and TKR-130 trajectory and the
difference to results from TKR-140 trajectory is discussed in the test report.
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Req. ID

Verif.

TKR-180

T,A

Verification
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Requirement
Changes in the integrity of the service shall be available at the rover
site (TKR-120, TKR-130, and TKR-140) no later than 5 seconds
after the change occurred in the integrity.
Test report.

Time-to-alarm is tested by the end of the field tests by manually introducing a deliberate
system mal-functioning at the CPF (e.g. disabling all reference stations, interrupting
processing of RTK corrections or similar). Time of the mal-functioning must be registered at
the CPF and time of reception of relevant integrity information must be registered in the
rover.
Before the test, it must be verified that the same time reference (e.g. GPS-time) is applied for
log files in both CPF and rover.
Note according to the plans, integrity tests must be carried out to test requirement ID no.
TSR-170, TPR-190 and TKR-180 and in all cases in three different locations, i.e. a total of
nine tests of the timelines of integrity information must be carried out. At the Test Readiness
Review it was decided that the project group can decide to make fewer tests for integrity.
Time for activation of the mal-functioning in the CPF, time for reception of the relevant
integrity message in the rover as well as the time difference must be provided in the test
report.
3.5.4

Record/Replay test

The record/replay test is designed to record a test scenario which can be replayed to a rover
multiple times in conjunction with different TAPAS service configurations to obtain tests
where all external error sources (e.g. troposphere, ionosphere, multipath) are fixed.
Req. ID

Verif.

Requirement

TRR-100

R,I,A

The intermediate frequency record/replay rover antenna shall be
mounted as described in TSR-100, TPR-100, or TKR-100.

Verification

Test report with photo documentation.

Req. ID

Verif.

TRR-110

T

Verification

Requirement
GNSS data shall be recorded as described in TSR, TPR, or TKR
and simultaneous with the respective TSR, TPR, and TKR tests.
Test report.

This is verified by providing year, day as well as start and stop time for the observation
sessions carried out.
Req. ID

Verif.

TRR-120

T

Requirement
Recorded GNSS data shall be transmitted to a rover in a laboratory
shielded from satellite transmitted GNSS signals.
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Req. ID

Verif.

Verification
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Requirement
Test report.

This is tested in a laboratory, and the test is passed when data is received in the rover.

Req. ID

Verif.

TRR-130

T

Verification

Requirement
Stored TAPAS corrections from the time of the IF data collection
shall be transmitted to the rover receiver to emulate the field test.
Test report.

This is done in a laboratory in post analysis mode, where the stored TAPAS corrections are
used together with collected GNSS data to estimate RTK positions. The test is passed, when
position solutions are obtained.

Req. ID

Verif.

TRR-140

T,A

Verification

Requirement
The degradation caused by the record/replay procedure shall be
described by comparisons with the TSR, TPR, or TKR test carried
out during the IF data collection.
Test report.

Results obtained from TRR-130 are compared with similar results obtained during the field
tests carried out in open rural areas.
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Suggestions for further testing / development
Section 3 of this document outlines testing to be performed in order to show compliance with
the specifications of TAPAS.
In this section, suggestions for further development, testing and research are outlined. Such
further testing is not required in order to show compliance with specifications, but considering
that TAPAS is a testbed for research it may be interesting to gain further knowledge by
performing some of these tests listed below.
The list in the following is not prioritized and it is preliminary. If it is decided to carry out any
of this testing, more detailed test procedures should be developed.






Using one TAPAS reference station as “rover”
o

One of the TAPAS reference stations could be removed from the network
processing in GNSMART, be configured to receive RTCM corrections from the
TAPAS server and then be used for testing RTK performance as a “rover”.
This will provide opportunities for testing in-office before doing any field work.

o

It is not clear if such test can be carried out with the software available in the
reference station receivers and at the TAPAS server.

o

GNSMART require at least five reference stations in order to operate, so if
such testing is to be carried out with less than six TAPAS reference stations,
SDFE stations can be included in the network processing. This will not provide
position accuracy at the cm-level, but it can be used for testing other
functionality of the system.

Removing TAPAS reference stations one at a time and evaluate performance
o

Once all TAPAS reference stations are operational, the stations can be
removed from the network processing one at a time in a rotational manner.
The can be used to test for vulnerability of the TAPAS service in case one or
more stations become in-operational. It can also be used in connection with
test item number 1. to test if the RTK performance is homogeneous through
the network.

o

The TAPAS reference stations can also be removed from a network one at a
time adding up, to test how many reference stations are needed (i.e. which
network density is needed) to meet performance requirements for a given
location.

Broadcast orbits vs. IGS predicted orbits
o



GNSMART can be configured to operate with broadcast orbits and predicted
orbits from the IGS, static data is collected with a survey grade rover for at
least six hours, positions are estimated to investigate whether predicted orbits
provide improved performance.

Automated processing of reference station coordinates
o

Implementation of an automated processing of reference station coordinates,
running for instance once per day or week, can be used to monitor stability of
the reference stations over time.
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Using a relatively sparse network of GNSS reference stations and filling in
with sensors of e.g. meteorological and cheaper GNSS units estimating space
weather activity. Involves development of data fusion algorithms, and can be
testing using a sub-network of TAPAS stations and various configurations of
other sensors and information.

Record / replay facilities
o

Further testing can be carried out with the record / replay facility. This can be
testing with of other types of rovers, more signals, various settings or options
used in the CPF etc.

o

Including also a software receiver provides added possibilities for testing with
various settings in the receiver for analyses of for instance observation
conditions with restricted sky view, with heavy multipath environment or with
signal interference or jamming (lab only)

Antenna calibrations
o



Using a more sparse network of GNSS reference station in combination with
use data from other sources in estimation of RTK corrections. This could be
data from e.g. numerical weather predictions and TEC predictions. Involves
development of data fusion algorithms and can be tested using a sub-network
of TAPAS stations.

Supplement network of GNSS stations with other (cheaper) sensors
o



Using the DTU TEC estimates and a permanent reference station configured
as rover for a longer time interval (at least some months), the RTKperformance can be correlated with the ionospheric activity. Ideally, a network
RTK service should remove most of the ionospheric effects within a dense
network of reference stations. This test will reveal if this is indeed the case.

Supplement network of GNSS stations with other data sources
o



Daily or weekly solutions of reference station coordinates can be used to
automatically correct the reference station coordinates used in GNSMART.
With such dynamic coordinates of the reference stations a better internal
consistency within the TAPAS system can be obtained (i.e. a better standard
deviation in position estimates). On the other hand, a fixed reference frame,
where coordinates of the reference stations remain un-changed, will ensure
more consistency at the user side (i.e. user position will be the same today, in
the past, and in the future).

RTK performance correlation with space weather activity
o
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Investigate effect of system performance with and without individually
calibrated antennae at the reference stations. A test plan could be developed
for testing the effect of using individually calibrated antenna files as opposed
to type calibrations at one, some or all reference stations.

Settings of the GNSMART 2 software package
o

The network processing and generation of RTK corrections is configured
based on many different parameters which can be changed at the TAPAS
server. Analyses of the effect on user performance by changing some of these
parameters could be carried out.
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o

Examples of parameters are elevation mask used for the reference stations,
settings for ambiguity resolution in the network processing, settings for
estimation of the tropospheric effect etc. First e.g. make a list of the most
significant parameters which can be “tuned” in GNSMART2.

o

Investigate effects on users by changing the elevation mask in the processing
on GNSMART2. With which elevation mask is the best performance at user
level found?

Jamming test
o

Make a simple jamming test to evaluate the effect on rover and/or reference
station with a jammer close by.

o

Investigate consequences of mobile cell mast close to a reference station

Performance of real time PPP
o

Investigate the performance of real time PPP using TAPAS including for
instance convergence time and position accuracy.
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Annex A

Definition of terms

Average: The average 𝜇 of 𝑛 observations of 𝑥 is defined as:
1
∙
𝑛

𝜇

𝑥

Standard deviation: The standard deviation 𝜎 of 𝑛 observations of 𝑥 is defined as:
𝜎

1
𝑛

1

∙

𝑥

𝜇
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Zip file

This appendix will contain a table with the folder structure and content in the uploaded ZIP file. A tree structure of the appendix can be
seen below. The folder structure and content can be seen in table D.1.
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Tree structure.txt

06-06-2019

C:.
├───1. Original data
├───2. Matlab
├───3. Normplot and resplot
│
├───Dense urban
│
│
├───GG-Leica
│
│
│
├───Iteration 1
│
│
│
├───Iteration 2
│
│
│
├───Iteration 3
│
│
│
├───Iteration 4
│
│
│
├───Iteration 5
│
│
│
└───Iteration 6
│
│
├───GG-TAPAS
│
│
│
├───Iteration 1
│
│
│
├───Iteration 2
│
│
│
├───Iteration 3
│
│
│
├───Iteration 4
│
│
│
├───Iteration 5
│
│
│
├───Iteration 6
│
│
│
└───Iteration 7
│
│
└───GGG-Leica
│
│
├───Iteration 1
│
│
├───Iteration 2
│
│
├───Iteration 3
│
│
├───Iteration 4
│
│
├───Iteration 5
│
│
├───Iteration 6
│
│
├───Iteration 7
│
│
└───Iteration 8
│
├───Open rural
│
│
├───GG-Leica
│
│
│
├───Iteration 1
│
│
│
└───Iteration 2
│
│
├───GG-TAPAS
│
│
│
└───Iteration 1
│
│
└───GGG-Leica
│
│
├───Iteration 1
│
│
└───Iteration 2
│
└───Open urban
│
├───GG-Leica
│
│
├───Iteration 1
│
│
└───Iteration 2
│
├───GGG-Leica
│
│
├───Iteration 1
│
│
├───Iteration 2
│
│
└───Iteration 3
│
└───GGG-TAPAS
│
├───Iteration 1
│
├───Iteration 2
│
├───Iteration 3
│
├───Iteration 4
│
└───Iteration 5
└───4. Preparing for TAPAS

1

Folder
Original
data

Sub folder
Open rural

Sub folder

Sub folder

GG-Leica

Iteration X

GGG-Leica

Iteration X

GG-TAPAS

Iteration X

GG-Leica

Iteration X

GGG-Leica

Iteration X

GGG-TAPAS

Iteration X

GG-Leica

Iteration X

GGG-Leica

Iteration X

GG-TAPAS

Iteration X

Open urban
Dense urban
Matlab

Normplot
and resplot

Open rural

Open urban

Dense urban

Preparing
for TAPAS

Content
Original data for the open
rural environment
Original data for the open
urban environment
Original data for the dense
urban environment
Matlab script for calculations (TAPAS.m)
Comma seperated files with
observations
RANSAC script (RANSAC.m)
F-test script (FTest.m)
Normal probability plots for
E, N, U and residual plot for
each iteration
Normal probability plots for
E, N, U and residual plot for
each iteration
Normal probability plots for
E, N, U and residual plot for
each iteration
Normal probability plots for
E, N, U and residual plot for
each iteration
Normal probability plots for
E, N, U and residual plot for
each iteration
Normal probability plots for
E, N, U and residual plot for
each iteration
Normal probability plots for
E, N, U and residual plot for
each iteration
Normal probability plots for
E, N, U and residual plot for
each iteration
Normal probability plots for
E, N, U and residual plot for
each iteration
Report testing precision of
RTK in Aarhus - AAU student
report [Skoffer,2019]

Table D.1: Folder structure and content of the uploaded ZIP file.

In the sub folder Iteration X, X is the number of the given iteration.
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D. Z IP FILE
There is one sub folder for each iteration for each survey in each environment.
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Mails from DTU Space
E.1

Mail to DTU Space
Hej Lars
Vi er specialestuderende, der bruger TAPAS med henblik på evaluering af præcisionen sammenlignet med andre RTK-tjenester. Derfor
er vi interesserede i - af hensyn til redeligheden i undersøgelsen - at
måle, når hele nettet kører på fuld styrke. Vi kommer altså nok til at
kontakte jer, når vi skal planlægge målingerne for at sikre os, at systemet kører på de tidspunkter, vi tager ud.
Mountpointet hedder VRS1, skriver du. Og der skal sendes en streng
til netværket med estimeret position. Jeg sidder ellers og skriver om,
at positioneringsmodellen i TAPAS er PPP-RTK med udifferentierede
observationer, SSR og broadcasting-muligheder for korrektionsdata.
Er det helt galt?
Med venlig hilsen Esben

E.2

Answer from DTU Space
Hej Esben,
På TAPAS casteren er der, i skrivende stund, mountpoints for de
enkelte stationer (TAxx), "virtual reference station" netværks RTK
(vrs1) samt "State Space Representation" (ssr1).
ssr1 mountpointet giver mulighed for at lave PPP-RTK, men RTCM
understøtter pt. ikke alle elementerne for at kunne lave fuld PPPRTK. Internt på serveren der indsamler data og generer korrektioner
bliver der beregnet en fuld SSR løsning og de dele der er implementeret i RTCM 3.3 udsendes på ssr1. Da PPP-RTK generelt ikke er
implementeret på konsum modtagere, genereres der også en "gammeldags" VRS stream ud fra den interne fulde SSR løsning, så TAPAS
kan bruges på en større pulje af hardware.
Håber det hjælper.
Mvh, Lars Lars Stenseng Associate Professor Geodesy DTU Space
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F

Matlab scripts
TAPAS script
%Test af script til beregning af precision
clc
clear all
format long
A=load(’du-ggg-rtk_rettet.txt’); %Loader txt fil
A(:,[5,6])=[]; % Fjerner QC værdier fra matrix
A=sortrows(A);%Sorterer observationer efter punktnumre
%Nedenstående tal i [] fjerner rækker fra A matrix (Observations matrix).
%Hele observationen fjernes når ét residual er en grov fejl
%Grove fejl OR-GG-Leica
%A([61,90],:)=[];
%Grove fejl i OR-GGG-Leica
%A([71],:)=[];
%Grove fejl OU-GG-Leica
%A([11],:)=[]; %Iteration 2
%Grove fejl OU-GGG-Leica
%A([48,56,128,131],:)=[]; % Iteration 2
%A([5],:)=[]; % Iteration 3
%Grove fejl OU-GG-TAPAS
%A([6,56,79,132],:)=[];
%A([76],:)=[];
%A([71,102],:)=[];
%A([53],:)=[];
%Grove fejl i DU-GG-Leica
%A([38,90,101,112],:) = []; % Grove fejl i iteration 2
%A([53,87,88],:) = []; % Grove fejl i iteration 3
%A([10,43,53,94,95],:) = []; % Grove fejl i iteration 4
%A([23,95],:) = []; % Grove fejl i iteration 5
%A([64],:) = []; % Grove fejl i iteration 6
%Grove fejl i DU-GGG-Leica
%A([10,11,108,116],:) = []; % Grove fejl i iteration 2
%A([13,19,21,27,31],:) = []; % Grove fejl i iteration 3
%A([12,15,68],:) = []; % Grove fejl i iteration 4
%A([43,65,71,88],:) = []; % Grove fejl i iteration 5
%A([85],:) = []; % Grove fejl i iteration 6
%A([18,85],:) = []; % Grove fejl i iteration 7
%A([34],:)=[]; %Iteration 8
%Grove fejl i DU-GG-TAPAS
%A([47,90,91,97],:)=[]; %Grove fejl i iteration 2
%A([25,88,93,98,103],:) = []; % Grove fejl i iteration 3
%A([20,21,45],:) = []; % Grove fejl i iteration 4
%A([36,59,69,91],:) = []; % Grove fejl i iteration 5
%A([16,26,51],:) = []; % Grove fejl i iteration 6
%A([17,64],:) = []; % Grove fejl i iteration 7
[h,j]=size(A); %Gemmer matrix-dimensionerne som variable
%Beregning af gennemsnit og residualer
T = array2table(A); %Gemmer data fra A i tabellen T
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m = varfun(@mean,T,’GroupingVariables’,1); %m er en tabel,
%hvori gennemsnittet af observationerne for hvert punkt er beregnet.
out = A; %A kopieres til matricen "out".
[~,~,ii] = unique(A(:,1)); % Returnerer unikke punktnumre i A.
out(:,2:end) = out(:,2:end) - m{ii,3:end};
%Residualer beregnes og gemmes i out-matricen
m1=table2array(m); %tabellen m konverteres til matricen m1.
m1f=find(m1(:,2)==1);
%Rækker med punktnumre, der forekommer netop én gang i m1, identificeres.
m1F=m1(m1f(:,1)); %Returnerer rækkerne, der lever op til ovenstående.
c1=ismember(out(:,1),m1F);
%Finder de rækker i "out", der knytter sig til de fundne punktnumre.
c1index=find(c1) %Isolerer numrene på rækkerne fundet ovenfor.
h1=unique(out(:,1),’stable’); %Matrix h1 med unikke punktnumre.
[h2,j2]=size(h1); % h2=Antal forskellige punktnumre.
%Bruges ifm. beregning af frihedsgrader.
%E.......................................
%Spredning E
dE=out(:,2); %E-residualerne udskrives i vektoren dE
varE=dE.^2; %Residualerne kvadreres
sE=sqrt(sum(varE)/(h-h2)) %Spredningen på E-koordinater beregnes.
%The maximum size of the residuals is calculated for E
rEmax=3*sE;
%2 observationer og residualer
m2=find(m1(:,2)==2);
%Rækker med punktnumre, der forekommer netop to gange i m1, identificeres.
m2F=m1(m2,:); %Returnerer rækkerne, der lever op til ovenstående.
m2G=m2F(:,1);
%Afklarer, hvad de respektive rækkenumre indeholder af punktnumre.
c2=ismember(out(:,1),m2G);
%Finder de rækker i "out", der knytter sig til de fundne punktnumre.
c2index=find(c2); %Isolerer numrene på rækkerne fundet ovenfor.
dE(c2index)=dE(c2index).*(1/sqrt(1/2));
%Ganger forholdstal på de residualer i dE,
%der er beregnet på baggrund af to observationer,
%så de har samme spredning som sE.
%3 observationer og residualer
m3=find(m1(:,2)==3);
%Rækker med punktnumre, der forekommer netop tre gange i m1, identificeres.
m3F=m1(m3,:); %Returnerer rækkerne, der lever op til ovenstående.
m3G=m3F(:,1);
%Afklarer, hvad de respektive rækkenumre indeholder af punktnumre.
c3=ismember(out(:,1),m3G);
%Finder de rækker i "out", der knytter sig til de fundne punktnumre.
c3index=find(c3); %Isolerer numrene på rækkerne fundet ovenfor.
dE(c3index)=dE(c3index).*(1/sqrt(2/3));
%Ganger forholdstal på de residualer i dE,
%der er beregnet på baggrund af tre observationer,
%så de har samme spredning som sE.
%4 observationer og residualer
m4=find(m1(:,2)==4);
%Rækker med punktnumre, der forekommer netop fire gange i m1, identificeres.
m4F=m1(m4,:); %Returnerer rækkerne, der lever op til ovenstående.
m4G=m4F(:,1); %Afklarer, hvad de respektive rækkenumre indeholder af punktnumre.
c4=ismember(out(:,1),m4G);
%Finder de rækker i "out", der knytter sig til de fundne punktnumre.
c4index=find(c4); %Isolerer numrene på rækkerne fundet ovenfor.
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dE(c4index)=dE(c4index).*(1/sqrt(3/4));
%Ganger forholdstal på de residualer i dE,
%der er beregnet på baggrund af fire observationer,
%så de har samme spredning som sE.
%5 observationer og residualer
m5=find(m1(:,2)==5);
%Rækker med punktnumre, der forekommer netop fem gange i m1, identificeres.
m5F=m1(m5,:); %Returnerer rækkerne, der lever op til ovenstående.
m5G=m5F(:,1);
%Afklarer, hvad de respektive rækkenumre indeholder af punktnumre.
c5=ismember(out(:,1),m5G);
%Finder de rækker i "out", der knytter sig til de fundne punktnumre.
c5index=find(c5); %Isolerer numrene på rækkerne fundet ovenfor.
dE(c5index)=dE(c5index).*(1/sqrt(4/5));
%Ganger forholdstal på de residualer i dE,
%der er beregnet på baggrund af fem observationer,
%så de har samme spredning som sE.
%Outliers identificeres for E-residualerne
outliersE1=find(-rEmax>dE)
outliersE2=find(dE>rEmax)
%N........................................
%Spredning N
dN=out(:,3); %N-residualerne udskrives i vektoren dN
varN=dN.^2; %Residualerne kvadreres
sN=sqrt(sum(varN)/(h-h2)) %Spredningen på N-koordinater beregnes.
%The maximum size of the residuals is calculated for N
rNmax=3*sN;
%2 observationer og residualer
n2=find(m1(:,2)==2);
%Rækker med punktnumre, der forekommer netop to gange i m1, identificeres.
n2F=m1(n2,:); %Returnerer rækkerne, der lever op til ovenstående.
n2G=m2F(:,1);
%Afklarer, hvad de respektive rækkenumre indeholder af punktnumre.
d2=ismember(out(:,1),n2G);
%Finder de rækker i "out", der knytter sig til de fundne punktnumre.
d2index=find(d2); %Isolerer numrene på rækkerne fundet ovenfor.
dN(d2index)=dN(d2index).*(1/sqrt(1/2));
%Ganger forholdstal på de residualer i dN,
%der er beregnet på baggrund af to observationer,
%så de har samme spredning som sN.
%3 observationer og residualer
n3=find(m1(:,2)==3);
%Rækker med punktnumre, der forekommer netop tre gange i m1, identificeres.
n3F=m1(n3,:); %Returnerer rækkerne, der lever op til ovenstående.
n3G=n3F(:,1);
%Afklarer, hvad de respektive rækkenumre indeholder af punktnumre.
d3=ismember(out(:,1),n3G);
%Finder de rækker i "out", der knytter sig til de fundne punktnumre.
d3index=find(d3); %Isolerer numrene på rækkerne fundet ovenfor.
dN(d3index)=dN(d3index).*(1/sqrt(2/3));
%Ganger forholdstal på de residualer i dN,
%der er beregnet på baggrund af tre observationer,
%så de har samme spredning som sN.
%4 observationer og residualer
n4=find(m1(:,2)==4);
%Rækker med punktnumre, der forekommer netop fire gange i m1, identificeres.
n4F=m1(n2,:); %Returnerer rækkerne, der lever op til ovenstående.
n4G=n4F(:,1); %Afklarer, hvad de respektive rækkenumre indeholder af punktnumre.
d4=ismember(out(:,1),n4G);
%Finder de rækker i "out", der knytter sig til de fundne punktnumre.
d4index=find(d4); %Isolerer numrene på rækkerne fundet ovenfor.
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dN(d4index)=dN(d4index).*(1/sqrt(3/4));
%Ganger forholdstal på de residualer i dN,
%der er beregnet på baggrund af fire observationer,
%så de har samme spredning som sN.
%5 observationer og residualer
n5=find(m1(:,2)==5);
%Rækker med punktnumre, der forekommer netop fem gange i m1, identificeres.
n5F=m1(n5,:); %Returnerer rækkerne, der lever op til ovenstående.
n5G=n5F(:,1);
%Afklarer, hvad de respektive rækkenumre indeholder af punktnumre.
d5=ismember(out(:,1),n5G);
%Finder de rækker i "out", der knytter sig til de fundne punktnumre.
d5index=find(d5); %Isolerer numrene på rækkerne fundet ovenfor.
dN(d5index)=dN(d5index).*(1/sqrt(4/5));
%Ganger forholdstal på de residualer i dN,
%der er beregnet på baggrund af fem observationer,
%så de har samme spredning som sN.
%Outliers identificeres for N-residualerne
outliersN1=find(-rNmax>dN)
outliersN2=find(dN>rNmax)
%H..................................................
%Spredning H
dH=out(:,4); %H-residualerne udskrives i vektoren dH
varH=dH.^2; %Residualerne kvadreres
sH=sqrt(sum(varH)/(h-h2)) %Spredningen på H-koordinaten beregnes.
%The maximum size of the residuals is calculated for H
rHmax=3*sH;
%2 observationer og residualer
h20=find(m1(:,2)==2);
%Rækker med punktnumre, der forekommer netop to gange i m1, identificeres.
h2F=m1(h20,:); %Returnerer rækkerne, der lever op til ovenstående.
h2G=h2F(:,1);
%Afklarer, hvad de respektive rækkenumre indeholder af punktnumre.
e2=ismember(out(:,1),h2G);
%Finder de rækker i "out", der knytter sig til de fundne punktnumre.
e2index=find(e2); %Isolerer numrene på rækkerne fundet ovenfor.
dH(e2index)=dH(e2index).*(1/sqrt(1/2));
%Ganger forholdstal på de residualer i dH,
%der er beregnet på baggrund af to observationer,
%så de har samme spredning som sH.
%3 observationer og residualer
h30=find(m1(:,2)==3);
%Rækker med punktnumre, der forekommer netop tre gange i m1, identificeres.
h3F=m1(h20,:); %Returnerer rækkerne, der lever op til ovenstående.
h3G=h3F(:,1);
%Afklarer, hvad de respektive rækkenumre indeholder af punktnumre.
e3=ismember(out(:,1),h3G);
%Finder de rækker i "out", der knytter sig til de fundne punktnumre.
e3index=find(e3); %Isolerer numrene på rækkerne fundet ovenfor.
dH(e3index)=dH(e3index).*(1/sqrt(2/3));
%Ganger forholdstal på de residualer i dH,
%der er beregnet på baggrund af tre observationer,
%så de har samme spredning som sH.
%4 observationer og residualer
h40=find(m1(:,2)==4);
%Rækker med punktnumre, der forekommer netop fire gange i m1, identificeres.
h4F=m1(h40,:); %Returnerer rækkerne, der lever op til ovenstående.
h4G=h4F(:,1);
%Afklarer, hvad de respektive rækkenumre indeholder af punktnumre.
e4=ismember(out(:,1),h4G);
%Finder de rækker i "out", der knytter sig til de fundne punktnumre.
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e4index=find(e4); %Isolerer numrene på rækkerne fundet ovenfor.
dH(e4index)=dH(e4index).*(1/sqrt(3/4));
%Ganger forholdstal på de residualer i dH,
%der er beregnet på baggrund af fire observationer,
%så de har samme spredning som sH.
%5 observationer og residualer
h50=find(m1(:,2)==5);
%Rækker med punktnumre, der forekommer netop fem gange i m1, identificeres.
h5F=m1(h50,:); %Returnerer rækkerne, der lever op til ovenstående.
h5G=h5F(:,1);
%Afklarer, hvad de respektive rækkenumre indeholder af punktnumre.
e5=ismember(out(:,1),h5G);
%Finder de rækker i "out", der knytter sig til de fundne punktnumre.
e5index=find(e5); %Isolerer numrene på rækkerne fundet ovenfor.
dH(e5index)=dH(e5index).*(1/sqrt(4/5));
%Ganger forholdstal på de residualer i dH,
%der er beregnet på baggrund af fem observationer,
%så de har samme spredning som sH.
%Outliers identificeres for H-residualerne
outliersH1=find(-rHmax>dH)
outliersH2=find(dH>rHmax)
%Residualplot for E, N, U med rMax grænser
data1 = dE;
%# E residualer
data2 = dN; %# N residualer
data3=dH; % U residualer
hAxes = axes(’NextPlot’,’add’,...
%# Tilføjer flere plots
’DataAspectRatio’,[1 1 1],... %#
Matcher skala ¨på plots
’XLim’,[0 1],...
%#
x akse rgænse,
’YLim’,[0 eps],...
%# Y akse grænse(tiny!),
’Color’,’none’);
%#
Ingen baggrundsfarve
subplot(2,2,1); %Plot 1
plot(data1,0,’b.’,’color’,’blue’,’MarkerSize’,10);
% E residualer, farve og str. på punkter
set(gca,’ytick’,[]) % Ingen tal på Y-akse
title(’E residuals’) % Titel
hold on % Linje Nedenstående kode indsætter +- rEmax grænser på plot
x=-rEmax;
line([x x], [-0.001 0.001]);
hold on
x=rEmax;
line([x x], [-0.001 0.001]);
hold off
subplot(2,2,2); %Plot 2
plot(data2,0,’b.’,’color’,’red’,’MarkerSize’,10);
% N residualer, farve og str.
set(gca,’ytick’,[]) % Ingen tal på y-akse
title(’N residuals’) % Titel
hold on % rNmax grænser
x=-rNmax;
line([x x], [-0.1 0.1]);
hold on
x=rNmax;
line([x x], [-0.1 0.1]);
hold off
subplot(2,2,3); % plot 3
plot(data3,0,’b.’,’color’,’green’,’MarkerSize’,10);
% U residualer, farve og str.
set(gca,’ytick’,[]) % Ingen tal på y-akse
title(’U residuals’) % Titel
hold on % rUmax grænser
x=-rHmax;
line([x x], [-0.1 0.1]);
hold on
x=rHmax;
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line([x x], [-0.1 0.1]);
hold off
%Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
KolmorovE=dE./sE;
KolTestE=kstest(KolmorovE);
KolmorovN=dN./sN;
KolTestN=kstest(KolmorovN);
KolmorovU=dH./sH;
KolTestU=kstest(KolmorovU);
%Robuste estimatorer for standardafvigelsen
L1sE=median(abs(dE-median(dE)))/0.6745
L1sN=median(abs(dN-median(dN)))/0.6745
L1sH=median(abs(dH-median(dH)))/0.6745
%Udlæser A matrix til txt fil - Bruges til at lave outlier kort
%dlmwrite(’DUGGG.csv’,A,’delimiter’,’,’,’precision’,10);
%csvread(’DUGGG.csv’);

RANSAC script
clc
clear all
format short
R=[5,-0.00800000003073365,-0.0776000004261732,-0.0704000000000011;
5,-0.00800000003073365,0.0523999994620681,0.195599999999999;
5,0.00199999997857958,-0.0696000000461936,-0.125400000000001;
5,0.00300000002607703,0.143399999476969,0.150599999999999;
5,0.0110000000568107,-0.0486000003293157,-0.150400000000001];
% Matrix med residualer for alle observationer for punktet
Re=R(:,2); % E residualer
Rn=R(:,3); % N residualer
Ru=R(:,4); % U residualer
%Spredninger fra TAPAS.m for den pågældende iteration
sE=0.036;
sN=0.040;
sU=0.056;
%Max grænse for inliers
RAN_Threshold=[3*sqrt(2)*sE 3*sqrt(2)*sN 3*sqrt(2)*sU]
dE=abs(Re-Re’) % Afvigelser mellem alle E residualer
dN=abs(Rn-Rn’) %Afvigelser for alle N residualer
dU=abs(Ru-Ru’) %Afvigelser for alle N residualer
%Scatter plot for N, U
labels={18,19,20,21,22}; % Labels
scatter(R(:,3),R(:,4),’o’) % Scatter plot
xlabel(’N residual (m)’) % Text på x-aksen
ylabel(’U residual (m)’) % Tekst på y-aksen
text(R(:,3),R(:,4),labels,’VerticalAlignment’,’bottom’,’HorizontalAlignment’,’right’)
% Printer labels til plot
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F-test script
%Power function for variance quotient
%Script compiled by Poul Svante Eriksen, 2018
clc
clear all
s1=0.2429; %Spredning 1
s2=0.1172; % spredning 2
vf=s2^2/s1^2 % Teststørrelse
al=.05 ; % Signifikansniveau
%Graf med styrkefunktion som funktion af antal frihedsgrader
n=0:1:400; % Antal frihedsgrader, startende fra 0, interval på 1, max 400
power=1-fcdf(finv(1-al,n,n)/vf,n,n); % Styrkefunktion formel
%plot(n,power) %Plotter graf
%xlabel(’Degrees of freedom (n)’); % X label
%ylabel(’Power function’); % Y label
Finv=[finv(0.025,89,99),finv(0.975,89,99)]
% Acceptance region 89 er antal frihedsrgader for s1,
%99 er antal frihedsgrader for s2
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